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Allergan Finds A Better
Solution With Fast Tax
_ ,'J ,.

40

One Of The Leading Optical Companies And Fast-Tax See
Eye-To-Eye On Domestic And International Tax Compliance.
"We have six domestic and 40 foreign subsidiaries," says
William McLeod, Vice President, Taxes, Allergan, Inc. "Not all
the domestic subsidiaries can be consolidated. We have to file
separately for our section 936 companies in Puerto Rico and for
our Controlled Foreign Corporations(CFCs). This makes our
tax situation very demanding and complex.
"At first, we went with another company's package, but
that was a nightmare for us. The software wasn't user - friendly
and the training was a real disappointment. So we conducted an
extensive review of everything on the market. System 5 and the
Lens Plus is a registered trademark of Allergen. Inc.

support offered by Fast Tax came out on top. I'm amazed at how
quickly our staff was able to work with it. Last year, we were
able to complete all our domestic returns without any glitches.
I had very high expectations for System 5, and one year later I'm
still impressed. There's no doubt that System 5 was the right
answer for our international and domestic tax processing needs"
It's clear to see why System 5 is the right solution for Allergan,
and nearly 1,800 other companies. lb see what we can do for you,
call 1-800FAST -TAX,Ext.7332.
0
Or inlbxas,call 214/250-7332. cO MP UTCR t 6 N ( 5 u 6 6 e RESCARU -i
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IMAGROUPTERMLIFEPLAN
GOESTHEDISTANCE
32% PREMIUM DISCOUNT
FOR IMA MEMBERS

In today's world of escalating insurance premiums, IMA members can
take advantage of this money - saving
opportunity. The IMA Group Term
Life Plan boasts an unbroken 19 -year
history of granting premium discounts
to Plan participants. While future discounts cannot be guaranteed, these
annual discounts have averaged over
40 % —an impressive track record
that's hard to beat.

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY'S
FINANCIAL STABILITY
he most important reason for buying life insurance is to insure your
family's dreams —children's educat i o n . . . . mort gage p ayment s . . .
your family's quality of life — against
financial uncertainty no matter what
the circumstances may be. The IMA
gives you this chance and saves you
money. You can join over 11,000 IMA
members and their families, who value
this important membership benefit, by
applying for Term Life coverage.

HIGH BENEFIT LEVELS

NO EXCLUSIONS

emb ers can p urchase up to
$300,000 of Term Life coverage, and spouses are eligible
for up to $150,000 of coverage. Both
member and spouse coverage is available in options (in multiples of $6,000).
Members may renew their coverage
until age 72 as long as they remain
members of IMA, pay premiums when
due and the Plan and Trust remain in
force.

any insurance plans tack on
additional exclusions, limitations and fine print. The IMA
Pl an con t ai ns n o ne o f th e abo ve!
Insured members and dependents are
covered for death from any cause, 24
hours a day, 365 days a year, anywhere
in the world.

o find out more about the
IMA Group Term Life
Plan, call 1 800 225 -6758.
For information about other
available plans in the IMA
Group Insurance Program, call
1 800 424 -9883. In the
Washington, DC area, call (202)
457 -6820. These plans include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Disability Income
Excess Major Medical
In- Hospital
High -Limit Accident
Medicare Supplement
Long Term Care

To take advantage of this high - quality
life insurance protection by enrolling or
increasing coverage in the IMA Group
Life Insurance Plan, please call our
toll -free number today to request complete info rmati on and ap plication
forms.
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omething all accountants can
appreciate— discounted rates.
Based on favorable past experience, the Institute of Management
Accountants (IMA) has cut premiums
by 32% for the Term Life Plan for the
period July 1, 1992 through June 30,
1993.
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30
HOW IS YOUR
COMPANY
COMPLYING
WITH THE ADA.
BY MICHAEL D.
ESPOSITO
A lawyer experienced with
human resources issues
gives tips to help companies
make adjustments and not
violate the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
Cover: How can accountants prepare
for the impact ofthe Americans with
Disabilities Act? See page 30.
Cover by Stuart Wagreich, Vision Art
& Design Studios, Inc., New York,
N.Y.

MANAGEMENTACColJNTINGQO (ISSN
0025 -1690) is published monthly by
the Institute of Management Accountants, formerly the National Association of Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr.,
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760, (201)573
9000. Price $10.00 per copy. Subscription rates, per year: $20 (included in
dues, nondeductible); nonmembers,
$125.00. Second class postage paid at
Montvale, NJ., and additional mailing
offices. To ensure uninterrupted mail
service, send present address label
and new address including ZIP number to Membership Records Dept.,
IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645.1760. Allow
six weeks for change. IMA's telex
number is 9102509487; facsimile number is 201 - 573 -0639. POSTMASTER
Send address changes to MANAGEMENT AccouNTINGO, Montvale, NJ
07645.1760.

35
ACCOMMODATING
THEDISABLED
BY THOMAS D.
MCLAUGHLIN, CMA
There are many simple
ways to make sure your
company is accessible to
disabled employees. The
author offers some practical
guidelines.

42
MANAGING
WORKERS'
COMPENSATION
COSTSAT
KELLYSERVICES

32
ACCOUNTANTSAND
THEADA
BY LINDA M. MARQUIS,
CMA, AND LESLIE D.
TURNER, CMA
Accountants can play a vital
role in analyzing job functions and structure to help
employees and their companies implement provisions
of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

36A
IMAANNUAL REPORT
The Institute's financial
statements for 1991 -92.

38
ESOPPOWER
BY RON J. LINT
Employee stock ownership
plans are a new benefit
strategy for the 1990s that
companies can use for anything from capital formation
to CEO succession.

BY STEVEN R. DREXEL,
CMA
Exploding workers' compensation costs have created a cost management crisis. What can financial
managers do to address the
problems? Kelly Services,
Inc., the 1.4 billion dollar
temporary help company,
developed an information
management and reporting
system that provided a
framework for attack.
1991 -92 Certificate of Merit

45
FINANCINGOPTIONS
FORWORKERS'
COMPENSATION
BY RONALD L. FRANKLIN
Workers' compensation
costs are a burden for many
companies. While self -insurance may be a solution
for your company, there are
other funding options.
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50
AMODESTPROPOSAL
FOR PRICING
DECISIONS
BY DOUGLAS T. HICKS
The use of historical depreciation expense in developing costs for product pricing
purposes has been a factor
in encouraging a false sense
of security and success
among U.S. manufacturers,
says this consultant. His
controversial proposal to
make U.S. companies competitive is to include capital
expenditure requirements
in product cost for product
pricing purposes.

BY ROBIN COOPER,
ROBERT S. KAPLAN,
LAWRENCE S. MAISEL,
EILEEN MORRISSEY,
AND RONALD M. OEHM
The IMA Committee on Research, together with Robin
Cooper, Robert S. Kaplan
and KPMG Peat Marwick,
recently carried out a study
that examined the actual experiences of eight companies that implemented ABC
systems. Here are some of
the findings of that study,
Implementing Activity -Based
Cost Management: Moving
from Analysis to Action.

58
INDEFENSEOF
ACTVITY-BASED
COSTMANAGEMENT
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'How do I start a new job
smoothly ?'

BY ROBEffl' S. KAPLAN
One of the authors of the
new IMA research report
describes how an ABC model provides financial and
economic information that
can support corporate decisions.

18
ETHICS

Views expressed herein are authors'
and do not represent Institute policy
unless so stated. Publication of paid
advertising and new product and service information does not constitute
an endorsement by the Institute of the
advertiser or the product or service.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNI1N(Ais indexed in theAccountants'Index and al•
so in the on -line database of the same
name. This publication is available in

other forms of media through Information Access Company and through
University Microfilms, Inc., and
ABI /INFORM (313)761 4700. For
more information call (800)227 -8931.
Quantity reprints of any article in
MANAGEMENTACCOUNCING0 or
back issues (subject to availability)
may be obtained from Special Order
Department, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive,
Montvale, NJ 07645.1760.
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venew pieces of hardware
in five weeks.

T

e
D
software is
D. Edwards.

It y o u t h o u g h t we o n l y d e v-

eloped cross - industry fina ncial
software, take a closer look.
M i d r a n ge S'sy temsTI magazine
recently ga ve us thre e "Buyer's
Choic e" a wa rd s. R ea de rs sai d they
pre fe r re d ou r ma nu fa c t ur i ng
and financ ia l software for t he
/0�:

we have specifi cally i ncluded
world wid e func t ional i ty, i ncludi ng mul ti - currency proc essing a nd value -ad ded taxa tion
ca pabi li t ie s. These sol ut i ons a re
available in twelve languages,
inc l ud i ng Ja pa ne se .
But awa rds tel l only part of
— q

IB M AS / 4 0 0 " ' over tha t of

the story. Datamat>on T'
a listed us as the fastest=t '<
growing software com-

ou r c o mp e t i t o rs. IB M
P;
na me d us i t s "Out st a nd ing B usiness P artner" in
o "
N
Nort h Ame ri c a for 1 9 9 I .
In a dd i t ion, t he governor of
C ol ora d o, re c ogni z i ng our
c
i nt e rna t i ona l gr owt h, pre se nt e d
us with the "Excell ence in

pany in 19 9

I.

An d o u r

investments in multinational solutions have
7 helped us win business with
1 50 of t he Fortune 5 00 t hrough-

E x p o r t i n g Awa r d " f o r 1 9 9 2 .

The a wa rd s a re t he c ulmi na tion of five ye ars ofsucce ssful
re se a rc h a nd de vel opme nt e fforts.
Ove r t ha t t i me , we mad e substa nti al inve stme nt s i n provi d ing spe ci fi c soft ware soluti ons for ma nufa c t uri ng, di st ri but i on, c onst ruc tion, real estate, public se ctor, and
not - for - profit businesses.
The se sol uti ons a re int e gra t e d
wit h our award - wi nning fi na nci al
appl i ca t i ons. In d e ve l opi ng soft wa re solut ions for t he se ind ustri es,

out the worl d .
J. D. Ed wa rd s & Companym
has come a long way since its
found i ng i n 1 977. For years,
we were k nown as the l ead er
in provid ing cross - industry
fina nci al solutions. Tod ay, we
have cl early est abli she d ourself
as a le a di ng suppli e r ofi nte gra te d soft wa re sol ut ions for t he
worl d's largest multi - national
org a ni z a t i on s.
To fi nd out why we 're
wi n ni n g b ot h c u st o me r s a nd
awa rd s , c al l 1- 80 0 -7 z 7 - 5 3 3 3•

JDEdwards
TRAD ITIO N A L VALU ES. N E w TE CH N O LO G I ES .

AS 1 4w u a rr ad rm ar ko fI BM . All nr he r br s n da an d na mr aa rc r uk m ar ks

fch6, reapecriw holden. 0J.D. Edwards & Cn p . . • rgga. Al l nghu n- -- d.
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Influence is the part of our mission that knits together Education, Association, and Certification. To respond to this facet of our mission, IMA reaches out to lawmakers, standard
setters, academics, and other professional accounting organizations to serve business and society. IMA members, as
individuals, and the IMA as their association, play a very important role in American society as they influence the financial decisions of their companies. And those company decisions influence financial practices in our country and
abroad.
Last year executives and volunteers went to our nation's
capital. We met with key legislators, regulators, and government officials. We reinforced their awareness of our organization and how it can contribute to various

financial issues affecting government and business. We were influential in distinguishing our profession and its role in the American economy and in making our
resources available to government leaders who need information and input.
The IMA also has a running dialogue with other essential accounting and standards- setting organizations. In response to the increasingly global perspectives
of accounting, our dialogue also reaches into other countries through such organizations as the Society of Management Accountants in Canada and Chartered
Institute of Management Accountants in the United Kingdom. We also work closely with such international standards setters as the International Accounting Standards Committee and the International Federation of Accountants.
Becoming more influential has to be earned. We earn the ability to influence
through education, association, and certification, and helping others. Our Corporate Development Program is spreading awareness that management accounting
plays an essential, integral role in efficient, productive business. As corporate leaders become aware of our CMA program, they tend to seek out CMAs to fill management positions. An increasing number of corporations ask us to help develop
in -house CMA development programs.
This cycle of influence feeds itself. As corporations promote the CMA program
within the company, the expanding presence of CMAs helps establish the IMA
Code of Ethics, thus influencing ethical standards within our corporations.
We also expect IMA's new Task Force on Total Quality to influence the quality
of corporate financial management. By developing a total quality philosophy for
the management accounting process, we will be able to influence quality in virtually every facet of business, from production to marketing to general management.
IMA is also influencing academia. The CMA program contributes to the curricula of accounting departments at many major colleges and universities. An ever increasing number of students are planning their courses and careers along CMA
guidelines.
Influence, which is another word for leadership, is the unifying tool that brings
together all the elements of our mission statement. Just as the IMA brings together tens of thousands of concerned professionals, our desire to be the leading management accounting organization in the world brings us toward the successful
completion of our mission.
Allocation of Institute's Resources

ROBERT W. LIPTAK, CPA 4 9 Z , ?
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We Took 7he Words
Right Out Of Their Mouths.
"I was really enthusiastic when I heard about pretrained data entry temporaries.
I wasn't disappointed"
Sue Gohm, Tax Coordinator, Great Lakes Bancorp, Saginaw, MI

"Being pretrained for our particular applications, they know what
has to be performed here. They understand our operation"
Steve Whicker, Supervisor of Warranty Claims Processing, Whirlpool Corporation, La Pbrte, IN

"They know the ins and outs. We can always rely on Kelly-' to provide us
with excellent people"
Lani Ward, Personnel Coordinator, Seafirst Bankcard Services, Spokane, WA

"They're immediately productive the first shift they work,
saving us both time and money."
Shelley Kee, Supervisor of Human Resources, Blue Cross of Atlantic Canada,
Moncton, New Brunswick

"All the feedback from the department has been positive. Things are getting done
much more quickly. Is Kelly the leader? Definitely!"
Lynne Orbin, Recruiting Specialist, Arnett Clinic, Lafayette, IN

The Kelly Customizer Another First From Kelly.
Your Kelly data entry temporaries arrive
on the job ready to work, not just ready to
learn.
You save time. You save money. Because
you don't have to train them yourself.
They've been pretrained with the exclusive

Kelly Customizer. So they know how to handle
your specific data entry formats before they
even come to you.
If you have multiple or long -term requirements for data entry temporaries, call your
local Kelly office for details now.

KELU

Anequalopportunity

employer.

Servc
impoesrry

The Kelly Girl' People —The First and The Best
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1992 Kelly Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

WASHINGTONREPORT
STEPHENBARLAS,EDITOR

ON INTERNAL
CONTROLS
ow that the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations (COSO)
of the Treadway Commission
has released its long - awaited report on
internal controls, the big question, of
course, is whether the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) is ready to
pump life into its dormant internal controls reporting rule making. Those
with long memories will remember
that, about four years ago, the SEC
proposed mandatory internal controls
reporting. That proposal lay dormant
until about six months ago, when the
SEC was forced to formally remove it
from the Commission's docket due to
provisions of the federal regulatory
law. In an interview with MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING @,
Walter
Schuetze, the SEC chief accountant,
who took over that job in January 1992,
said he was not sure what if anything
he plans to do with regard to internal
controls. "If the Business Roundtable,
the National Association of Manufacturers, Financial Executives Institute,
and Chamber of Commerce were to issue a joint press release next month
saying they wanted internal controls
reporting, I would take a good look at
it," Schuetze said. Business groups
loudly opposed internal controls reporting when Rep. Ron Wyden (D.Ore.) included it in his financial reporting legislation a few years ago. Wyden
eliminated that provision from his current bill. Schuetze pointed out that the
American Institute of CPAs' Auditing
Standards Board has put out an exposure draft on external reporting on corporate internal controls. The public
comment period closed at the end of
August. But of course that would only
affect companies who asked a CPA
firm to look at their voluntarily initiated internal controls reporting.

N

erage U.S. rate increased from 18.6% in
1986 to 32.9% in 1989. The worldwide
rate increase was 28.1% to 37.1 %. The
1986 TRA was passed amid criticism
that many large companies were paying little if no tax. To correct that perceived problem, Congress did such
things as lengthen depreciation schedules, eliminate the investment tax
credit, require an alternative minimum
corporate income tax, repeal the
reserve method of computing the deduction for bad debts, require the per centage-of- completion method of accounting for long -term contracts, and
accelerate recognition of installment
gain for sales of inventory and business and rental real estate.

DOD TAKING
HARD LINE ON
RECOUPMENT

Walter Schuetze

GAO REPORT LOOKS
AT CORPORATE
TAX RATES
American corporations are paying considerably higher effective tax rates today than they did before the 1986 tax
reform act ('IRA) was passed. That is
the conclusion of a new report from
the General Accounting Office (GAO),
which predicts that those higher effective tax rates will decline somewhat as
corporations finish paying on taxes
that were deferred based on pre -1986
tax law. Coincidentally, the report was
requested by two members of the
House Ways & Means Committee,
Reps. Byron Dorgan (D.-N.D.) and
Don Pease (D.-Ohio), both of whom
are retiring in November. So the' report is unlikely to lead to any kind of
congressional action, even if any were
warranted. The GAO looked at 220
Fortune 500 companies spread across
29 industry groups. It computed effective U.S. and worldwide tax rates.
What the GAO found was that the av-

Defense contractors are up in arms
about the Pentagon's unwillingness to
make far - reaching changes in its recoupment policy. For years, the defense department has charged companies "recoupment" costs on overseas
sales as a way of getting back some of
the money the DOD spent on weapons
research and development, which accrued to the companies' benefit. Traditionally, companies have had to maintain complex accounting procedures
to figure out recoupment costs. These
incremental accounting costs have
been significant, according to the
Aerospace Industries Association
(AIA). Because the defense industry is
in such dire straits, President Bush
proposed relaxing the recoupment policy. In September, the defense department issued its plan for carrying out
Bush's commitment, which eliminated
recoupment costs on new contracts for
non -Major Defense
Equipment
(MDE). The DOD has complicated
formulas for figuring out when recoupment payments are due. For example,
a contractor might owe DOD money
when it sells a commercial product
that has "10% commonality" with a defense product whose development the
military helped fund. Trying to determine when the commercial product
reaches that 10% threshold, based on
the components that are used, can be
an accounting nightmare.
■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 13 years of experience reporting
from Washington, D.C.
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YeS1I want the Best depreciation and fixed asset expert on my staff. Please send
me FASI000 — the full product version — to use and inspect without obligation for 30
days, FREE. If I decide to keep FAS1000, PB simply honor your invoice for the Special
Introductory price of $795 plus postage and handling.
I'm interested, but first send me more information.
Name
Title

Company
Address
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State
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away
leader
in fixedthe
asset
management
with thethepower
combined
heritage
(and lowsoftware,
price) of FAS_'
run atif you
and�flexibility�of�FAS2000� ,�the�critically�acclaimed�"Rolls�Royce�"?
You'd have a new industry standard! And an incredible value!

Q

Introducing All New FAS10001 From Best Programs!

O
O

No other package even comes close. 7 schedules including automatic ACE
and AMT books. 21 standard reports. Complete custom control. A score
of intelligent new features. And a dozen specialized module options ... from
Lotus import to property tax and report management to GL links and bar
code inventory.

!
".

All displayed in a neat, streamlined interface that lets you deal only with
the information you need. Built on the rock solid calculations that have
made FAS the confident choice of more than 21,000 accounting, tax and
finance professionals.

But FAS1000 Is Not Only Powerful, It's Easy!

'

User - friendly features like our exclusive FASPromptTM
context sensitive help and ADVI Automatic Data
Validation let even entry level staff tackle complex
depreciation without a hitch.

And It Doesn't Stop There.
With FAS1000 SupportPlusIm you get more than the latest regulatory
updates ... you get direct access to the unparalleled skill and friendly, responsive guidance of the most experienced corps of tax and accounting software experts in the business.
From Big Six to corporate to CPA, there's a reason why FAS outsells every
other package more than 3:1.

Find Out
For Yourself.
But hurry. This special intro-

ducto offer won't last forever.
rY

- —

_
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The Choice is Easy when the Choice is Best!

r 30 DAY FREE TRIAL ,
Call
toll freeandwe
'll FAS1000
express, direct
to
' you,
thenow
full -product
version
of
(including'

'

Put the nation's most res
respectedfixed
p
asset
expert
staff today.
Call III
now
youron
noyour
obligation
FAS1000
assetfor
Free Trial.

comprehensive documentation and telephone

support) -FREE!Yours to examine for X days '
with no obligation whatsoever. If you decide to
keep�FAS1000�—�and�we're confident�you�will�—
simply honor our invoice.

,

-368-2405

It will be the Best hire you ever made!
MA A 0 2
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR

ROBERTF.RANDALL,EDITOR

ABC UNDER FIRE
"It's Time to Stop Overselling Activity Based Concepts" by H. Thomas Johnson, September 1992, was one of the
most controversial articles published in
this magazine. We are publishing on
these two pages some of the first letters
received in response to this piece. We encourage other readers to share their experiences with ABC. Ed.

ABCISNOTAPANACEA,
BUTITISANENABLER
s a historian, H. Thomas Johnson presents an enlightening
and well- documented description of the evolution of activity -based
costing (see "It's Time to Stop Overselling Activity-Based Concepts" in
the September MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING@). Mr. Johnson's assessment of the current status of ABC, in
contrast, is noticeably void of documented support. Instead, the article
tends to condemn all ABC applications by focusing on the silver - bullet,
panacea hype carelessly advocated by
a few early ABC zealots.
A quick reading of brochures distributed by the many purveyors of
ABC seminars, software, and consulting services indicates that the benefits
derived from ABC systems are no
longer being oversold. Instead, ABC
has found an important niche not only
as better product costing methodology but, equally important, as an enabler that supports corporate strategies
such as continuous improvement. As
an enabler, ABC brings visibility to
the true cost of quality, to the prevalence of low value -added work, and ultimately to process reengineering opportunities.
Unfortunately, the article would
have readers believe that ABC imple10

menters are naive about the role that
ABC plays in pursuit of profitability.
This naivete, if it exists at all, is not pervasive. I recently met with ABC practitioners from 12 large and diverse
manufacturing companies to share experiences with the implementation
[ofj activity-based cost management
concepts. Not surprisingly, each company is actively pursuing a variety of
initiatives (such as customer satisfaction, cycle -time reduction, employee
empowerment, and quality management) in addition to ABC. Each company is looking for the appropriate balance of cost, quality, innovation, and
service that will allow it to be competitive in a global economy. ABC is just
one of many gears that must work in
unison to achieve a world class stature.
By the way, I applaud MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING@ for tempering
Mr. Johnson's article by also including
the National Semiconductor article
"Using ABC to Support Continuous
Improvement" in the September issue.
Hal Thilmony
Manager - Financial Systems
Implementation
ne Clorox Company
Oakland, Calif.

WHATABCCANDO
The September issue is a real winner!
I especially enjoyed Dr. H. Thomas
Johnson's review of the history and development of activity-based costing. I
was surprised to learn that ABC users
expect to make product development
(marketing), product design (engineering), or process design (industrial
engineering) decisions using cost information describing things as they
are at present.
My own involvement arose out of a
TQM effort to make cost information
responsive to process managers'
needs. ABC in that environment was
developed by a team including accountants, engineers, production personnel, and material personnel.
We discovered that the principles
we developed (which we later learned
were ABC principles) allowed us to
forecast changes in resources used
when process utilization was changed
(either through product design or production routing) and to a limited degree when process design was
changed. That was all we wanted. The
cost history of processes as they are,
however accurate that history may be,
cannot reliably forecast the costs of

new processes. So ABC did not tell us
what changes would be responsive to
customer needs; that's marketing's
job. It didn't tell us how to design more
effective or more efficient processes;
that's the workers' (under TQM) and
engineers' jobs. It did tell us what resource usage changes to expect when
changing process or product designs.
Then the most cost - effective solutions
could be chosen. Profitability changes
could also be estimated if new products or features were added without
changing production processes.
Of course, all depends on whether
a company's ABC cost relationships
accurately reflect its production and
business processes.
Michael E. Woods, CPA

DON'TTHROWOUTTHE
BABYWITHBATHWATER
In one sense I wholeheartedly agree
with Professor Johnson that it is time
to stop overselling Activity-Based
Product Costing. But don't throw out
the baby with the bath water. I do not
agree with Tom Johnson that companies should stop Activity-Based Cost
Management.
Activity-Based Costing (ABC) and
Activity-Based Cost Management
(ABM) are very new technologies.
Overly zealous, well- intentioned accountants initially became enamored
with ABC without first asking their internal customers a simple, but albeit
critical, question: "What does our company need, improved product cost or
improved product profitability?" A controller said it best right here in the Letters to the Editor column two years
ago: "Implementing ABC in my company equates to rearranging the deck
chairs on the Titanic!" Most companies' most pressing need is reducing
costs (ABM), not reallocating costs
(ABC).
Professor Johnson proposes that
TQM will automatically result in cost
reduction. I disagree. Americans will
only play games as long as they can
keep score. Seven out of ten quality
programs fail! One of the reasons is because companies lack a cost management system that "mirrors" the TQM
process. That is, until ABM arrived.
Tom Pryor
President
ICMS Software, Inc.
Arlington, Tex.
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Suddenly, it'sright infront ofyou— the perfect investment. And whenWall Street calls, a
lineofcreditfromSecurityPacific Executive/ProfessionalServiceshelpsyouansweronthefirstring.

Designed just for the Institute of Management Accountants.
That'sright. Thisisthe onlylineofcreditdevelopedexclusivelyforthe InstituteofManagement
Accountants. Inotherwords, perfect foryou,

Get up to $20,000 or more with two little words.
Yoursignature. That'sall we need. And you'll have the flexibilitytouse the moneyforany.
thingyouwant.
$20,000.Animpressiveamountthatcanhelpyoudosomeimpressivebusiness.Takeadvantage
ofthat irresistible investment. Studyeducationopportunities. Orsplurge onthat special something
that yousimplycan't resist. Just write one ofthe free checkswe'll provide, orcall ouroffice.

Our service will make you smile.
Ourdedicationtocustomerservicemeanswereeasytoworkwith,That'swhyyoucan lYfor
yourcredit line bymail. And that'swhywe offera loanguarantee: Ifyou'renot completely pv
withyourfirst cashadvance, just returnthe fundswithin30 days. There'sneveranyrisk.

The best credit he at the best rate.
Howabout aninterest rate that'sonly6.4a/ooverthe prime rate?Simplyput, that'sone of
the best ratesforunsecured fundsyoucanfind. Plus, there are noapplicationfees, annual dues,
orprepayment penalties.

Start getting more out of life today.
Gettingstarted iseasy.Just callustoll-freeat (800)274-6711.We'llrushanapplicationtoyou.
Thengetreadytoscalethe wall— andcome outontop.
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SECURITY PACIFIC

.EXECUTIVE/PROFESSIONALSERVICES
14201 East 41h Avenue, Aurora, CO 80011
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Security Pacific Exec uIivelProtessIonal Services, Inc. is an equal opportunity lender- Approval of at loans, regardless of amount,
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After reading H. Thomas Johnson's article warning us not to "waste time"
with our activity-based costing efforts,
I feel he failed to emphasize a crucial
point. ABC isa toot. It is not an end -all
solution to profitability. Armed with
this tool, companies can make educated decisions to meet or exceed customer requirements.
His example of the customer's need
for small lots of frequent shipments
failed to point out that ABC can provide manufacturers with the data necessary to determine the most economical method of producing to meet the
customer's demand. ABC can tell us
that it may be more economical to produce a one setup, annual supply for a
customer, stock the parts, and ship to
the customer as needed throughout
the year. Yes, customer satisfaction is
a focus of our corporate mission.
As project leader for our ABC im-

Choosethelineofcreditthat
6vesyoupuawall.

-

REALITYIN PRODUCT
COSTS

Alan W. Rupp, CPA
Manager, Cost Accounting
Lord Corporation
Erie, Pa.

-

Sam Isaac, CMB
President
Automation Consulting
Brighton, Mich.

surements. Marketing managers will
pursue the sale of products with the
most profit because that is how they
are measured. We will continue our
ABC implementation to bring some reality to our product costs and product
profitability. We will use ABC as it was
intended, a tool to help us make educated decisions regarding the products we manufacture.

-

I agree wholeheartedly with the notion
that ABC is not a panacea and cannot
solve the ills of any company. Some
proponents have taken ABC to such an
extent that they lose sight of the fact
that ABC is just a tool. How it is used
depends on the managers' abilities,
not on the abilities of the tool.
Where Mr. Johnson errs is when he
assumes that focusing on people not
costs is the panacea. TQM and "worker empowerment" theories are hot topics today because they seem to provide
worker incentives and company competitiveness which are lacking in the
traditional top -down management
style. These theories bring about positive change only when measured
against what previously existed. ABC
is the foremost measurement tool
available to managers to judge which
changes are best for the company by
determining which changes will reduce costs. It is true that some changes should be taken even if they increase costs, but totally ignoring costs
would only bring about the demise of
the company. By stating that ABC is no
longer necessary, Mr. Johnson has
done exactly what he accuses others of
doing — overstating a position.

plementation, I have great difficulty
swallowing the idea that our ABC efforts are a waste of time. A traditional
cost system incorrectly allocates material overhead to parts based on purchased cost of components. If we scrap
our ABC implementation, are we to
continue to pretend there is a relationship between purchased cost and material overhead? Are we also to assume
all our overhead can be scooped together and smeared across all parts by
direct labor dollars or machine hours?
I think not.
Behavior can be influenced by mea-
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FINANCIALMANAGER
T.CARTER HAGAMAN,EDITOR

ECONOMIC
PROSPERITY AND
THE BANKS
liroughout this political year, there's been a
lot of discussion about
the need to promote
personal and general
economic progress.
Debates
continue
about the relative merits of public and
private investment (thisdespitethe examples of Eastern Europe!), large enterprises or small, whether to encourage or limit international trade, how
much to regulate, and so on.
There does appear, however, to be
a consensus about the need for new investment to spur economic growth. In
addition, everybody agrees that small
business is critically important.
Where does the banking industry
fit into this scenario? Both banks and
savings institutions have been going
through a bad patch for some time
now. Generally, their reputations are
not riding high with investors, regulators, or the public. Further, complaints
are legion from would -be borrowers
that business loans are harder to get
than ever. Nonetheless, banks probably are the best mechanism available
to make capital available to most small
and moderate businesses. We need to
understand this role and take steps to
reduce the very real obstacles businesses face.
Capital is an indispensable element
in business expansion. There are two
basic steps — capital formation (savings) and capital allocation (investment). I've written before about the
need to increase our national savings
rate. Today, I want to talk about how
to put savings to work, where the savings go, and who makes the decisions.
Originally banks were called "commercial banks" for good reason. Their
principal role was to accept demand
deposits from businesses and to make
commercial loans, thereby facilitating
the flow of commerce.
The second major job was to make
12

the payment system work through
checks and drafts. Thus, the funds in
motion were safeguarded and a record
of transactions provided. Commercial
banks were not major sources of permanent capital (which was very
scarce). This came from families,
friends, and other private sources.
Many larger investments were arranged by investment banks. The United States was a net importer of capital
until 1916.
Over the years, many banks and a
host of new competitors entered the
business of providing long -term capital
to business. In the process, their risks
increased and many took losses.
When very small loans are made at
all, it's usually "by the numbers" under
an impersonal scoring system and the
only follow -up is tracking payments.
The process of raising capital for
smaller firms — particularly start-ups
and business in distressed areas —is
threatened by the high costs of regulation and personal attention.
What's to be done to increase the
flow of capital —often risk capital —to
small business? There are still almost
12,000 banks in the U.S. reporting to
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). They are located
throughout the country and staffed
with people trained in credit judgment.
They could —with proper incentive—be a mighty engine for allocating
capital to small business and overseeing loans after they are made.
There are two parts to the problem.
Current barriers to this activity must
be removed, and an economic framework to give banks an incentive to
seek this business must be created.
First, I'll discuss the barriers.
Banks are under legitimate pressure
to put their financial house in order
and to improve their capital ratios.
They are also under increased regulatory scrutiny in examining the quality
of their portfolios —a process that discourages even legitimate risk taking.
Furthermore, government regulation often fails to recognize competitive reality and continues to impose
added burdens on banks to "act in the

public interest" with lifeline accounts,
community reinvestment, and the
like—in short, to do unprofitable
things as a condition of maintaining
their franchise. Increased capital requirements and added assessments to
replenish FDIC reserves add to the
burden and discourage banks from
booking many loans for their own account. If we want banks to extend and
oversee risky loans to small business,
we must insulate this activity from the
rest of the bank, perhaps through a
special purpose subsidiary.
The second problem is the motivational framework. Making high risk investments with depositors' money is
not the proper business of banks. Of
course, not all small business loans are
high risk, but they are costly (as a percentage of money lent) to manage
properly. If there are good social and
economic reasons to do this for the
benefit of the economy at large, then
the cost is worth bearing by the economy at large.
There are precedents. The Small
Business Administration (SBA) is already putting a federal guaranty under
certain loans, thereby enhancing the
risk /reward equation for the participating bank. The Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) was a federal project
that raised the standard of living for an
entire region of the country. Student
loan guaranties made higher education possible for thousands.
The key is to establish a realistic
economic framework and invite the
banking industry to pursue this business in its own interest. This could be
accomplished with a combination of
guaranties, akin to SBA, and payments
for loan supervision that would reduce
the cost of doing business to a level
that could be recaptured in the rate
charged. Such provision focuses the
borrower on making sound decisions
and provides a mechanism for regular
accountability. Finally, a realistic acceptance of losses as a cost of the program would be necessary to focus the
program on risk capital.
The danger, as usual, is the tendency of government agencies to over -regulate, and substitute their judgment
for the hands -on judgment of the banker. But it seems to be a risk worth taking. At least the costs would be out in
the open.
■
T. Carter Hagaman is an independent
investment analyst. He teaches at Kean
CollegeofNew Jersey and can be reached
at (201) 762 -6378.
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Brad Akri&

Cost SystemsAnalyst
Goldblatt Tool Company
Division of The Stanley Works
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"Quality can make or break our products!"
"For more than 100 years, quality has been the first priority at

Because ABC allows us to break out our costs to the actual activ-

both Goldblatt and Stanley Tools. And when you're talking about

ities that consume them, we can model processes exactly.

construction tools, the first measure of quality is easy — if it

Activities are analyzed and processes are streamlined to provide

breaks, it's no good!

the highest possible value to Goldblatt and to the customer.

"After that, though, things get a little harder to measure. Product
quality depends on a lot of things. Solid manufacturing processes
and accurate product costing are just two of the areas that affect
quality in a big way.

"We also use ABC for product rationalization, make vs. buy decisions, and what -if scenarios. For example, if we want to know the
total cost for processing a single customer order, we just
run it through EasyABC Plus'. We tried this

"Activity -based costing helps us to understand these areas.

awhile back and reduced that cost by IM"

N

ABC Technologies Inc.
8926 SW Nall Blvd. • Portland. OR 97223
503/626 -4895 • 503/626 -4003 (fax)
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MANAGING
YOUR
CAREER
`HOW DO I START A NEW JOB SMOOTHLY ?'
ROBERTHALF,EDITOR
After two years in my first management accounting job, I've decided to start looking
for another. I don't think I'll have much trouble. My educational credentials are excellent, and my work has been highly satisfactory to my current employer. The reason
I write you, Mr. Half, is that I would like to enjoy a better, smoother start on my next
job than 1 did with this one. I nevergave much thought to getting off to the right start
and sort of drifted along in the early weeks. Things went okay, but 1 remember being
distinctly uncomfortable. I was hoping you might reiterate some tangible tips for anyone, whether beginning a first or tenth job, on how successfully to join a new team.
ow you begin a new
job will have ramifications for your future with the company.

First

impres-

sions are, indeed,
important. If you do
things right in the early weeks and
months of new employment —or, at
least, don't do too many things
wrong —it can smooth the way for
more rapid advancement and establish
positive lasting relationships with colleagues.
I've built a file over the years of
things new employees should and
shouldn't do. Here are a few of them.
• Get to work a little early and leave a
little late. If there was ever a time to
expend maximum energy, it's the
first six months on the job. Don't
overdo it, however. You're not out
to show up your colleagues. You
simply want to demonstrate that
you are a willing worker.
• Be nice to everyone. Too many people adopt a two-tiered approach to
pleasantness in the workplace.
Those who are considered professional colleagues receive friendly,
courteous treatment. Those lower

and spread your questions out over
a period of weeks with a variety of
people.
• You'll want to be productive and
make contributions as quickly as
possible. At the same time, go slow
when it comes to suggesting changes, particularly those that go
against established policies and
procedures. You may have some
wonderful new ideas, but remember you're a new player on the
team. Make note of your ideas and
keep them to yourself until you've
been there a while. Take the opportunity to size up the way things
work, including the corporate and
department "culture" and the people around you.
• Speaking of team play, I recommend to new employees that they

Finally, assiduously avoid contrib-

D�
a

treated with a certain disdain. Not
only is such behavior not nice, it
usually alienates a group of people
who, despite less impressive job de-

to annoy other people who are busy
and don't have much time to devote
to a new employee. Pick your times
14

in seeing you get things done, not

explaining why you didn't.
• Keep your boss informed of the status of your projects, and of your daily routine. Be sure someone knows
when you're out of the department
for any reason. Get in the habit of
writing short but informative notes.
Casually verbalizing something often gets lost in the business of the
day. There's nothing like a piece of
paper that says, "I'll be with the client today from three until five."
• Be a good listener. Good listeners
learn things quickly; bad listeners
never seem to learn. You have to
work at being a good listener.
• Dres s slightly better than your immediate colleagues (which goes
hand -in -hand with my advice to
come in early and stay late —but not
too early or late).
uting to the company grapevine. Listen

on th e company totem pole are

scriptio ns, can to rp ed o yo ur future
with the firm.
• A sk q u est io n s. Th at d o esn 't m e an

demonstrate a willingness to take
on those menial tasks that more veteran employees prefer to avoid.
This doesn't mean becoming a "patsy." It isn't forever. But if you demonstrate early -on that you understand you're the new kid on the
block and that it is only right and
natural for some of those menial
tasks to fall to you, you'll have gone
a long way toward cementing relationships.
• If you aren't someone who uses his
or her time efficiently, learn how
to —and fast. Establish yourself as a
can -do person. Don't be afraid to
make mistakes. Some employees
become so paralyzed by this fear
that they virtually do nothing. Better to attack a project and make a
few mistakes than to leave it in a file
drawer in your desk.
• No excuses. Your boss is interested

to it; it is often correct. But don't feed
it. Never be critical of your boss or others with whom you work.
Positiveness. Inquisitiveness. Willingness. Pleasantness.
Getting off on the right foot in a new
job is mostly a matter of attitude. If
your attitude is right, chances are your
first days on a new job will be, too. ■
Mr. Half is founder of Robert Half International, Inc., a financial and data pro-

"Careful, Mike... That's the slippery slope
of irresponsible profit - taking at the expense

of long -term corporate viability. My office Is
back this way."

cessing recruiting firm with 150 Robert
Half and Accountemps offices on three

continents. His latest book is How to Get
a Better Job in This Crazy World
(Crown Publishers).
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image is very
important.
71

Is

— Stewart Tager, Photographer, Seattle, WA

"That's why I replaced my old dot
matrix with the HP LaserJet IIIP
printer," says Stewart Tager.
Now his proposals and invoices look
every bit as good as anything his
bigger competitors put out Thanks
to the scalable typefaces and HP's
patented Resolution Enhancement
technology, the print quality, Tager
notes, "is great. The type is so crisp
and really smooth. You don't get
any breakup in the letters."
The HP LaserJet IIIP printer comes

with great customer support, too.
Theres a Customer Support Center
to help Tager get the most out of
his printer. What's more, the HIP is
compatible with virtually all popular software packages. So he doesn't
have to worry about whether his
old software will work with his
new printer.
7b learn
more
about
the most

affordable HP LaserJet printers—
the HIP and IIP plus —dial 1-800LASERIET (1 -800- 627 -3763),
Ext. 7016' for our free video.
HP LaserJet Printers.
HEWLETT

[ hp3P A C K A R D
'In Canada, call 1.800- 987.9887, Ext.7016.
01992 Hewlett - Packard Company PE 12269

TAXES

CORPORATE TAX
ISSUES

ANTHONYP. CURATOLA,EDITOR
BY ANTHONY P. CURATOLA AND
BRYAN L. GENNES
ederal income tax rules
for corporations are
amended with increasing frequency by Congress. In this month's
column, we discuss two
corporate tax issues.
The first concerns regulations for including the cost of employer - provided
group term life insurance (GTLI) in an
employee's gross income. The second
issue is new requirements for higher
estimated corporate tax payments.
GTLI
Section 79 of the Internal Revenue
Code gives a corporation an incentive
to provide employees with nondiscriminatory GTLI coverage. The corporation receives a deduction for the actual
cost of the GTLI while the employee
includes in income only the cost for
the insurance coverage over $50,000.
Thus, the first $50,000 of coverage is
a tax -free benefit received by the employee.
Section 79(c) requires the Secretary
to issue regulations that set forth the cost
of the GTLI, which is includable in gross
income of the employee ("the inclusion
amount'). Subsection c stipulates the
cost is to be a uniform premium based
on 5-year age brackets and previously required the inclusion amount for an employee age 65 and older calculated with
reference to the rate for the 60 -to-64 age
bracket. The special treatment power inclusion cost) for employees over age 64
was repealed by Sec. 5013 of the Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of
1988. According to Committee Reports,
there was no policy rationale for permitting individuals 65 and older to be classified in the 60-to-64 age bracket.
Temporary regulation 1.79 -3T was
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issued by the Treasury in November
1989 effective retroactively January 1,
1989. The temporary regulation
amended the Uniform Premium table
for GTLI to include a cost of $2.10 per
month for employees in the newly created 65-69 age bracket and $3.76 per
month for employees in the also newly
created 70 and older age bracket.
These rates are based on the data
used in creating the rates for the age
brackets below 65 years of age. As a result, none of the other rates in the table
was changed by the temporary regulation. The cost for the 60 -to-64 age
bracket is $1.17 per month. Therefore,
the insurance cost includable by employees in these two new age - bracket
classifications is more than double or
triple the amount previously included
in their gross income.
Some commentators are concerned
that the rates in the Uniform Premium
table do not reflect changes in the mortality experience and gender mix of
employees since the table was last updated in 1983. Obviously the IRS
agrees because it began a project in
1989 to revise the rates. However, the
project has been delayed because the
mortality statistics used in developing
the rates are currently under revision
by the Society of Actuaries.
Although the temporary regulations were finalized recently, the rates
are expected to be revised in the future. The puzzling question is, will all
rates decrease or, will some rates increase while other rates decrease?
ESTIMATED TAX PAYMENTS
The recent passage of the "Unemployment Compensation Amendment of
1992" (UCA) (P.L. 102 -318) extends
payment of emergency unemployment
compensation to March 6, 1993. One
of the ways Congress decided to fund
these additional benefits was to increase the minimum quarterly corporate estimated tax payments. This
change is effective for tax years beginning after June 30, 1992.
Section 6655(d) (1) (B) requires that
the annual estimated payments be the
lesser of:
■ 91% of the tax shown on the return
for the taxable year, or
■ 100% of the tax shown on the return
of the corporation for the preceding
taxable year.
However, the 91% current year percentage was modified by Section
6655(d) (3) ("Temporary increase in

amount of installment based on current year tax") which now requires the
current year percentage to be 97% for
taxable years beginning between June
30,1992, and January 1, 1997, falling to
91% for all years thereafter. Because it
may be difficult to make accurate quarterly estimates eventually equaling
97% of the current year tax liability,
some companies may want to take advantage of the 100% of the prior year
tax liability safe harbor to avoid possible interest and /or penalties.
Unfortunately, Section 6655 (d) (2)
specifies that with the exception of the
first required installment, the 100%
safe harbor does not apply to large corporations (any corporation with taxable income of $1 million or more for
any taxable year during the three taxable years immediately preceding the
taxable year involved). Thus, the tax
departments or tax advisers of large
corporations may want to use conservative estimates when calculating
quarterly amounts due.
Another exception to the 100% safe
harbor recently was clarified on July 6,
1992, by Rev. Rul. 92 -54. This ruling
specifies the safe harbor does not include corporations that filed a return
for the preceding taxable year showing a $0 tax liability. However, one may
construe the ruling implies any positive tax liability (including $1) would
be sufficient.
It is not clear whether or not UCA
is in agreement with Congressional intent. The Conference Committee Report indicates that the increase to 97%
applies only to large corporations; yet
the amended Code section does not
limit the 97% to large corporations. So,
will Congress make some sort of technical correction to make the law match
its original intent, or leave it as is and
enjoy the early tax receipts?
Although the increase in required
estimated payments creates no additional annual tax burden to corporations, it may create an additional cash
crunch on a quarterly basis. This need
for additional funds is seemingly poor
timing for companies struggling to
meet cash requirements in these recessionary times. These provisions illustrate why corporate tax accountants
and advisers must stay current with
continuous tinkering in the tax laws. ■
Anthony P. Curatola, Ph.D., is the Joseph F. Ford Professor at Drexel University in Philadelphia. Bryan L. Gennes,

CPA, is a staff accountant at Ernst &
Young in Philadelphia.
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with The New Commandef'M for Budgeting
No matter how well you plan, or how hard you work, you'll always face
problems during the budgeting process. You can't eliminate them, but
you can choose the one system that lets you solve them quickly—before
they become a crisis:
The New Commander for Budgeting.
The Crisis of Change
At any time you may need to
change the budget to reflect
changes —a new acquisition
or divestiture, a reorganization, new allocation rules. The
New Commander for Budgeting meets this challenge with
features and flexibility that
can quickly provide a revised
budget while. maintaining
complete integrity of the
system,

capabilities to manage and
eees.4 —from electronically
Lions and guidelines i t ) intelli' budgets submitted from
and the world. For once you'll
; on schedule. to quickly Identify
test the "reasonableness" of

Reporting from
Every Angle
There's no way to anticipate
all the different requests For
budget reports. But the New
Commander, with Its multidimensional consolidation.
analysis, and reporting capabilities, makes it easy to
respond with budget reports
from any perspective, without
extraordinary effort or anxiety
about the Integrity of the data.

See for yourself...
For a copy of a white paper on Management -Based Budgeting.
and our video, Delivering Managerial Applications Today, call
Chris Kelly at 1-800. 922 -7979
Canada: 1-800 -541 -1780, or 313- 994 -4800
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ETHICS
NEILHOUv1ES,EDITOR

ETHICS STANDARDS
FOR FEDERAL
WORKERS
BYGARYSCOPES,CAE
he U.S. Office of Government
Ethics (OGE) has eliminated
from the recently issued "Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch" the proposal to ban federal workers from
active participation in associations.
OGE Director Stephen D. Potts said
his office received more than 980
comment letters from associations
and federal workers angered by the
proposal rules.
Many IMA members would have
been affected by the controversial
proposal that would have severely
limited federal workers' use of official time and government property
for association activities. Serving on
association boards and committees
as well as taking part in education
programs, budget deliberations,
publication of scholarly articles, and
standards setting would have been
restricted under the OGE proposal.
The Standards of Ethical Conduct regulation was issued on August 7, 1992, and is scheduled to become effective 180 days from that
date. This final regulation establishes uniform standards of conduct for
all executive branch employees. Key
provisions of the Standards are described below.

GIFT'S FROM OUTSIDE
SOURCES
The Standards prohibit employees
from soliciting or accepting gifts
from prohibited sources or gifts given because of the employees' official
position. The term "prohibited
source" includes anyone seeking
18

business with or official action by an
employee's agency and anyone affected substantially by the performance of
an employee's official duties. For example, a company bidding for an agency contract or a person seeking an
agency grant would be a prohibited
source of gifts to employees of that
agency.
The term "gift" is defined to include
nearly anything of monetary value. It
does not include items that clearly are
not gifts, such as publicly available discounts and commercial loans. It does
not include certain inconsequential
items, such as coffee, donuts, greeting
cards, and certificates.
There are several exceptions to the
prohibitions against gifts from outside
sources. For example, with some limitations, employees may accept:
• Unsolicited gifts with a market value of $20 or less per occasion, aggregating no more than $50 in a calendar year from any single source;
• Gifts motivated by a family relationship or personal friendship;
• Free attendance at certain widely attended gatherings, such as confer-

ETHICSCOUNSELING
SERVICEAVAILABLE
TOALLMEMBERS
he toll -free
T
800
number
of the Ethics
Counseling
Service is
1- 800 - 638 -4427
(1- 800 -6ETHICS)
Members also
may write to
the Ethics
Committee at
the IMA office,
10 Paragon Dr.,
Montvale, NJ
07645 -1760.
The envelope
should be
clearly marked
to the attention
of the "Ethics
Committee."

ences and receptions, when the
cost of attendance is borne by the
sponsor of the event; and
■ Food, refreshments, and entertainment at certain meetings or events
while on duty in a foreign country.
The Standards also contain guidance on returning or paying for gifts
that cannot be accepted.

GIFTS BETWEEN EMPLOYEES
The Standards prohibit employees
from giving or soliciting for a gift to another employee who is an official superior or accepting a gift from a lower paid employee unless the two
employees are personal friends who
are not in a superior /subordinate relationship. The following are among the
exceptions to these prohibitions:
■ On an occasional basis, employees
may give and accept items aggregating $10 or less per occasion,
food and refreshments shared in
the office, or personal hospitality at
a residence. This exception can be
used for birthdays and those holidays when gifts are traditionally
exchanged.
■ On infrequent occasions of personal significance, such as marriage, and on occasions that terminate the superior /subordinate
relationship, such as retirement,
employees may give and accept
gifts appropriate to the occasion,
and they may make or solicit voluntary contributions of nominal
amounts for group gifts.

CONFLICTING INTERESTS
The Standards contain two provisions designed to deal with financial
interests that conflict with employees' official duties.
The first provision, "Disqualifying Financial Interests," prohibits an
employee from participating in an official government capacity in a matter in which he has a financial interest or in which his spouse, minor
child, employer, or any one of several other specified persons has a financial interest. For example, an
agency purchasing agent could not
place an agency order for computer
software with a company owned by
his wife. The provision includes alternatives to nonparticipation, which
may involve selling or giving up the
conflicting interest or obtaining a
statutory waiver that will permit the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

employee to continue to perform specific official duties.
The second provision, "Prohibited
Financial Interests," contains authority by which agencies may prohibit employees from acquiring or retaining
certain financial interests. Employees
required to sell financial interests may
be eligible to defer the tax consequences of that divestiture.

IMPARTIALITY IN
PERFORMING DUTIES
In order to avoid an appearance of loss
of impartiality, there may be circumstances when employees should not
perform official duties. Two disqualification provisions address those appearance issues.
The first provision, "Personal and
Business Relationships," states that
employees should obtain specific authorization before participating in certain government matters where their
impartiality is likely to be questioned.
The matters specifically covered by
this Standard include those:
■ Involving specific parties, such as
contracts, grants, or investigations,
that are likely to affect the financial
interests of members of employees'
households, or
■ In which persons with whom employees have specific relationships
are parties or represent parties, for
example, matters involving employers of spouses or minor children or
anyone with whom employees have
or seek a business or financial relationship.
There are procedures by which employees may be authorized to participate in such matters when it serves the
employing agency's interests. The process set forth in the Standards should
be used to address any matter in which
an employee's impartiality is likely to
be questioned.
The second provision, "Extraordinary
Payments from Former Employers," restricts employees' participation in certain
matters involving former employers. If a
former employer gave an employee an
"extraordinary payment" in excess of
$10,000 prior to entering federal service,
it bars the employee from participating
for two years in matters in which that former employer is or represents a party. A
$25,000 payment voted on an ad hoc basis by a board of directors would be an
"extraordinary payment" A routine severance payment made under an established employee benefit plan would not
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTIMG/MOVEMBER 1992

SEEKING OTHER
EMPLOYMENT
Employees are prohibited from participating in their official capacities in particular matters that have a direct and
predictable effect on the financial interests of persons with whom they are
"seeking employment" or with whom
they have an arrangement concerning
future employment
The term "seeking employment"
encompasses actual employment negotiations as well as more preliminary
efforts to obtain employment, such as
sending an unsolicited resume. It does
not include:
• Sending an unsolicited resume, for
example, to someone only affected
by the employee's work on general
rulemaking, or
• Requesting a job application or rejecting an unsolicited employment
overture.
An employee generally continues to
be "seeking employment" until he or
the prospective employer rejects the
possibility of employment and all discussions end. However, an employee
is no longer "seeking employment"
with the recipient of an unsolicited resume after two months have passed
with no response.

MISUSE OF POSITION
The following four provisions are designed to ensure that employees do
not misuse their official positions:
■ A prohibition against employees using public office for their own private gain or for the private gain of
friends, relatives, or persons with
whom they are affiliated in a non government capacity, or for the endorsement of any product, service,
or enterprise;
• A prohibition against engaging in
financial transactions using nonpublic information or allowing the
improper use of nonpublic information to further private interests;
• An affirmative duty to protect and
conserve government property and
to use government property only
for authorized purposes; and
• A prohibition against using official
time other than in an honest effort
to perform official duties and a prohibition against encouraging or requesting a subordinate to use official time to perform unauthorized
activities.

Become a

CMA
(800) 87 -GLEIM

OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES
The following provisions govern employees' involvement in outside activities, including outside employment.
These provisions are in addition to the
provisions set forth in other subparts
of the regulation.
IN Synopses of statutes and a constitutional provision that may limit certain outside activities;
• A prohibition against engaging in
outside activities that conflict with
employees' official duties;
• Authority by which individual agencies may require employees to obtain approval before engaging in
outside activities;
• Limitations on outside earned income applicable to certain presidential appointees and certain non career employees;
• A prohibition against serving as an
expert witness, other than on behalf
of the United States, in certain proceedings in which the United States
is a party or has a direct and substantial interest;
• A prohibition against receiving
compensation for teaching, speaking, or writing related to their official duties, which is in addition to
the honorarium prohibition imposed by statute;
• Limitations on fundraising in a personal capacity; and
• A requirement that employees satisfy their just financial obligations.
According to Mr. Potts, "I am
pleased that the final regulation will
give employees one source of written
guidance for ethics questions that
arise because of federal service. Rather than guessing at how a general principle translates into an answer to a
real -life question, employees will now
have a working guidebook to help
them respond to ethical issues."
■

Gary Scopes, CAE, is executive director
of the FMA.
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NEWS
KATHY WILLIAMS, EDITOR

ITTAUTOMOTIVELAUNCHES
INTERNPROGRAM
TT Automotive Inc., a multibillion
dollar international subsidiary of
ITT Corporation that specializes in
automotive components and systems,
has created a pilot faculty intern program for the summer of 1993. The intern will experiment with implementing total quality management in the
financial functions at one or more locations of ITT Automotive. He or she will
bring back to the classroom valuable
materials to enrich management accounting courses, and students will
benefit from improved curriculum and
real -world business examples.
The intern will be based at the ITT
Automotive headquarters in Auburn
Mills, Mich., but probably will travel to
other domestic and international locations. The corporation has 75 facilities
in 11 countries. Fluency in German
will be a plus, and the company prefers
a Certified Management Accountant.
The intern will receive a stipend and
reimbursement for travel and certain
living expenses. Interested members
should submit a curriculum vita and a
summary of recent research and experience with a focus in the area of total
quality mangement to C.S. "Bud" Kulesza, Jr., CMA, vice president of ITT
Automotive, Inc., 3000 University
Drive, Auburn Mills, MI 48326 -2356.
The internship was arranged under
the auspices of IMA's Committee on
Academic Relations, with the objectives of bridging the gap between education and management accounting
practice and of bringing up- to-date materials to the classroom. If your company wants more information about
sponsoring a faculty intern, contact
Hadassah Baum, CMA, CPA, director
of academic relations, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760,
(201) 573 -6306.
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FINANCIAL HIRING
REMAINSSTEADY
n a recent Robert Half nationwide
poll of business executives, 83%
said they expect no change in hiring of permanent accounting and financial personnel during the fourth
quarter, 5% expect to decrease staff
size, and only 8% plan to increase.
When the data were broken down
by region, the South led with 11% of
companies expecting to hire this quarter. The New England and Mid- Atlantic regions were a close second at 10%,
while the Pacific states lagged with only 5% planning to increase staffs.
What were the industry breakdowns? Finance, insurance, and real
estate led here, with 13% expecting to
hire new employees in accounting and
finance. They were followed by personal and business services and by retail and wholesale industries, with 9%
expecting to hire.
Robert Half International Financial
Hiring Index measures U.S. employers' intentions to increase or decrease
their permanent accounting and financial work force. The survey polled 500
chief financial officers and 500 human
resource managers or equivalents.

HURRICANEVICTIMS
ANDTHE IRS
ictims of the recent hurricanes in
Florida, Louisiana, and Hawaii
may file 1991 amended federal
tax returns immediately to assist in the
reconstruction of their homes rather
than wait to file next year's taxes. Low
and middle income families with limited insurance coverage stand to benefit
most.
Best Programs, a publisher of professional tax preparation software,
says that many of the more than 16,000
tax preparers in those areas are victims themselves and probably have
not been able to get this information
out to clients. In addition, many who
prepare their own taxes might not
even have last year's tax information.
Jim Petersen, president of Best Programs, explains that "Taxpayers can
get copies of their 1991 returns and
amendment forms from the IRS at the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) office in their area.
To expedite returns, taxpayers should
note the hurricane and state names at
the top of the amended return."
The IRS estimates that hurricane
victims can expect refund checks

Parson - Bishop's proven, systematic
program pays off —in faster collections,
better cash flow and impressive savings.
Results guaranteed. Proven resultssince
1973. Call our clients in 24 states.
For full information, write or call:
1-800- 543 -M8

(Ohio: 513 -561- 5560).

Parson-Bishop Services, Inc.
7870 Camargo Road. Cincinnati, OH 45243
Attn: Mktg. Dept. M -A

Parson-Bishop
Services, Inc.
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about four weeks after it receives the
amended forms. For additional information regarding procedures, forms,
and schedules, individuals may call
Best Programs at (703) 709 -5200 or
(800) 842 -4947.

APPLYFORWHITEHOUSE
FELLOWSHIPS
pplications are being accepted
now from individuals who want
to participate in the White House
Fellowships Program. Each year 11 to
19 fellows are selected to serve as special assistants to cabinet officers, the
office of the vice president, or as members of the President's principal staff.
Fellows will have the opportunity to
observe closely the development of
public policy and actually participate in
the government process.
Fellowships are open to U.S. citizens who are in the "early" or "formative" years of their careers. Application
postmark deadline is Dec. 15, 1992. To
obtain applications, contact the President's Commission on White House
Fellowships, 712 Jackson Place, N.W.,
Washington, DC 20503, or call (202)
395 -4522.

A

ADABOOKLET ISAVAILABLE
ommerce Clearing House has
published a 64 -page, pocket -sized
booklet on "What You Ought to
Know about the ADA." The guide explains and offers tips for complying
with the Americans with Disabilities
Act five main sections or titles. Individual copies are available for $5 each
from CCH's Cash Item Department,
4025 W. Peterson Ave., Chicago, IL
60646 or by calling 1- 800 - 248.3248.
Quantity discounts are available. ■
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COMPUTERS
&ACCOUNTING
HARDWARE /SOFTWARE REVIEWS

CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

STACKER 2.0
n 1958, British political scientist
Northcote Parkinson formulated
Parkinson's Law, which stated that
"work expands so as to fill the time
available for its completion." Users of
desktop computers have found that
this law also applies to disk space. Parkinson's Law would roughly say that
no matter how much disk space is
available, it will quickly be filled.
When the hard disk is full, a decision has to be made. Do you add another hard disk or replace it with a
larger one? Many even use disk space
limitations as a reason (excuse ?) to
purchase a new computer with a larger
disk. There may, however, be another,
much cheaper, alternative. Software is
now available that can significantly increase disk capacity by compressing
files. Perhaps the best of this type of
program is Stacker 2.0, which will approximately double disk capacity.
Stacker compresses data before
they are written to the disk and decompresses the data as they are read from
the disk. It operates between application programs and the disk, so it does
not interfere with the operation of the
application. The process is invisible as
compression/ decompression takes
place in the background.
Because the compression /decompression is an added process, one
would question the impact of Stacker
on the speed of the overall operating
speed of the computer. Does Stacker
slow down the operation? Surprisingly,
using Stacker may actually increase
the speed. Because the amount of data
written to the disk is compressed, the
time needed to read or write the data
is decreased. Disk intensive operations may well be faster with Stacker
than without it.
Stacker 2.0 creates a virtual drive
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

(or drives), called a Stacker drive, on
the disk. Compressed files then are
put onto that drive. The Stacker drive
is assigned a drive letter (such as D or
E) and appears to DOS to be a physical
drive. Drive letters may be swapped
(e.g., C for D) so that future computer
operation appears to be on drive C, just
as it was before the installation of
Stacker. The major difference is that
usable disk capacity will approximately
double.

Stacker 2.0 is available in both hardware and software versions. The hardware version is on a card that contains
a co-processor and is intended to compress /decompress data at speeds
greater than the software -only version.
It has been reported, however, that the
benefit of increased speed with the coprocessor does not warrant the increased cost of the hardware. Only the
software is being considered here.
Stacker 2.0 is quickly and easily installed through a menu -driven routine
that creates Stacker drives and compresses existing data. A utility that defragments the files on the Stacker
drive also is included. The user is cautioned in the operating manual to back
up all data files before installation, although the publishers claim that the
program is 100% safe and compatible
with all software, including Microsoft
Windows.
After installation, Stacker works
completely in the background. During
the review, Stacker 2.0 was installed
on a 65MB hard drive. A Stacker drive
(D) was created, leaving approximately 1MB storage on the original drive C,
as per the publishers' recommendation. The drive letters D and C were
swapped so that the default drive was
C as before. A system check with PC
Tools showed that drive C (the Stacker
drive) now contained approximately
126MB of capacity. The compression

ratio was reported by Stacker to be 1.9
to 1. Overall operating speed did not
slow and was perhaps even faster.
With spreadsheet, word processing,
database, graphics, and utility programs, Stacker's presence was never
apparent. Operation of the computer
was exactly like before installation of
Stacker, except that the disk space was
nearly doubled.
All operating system commands
and application programs worked as
before, because needed files were decompressed before reaching the programs. Disk backup onto tape was accomplished using PC Tools (CP
Backup), and, in all respects, the process appeared to be the backup of a
physical drive.
Stacker 2.0 requires an IBM PC,
XT, AT, PS /2, or compatible computer
with at least MS-DOS 3.0. For users of
MS -DOS, Stacker recommends upgrading to DOS 5.0 before installation.
During installation 512KB of available
RAM is required. After installation,
Stacker requires from 26 to 41KB of
RAM, depending on the availability of
high memory. In addition to fixed
disks, Stacker supports floppy disks,
Bernoulli disks, and RAM disks. It also
can be used on DOS -based networks.
One very effective solution to the
problem of a lack of available disk capacity is Stacker 2.0 software. With
mail -order prices of less than $90,
Stacker is one of the best buys around
for the PC user, even one who currently has sufficient capacity.
For more information, contact: Stac
Electronics, 5993 Avenida Encinas,
Carlsbad, CA 92008 -9708; (800) 5227822.
J.B. Stroud, CPA
Nicholls State University
Thibodaux, La.
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MICROCONTROL
icro Control, distributed by
IMRS, is a PC -based financial
consolidation and reporting
system that is maintainable by accountants. This menu -based product excells in consolidating data quickly and
efficiently for companies with multiple
subsidiaries or divisions, especially
when multiple currencies and consolidation paths are involved.
Micro Control's capabilities allow
for multiple rollup paths so that the user can look at various consolidations of
data for SEC, tax, product line, and
21
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geographic purposes. For companies
with international operations, the consolidation capability provides foreign
currency translation for multiple currencies. The consolidation function also performs fairly complicated intercompany eliminations and allocations.
Financial planners using Micro
Control can perform "what if" consolidations by changing the organization
structure, percentage ownership of
subsidiaries, and long -range plans.
Adding new companies or divisions
to a Micro Control application is quick
and easy. The process basically involves giving the new entity a long and
a short name, defining the currency
the entity will report in, and then indicating the entity's place in the organizational structure and the parent company's percentage ownership. Adding
new accounts to a Micro Control application is also relatively fast, and accounts can be established for statistical data such as employees or units, as
well as for financial data.
Subsidiaries or divisions can enter
information into the system either by
uploading it from their general ledger
or spreadsheet applications or by man nually inputting it into easily defined
data entry spaces.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTrNG /NOVEMBER 1992

Micro Control includes several options for quick and dazzling ad hoc reporting. One of these options is Telepath, a menu -driven query feature that
allows users to develop and save reports in minutes with literally no report coding. Another reporting feature
is Retrieve MC, which provides a
seamless interface between Lotus 1 -23 or Excel and the Micro Control database. The Retrieve MC capability
can be used to report on information
contained in the database, using popular spreadsheet software, or in reverse, to upload data from spreadsheets into the database.
For ongoing and more standardized reporting, Micro Control provides
for fairly complicated and dynamic reports. It also has a facility for producing large, relatively fast batch reports
called "books" of reports.
Micro Control's security features
can be configured to control access to
data of selected companies or divisions, to various categories of data
such as actuals or budgets, and to various menu options. Micro Control's security works in tandem with network
operating systems such as Novell for
added control. Various audit trails and
reports are generated during consoli-

dations to help assure that data are being rolled up correctly and eliminations performed.
The documentation that accompanies the product, both for system administrators and end users, is clear
and concise. Micro Control also has a
well staffed and knowledgeable hot
line and provides training and on -site
consulting services.
Micro Control software requires an
IBM compatible 80286 or greater PC
with at least 640K of memory and a
hard disk drive. The amount of hard
disk drive space required depends on
the number of subsidiaries and accounts as well as the number of periods of data stored.
Micro Control is compatible with
most PC LAN operating systems.
IMRS does not currently provide a version of the software for Macintosh us.
ers. The product can be obtained directly from IMRS, 777 Long Ridge
Road, Stamford, CT 06902; (203) 3236500. Various pricing options are available.
Bruce M. Mann, CMA, CPA
US WEST
Englewood, Colo.
Circle No. 42
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TRENDS

IN EDUCATION

RALPHL. BENKE, JR., CMA, AND
ROGERH. HERMANSON, EDITORS

REWARDING FAILURE
AND EFFORT
BYWILLIAMG.ENGELBRET,CPA
ne of the most frustrating
things about teaching is that
students are not all gifted equally. If they were, students who wanted
the best grades could earn them just
by exerting more effort than their

an

0

classmates.
As it is, less gifted students may become frustrated and stop trying after
watching more talented friends receive high grades with little effort. Superior students who exert little effort
will have their behavior rewarded if
they get excellent grades. This discourages students from giving their
maximum effort and realizing their
highest potential.
I believe accounting instructors
need to reward students' efforts as well
as their results. Failure to do so hurts
both the best and the poorest students
as well as most of the students in between.
Many accounting educators take
the wrong approach to motivating students. Rightfully, most accounting educators set high standards.' What is
wrong is the merciless way many instructors treat students who fail to
measure up to those standards. Then
they wonder why many students get
discouraged and stop trying to achieve
excellence.
Parents take a better approach
when teaching their own children.
Consider parents watching a young
child take her first step. She takes one
step and falls on her face. The parents
cheer and get her to try again. Gradually their expectations increase and
her performance improves. Similarly,
accounting educators need to find the
good things that students are doing
early the course and not those they
are doing wrong.
Some educators fear that rewarding
effort means lowering standards. They
want only to reward results. Results
are important, but rewarding effort is
a better way to get results than setting
high standards and failing those who
don't meet them.
Mary Kay Ash, founder of Mary
Kay Cosmetics, rewards effort. She
calls it praising people to success.
Early in her company's history,
Mary Kay heard one of her key supervisors congratulating a new recruit for
a cosmetics show at which the recruit
took in just $35. Mary Kay was about
to change the tone of the conversation
with the recruit when the supervisor
told her that the recruit sold nothing at
her previous shows. Mary Kay believes that the recruit might never
have had another show had her supervisor not praised her for the small success. Today, Mary Kay's supervisors
routinely praise beginners for even the
smallest accomplishment. Mary Kay's
representatives must produce results
eventually or they can not stay with the

Selected for their expertise and
knowledge of concepts covered on the
CMA exam, twelve specialists have
written a self- contained review in
four volumes (one for each part of
the exam) of all the information needed to pass the examination. Each
volume consists of text that discusses
the concepts often illustrated by
previous CMA questions with step by -step instructions on how to answer
the questions, and other CMA problems and solutions that relate to the
concepts discussed. Also available are
audio cassettes (over 60 hours of instruction) recorded by a professional
reader.
FOR A DDITI ONAL INFOR MATIO N CAL L OR W R M

Malibu Publishing Company
31332 Via Colinas, Suite 112
Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 889 -1495 • Fax (818) 889 -5107
Circle No. 8
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company, but in the beginning Mary
Kay says, "If they fall on their face, we
tell them how gracefully they did it."
Some educators wonder whether
rewarding effort means giving passing
grades to students who do not deserve
to pass. No! Assigning passing grades
comes at the end of a course. Educators must begin to evaluate effort within the first week if not the first day of
a course. If educators motivate students to work harder all the way
through the course, there will be fewer
failing grades at the end.
Everyone should be permitted to
fail sometimes. According to Calvin
Coolidge, the lessons of failure include
persistence, leadership, and deep,
meaningful learning.
Educators need to encourage students to fail fast and often. When students succeed after failing, they learn
to take risks and persist at difficult
tasks. That happens only when instructors reward courageous failure.
Learning to live with failure without
believing it means defeat also teaches
leadership skills. Warren Bennis and
Burt Nanus, experts in the study of effective leaders, said, "Leaders don't
think about failure." According to one
leader, "the art of leadership is to
make as many mistakes as quickly as
possible in order to learn."
Educators can help students to
overcome a fear of failure by encouraging them to perform small tasks successfully. Remembering the feelings
of satisfaction from earlier successes
helps students persist through subsequent failures.
Most educators have had students
tell them that they gave up trying to
solve homework problems because
the problems were too tough. That is
a lack of persistence. A normal reaction would be to scold the student for
quitting. Instead, educators should
give students a series of smaller tasks
so they can return and solve tougher,
more complex problems after they
have experienced a series of small successes.
Accounting educators also encourage persistence when they make students feel that learning is itself a
worthwhile endeavor. Students are
more likely to persist if they believe
that they will benefit from learning to
think through and solve difficult accounting problems even if their instructors never reward them for it. In
short, they need to feel that their work
pleases them, too, not just their instructors.
One of the problems with rewardMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

2 out of 3 users prefer'
QuattroProforWindows
An independent
study proves it
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It's a fact: Two out of three Windows spreadsheet users tested prefer Quattro® Pro for
Windows. That's the result of a study conducted by Usability Sciences Corporation,
a highly regarded, independent testing
lab used by major software publishers,
including Lotus.
Built with Borland's renowned object oriented technology, Quattro Pro for

Windows is packed with hot newfeatures
that make it more powerful, yet easier to
use, than any other spreadsheet.
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customizable tabs are nothing less than a
revolution in spreadsheet ease(and speed)
of use. Now you can intuitively organize and
manage your spreadsheet data as easily as
flipping through a notebook.

NEW! Object Inspector- menus endthe
hassle of searching through menus. Just click
theright mouse button anywhere on the
screen to get a list of what you can change
and change it right there,

NEW! Database Desktop° gives you the
easiest way yet to get Paradox® and dBASE®
data into your spreadsheet.
NEW! SpeedBars` are context- sensitive
and customizable. SpeedBar icons give you
pushbutton access to your most frequently
used commands.

NEW! speeaur and Speefformar
slash spreadsheet setup time by automatically
filling in worksheet headings and formats,

NEW! Presentation Graphicsand drawing tools that rival those of Freelance and
Harvard Graphics are built -in. You don't
need to buy a separate graphics package.

YES! Compatiblewith Lotus 1 -2 -3 files,
macros, and publishing styles (including
Allways, Impress, and WYSIWYG). It also
supports Excel XLS files.
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ing effort is that the instructor must be
able to get frequent feedback from
each student. This can be difficult if
one has large classes and lacks
enough dedicated student assistants to
monitor performance effectively.
In the 1990s, computers may be
able to help with the problem of inspecting the work that one expects students to complete. Educators may be
able to get students to complete problems using computer assistance tools
such as those that MicroMash provides. An instructor's ability to do this
will, of course, depend upon the availability of computer facilities.
A second problem is rewarding the
best students because they already
may be earning the best grade the instructor can assign. Therefore, educators should consider giving their best
students additional work as teaching
and research assistants.
For example, talented students can
review the work of weaker students,
give them helpful feedback, and give
the instructor feedback about students
who are doing especially well or poorly. This type of activity helps everyone
involved and makes college a successful and satisfying experience.
The best students also may be able
to help with research assignments that
relate to the course they are taking.
Students will see the relevance of research, and educators will be able to
achieve the synergy between teaching
and research that most academics
really desire.
What kinds of rewards can educators give to students to keep them motivated? Most good managers know
that a great way to motivate good performers is with recognition.
Educators need to find several ways
to recognize students for doing a good
job. Some students may want to be recognized before their peers. Others
might like a note to go to their families.
A small pin, a T -shirt, or a bumper
sticker might be appreciated. Educators needs to develop ways to recognize more students more often.
I first got the idea for this column
while traveling to the March 1991
"Models of Accounting Education"
Conference sponsored by the Accounting Education Change Commission.
At the Conference, I exposed the "rewarding effort" approach to a group of
accounting educators in a small group
session led by Fred Streubling of Brigham Young University. At first, almost
everyone in the group rejected the notion of rewarding effort, but, as discussion continued, they began to agree
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992
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that rewarding effort is a worthwhile
endeavor.
I have discussed my recommendation several times with math and science educators, as well as accounting
educators. Math and science professors suffer from the same problems
with tough standards and high failure
rates as accounting educators, Initially, most educators dislike the idea of
rewarding effort. But upon reflection,
they usually decide they would like to
experiment with it.
Educators may want to research
systematically some of the following
questions. When does rewarding effort really increase students' effort and
improve their performance the most?
Do students have a more positive attitude toward accounting or themselves
when their instructors reward their effort? Are they more likely to take additional accounting courses? What are
the personal characteristics of students who benefit most from rewarding effort? What types of rewards seem
to improve students' attitudes, persistence, and performance the most?
What are the most cost effective ways
of rewarding effort?

If educators are able to answer
these and other questions, we may be
able to encourage more students to
find accounting satisfying. In turn, faculty will have greater feelings of accomplishment and success.
■

William G. Engelbret, CPA, Ph.D., is as-

sistant professor of accounting at Pennsylvania State University, Altoona Campus.
Ralph L, Benke, Jr., CMA, Ph,D., is
the ArthurAndersen Alumni /Journal of
Accounting Education Professor at
James Madison University.
Roger H. Hermanson, Ph.D., is the
Ernst & Young Alumni Professor and
Regent's professor at Georgia State University in Atlanta.

'Wanda A. Wallace, "One Educator's View of How to
Respond to the Challenges Faced by Higher Education in Business," Issues in Accouxting EducaIion,
Vol 5, No. 2, Fall 1990, p. 303.
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AMANEWS
CORPORATIONS
SPEAK POSITIVELY
ABOUT CMA

CATHERINEREILLY,EDITOR
orporations throughout the
United States are speaking out
about the value of the CMA
designation to their accounting
and financial personnel. This positive
attitude is sparking renewed interest
in the CMA program and enables the
IMA to reach more and more professionals during personal visits to companies around the country.
Representatives from IMA recently
visited NYNEX Corporation in White
Plains, N.Y., to discuss the Institute
and the benefits of pursuing the Certified Management Accountant designation. This presentation was part of
NYNEX's Financial Management
Growth Program (FMGP).
Dr. James Bulloch, CMA, managing director of IMA's Institute of Certified Management Accountants, visited NYNEX with Tom Craven, IMA's
director of corporate development.
They presented the CMA program to
members of the FMGP, explained the
examination, and answered numerous
questions about the program itself and
about its continuing education requireBUSINESSVALUATIONSOFTWARE
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ments.
The Financial Management Growth
Program was implemented at NYNEX
this past year. Targeted for
first- through fourth -level
managers in accounting, finance, and financial analysis, FMGP is designed to
help build the skills and enhance the professionalism
of NYNEX's financial management team.
A large part of this development is the pursuit of
professional certification.
Financial managers who are enrolled
in NYNEX's Financial Management
Growth Program are encouraged to
take the examinations that lead to certification in their particular area of expertise, including the Certified Public
Accountant (CPA), Certified Management Accountant (CMA), and Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) certifications, among others.
NYNEX's FMGP Program Director
Tom Morrow feels that the CMA designation is particularly suited to the
strong interdisciplinary foundation
managers need at NYNEX. According
to the August 7 issue of NYNEX's
newsletter, Leader, more than 90 NYNEX financial managers already have
committed to a personal computer based, self-paced, CMA review course
sponsored by FMGP, and other certification review courses are planned for
the future.
NYNEX Information
Resources Company
President Doug MacKenzie is quoted in the
August 7 issue of Leader."Effective financial management
extends beyond just crunching the
numbers. It means possessing a solid
understanding of the business and
working with the line manager to provide informed counsel and guidance.
This program [FMGP] goes a long
way toward ensuring our financial
managers have the interdisciplinary
skills they need to become true business partners."
NYNEX is just one of many companies that have identified the CMA certification as an integral part of their financial employees' professional
development. In a recent letter to the
IMA Marketing Services Department,
Robert C. Miller, assistant controller of
the Boeing Company in Seattle,
Wash., expresses his company's opinion of the CMA program: "We have
conducted an in -depth assessment of
the CMA examination and continuing

professional education requirements.
As a result, we have developed and are
currently implementing a program
that encourages our finance employeesY to become Certified Management Accountants. We
believe corporate sponsorship of the CMA program
and certification process
demonstrates to our employees and the academic
community the importance
we place on cost management disciplines."
The Dow Chemical Company emphasizes the importance of the CMA
program on page 6 of the brochure
You Can Do Great 7ihings at Dow in Accounting. "Accountants [at Dow] are

encouraged to take the Certified Management Accountant (CMA) exam because this certification recognizes professional excellence in managerial
accounting and the material corresponds closely to Dow accounting
work."
The list of CMA Corporate Sponsors is rapidly increasing. Joining as
new CMA Corporate Sponsors are the
following companies:
• AT &T— Morristown, N.J.
• The Boeing Company — Seattle,
Wash.
• Hi-Tech Connections, Inc. —Reading, Pa.
• Kimball International Jasper, Ind.
■ McCormick & Company— Sparks, Md.
■ Nellie Mae— Braintree, Mass.
■ Paramax Systems
Corporation —St. Paul, Minn.
■ Superpumper, Inc.— Minot, N.D.

h " E X6

The number of CMA Corporate
Sponsors has reached an astounding
138! (Not a bad increase, considering
just three short years ago they numbered a mere 26.) The value of the
CMA designation is increasing rapidly
as additional corporations acknowledge that the CMA designation is the
certification for management accountants and financial managers.
To find out more about the Certified
Management Accountant program,
and receive a free CMA Corporate
Sponsorship Kit, write to Manager,
Marketing Services, IMA, 10 Paragon
Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. ■
Catherine Reilly is marketing manager,
IMA/ICMA programs.
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How Is Your Company
Complying With The ADA?
Here are 10 tips that can make accommodation smooth.
ADA, Section 3(2), the term disability,
with respect to an individual, means:
• A physical or mental impairment
that substantially limits one or
more of the major life activities of
an individual (such as caring for
oneself, performing manual tasks,
walking, seeing, hearing, speaking,
breathing, learning, and working);
• A record of such an impairment;
• Being regarded as having such an
impairment.
The ADA addresses the concern
that society has tended to isolate and
segregate individuals with disabilities,
many of whom encounter discrimination in all facets of their lives. ADA proponents have referred to this landmark legislation as the "Emancipation
Proclamation of People with Disabilities," whereas cynics consider it the
"Full Employment Act for Lawyers."
What everyone agrees on is that unless employers take serious steps to
comply with Congress' mandate to
eliminate discrimination against individuals with disabilities, the ADA will
raise the cost of doing business for recalcitrant employers significantly.

IMPLICATIONS FOR
EMPLOYERS
Disabled teens doing autobody work in high school training program.

BYMICHAELD.ESPOSITO
Braided as the most sweeping civil rights legislation in the past 25 years, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) prohibits employers from discriminating against individuals on the basis of a
physical or mental disability and gives all persons the opportunity to have access to buildings open to the public, to mass
transportation, to telecommunications services, and to government services. An estimated 43 million Americans may
benefit from the Act, which was signed into law July 26,1990,
and which became effective for private- sector employers on
July 26, 1992.
What is a disability? According to the terminology of the
30

itle I of the ADA, which I will
discuss, covers the employment relationship. It prohibits
employers with 25 or more employees
(this figure drops to 15 employees on July 26, 1994) from
discriminating against otherwise qualified job applicants and
workers who have disabilities or who become disabled. Title
I covers the job application process, hiring decisions, promotions, training, wages, and virtually all other terms and
conditions of employment. It also covers the physical accessibility to an organization.
Volumes have been written about the impact the ADA will
have on employers, most accompanied by grim predictions
of a tidal wave of lawsuits. Whether you believe these predictions or not, prudent companies wanting to "do the right
thing" or perhaps just stay out of trouble should consider implementing the following 10 steps to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

ONE: DEVELOP JOB DESCRIPTIONS

SIX: TRAIN YOUR WORK FORCE

n individual who cannot, with or without a reasonable
accommodation, perform an essential function of a
job held or desired will not be considered "qualified"
under the ADA Unqualified individuals are not protected by
the Act. To determine whether applicants or employees are
qualified for particular positions, companies should identify
each position's prerequisites (for example, education, employment experience, skills, licenses, certification such as
the CMA and CPA, and so on) and essential functions
(which may include a summary of each position's physical
and sensory requirements).

variety of employees should be trained regarding the
do's and don't's associated with complying with the
ADA, including human resources staff, office managers, interviewers, first -line supervisors, employees at all levels, examining physicians, hiring managers, and facilities
managers. Unless employees know and understand the
Act's provisions, violations could happen easily.

TWO: EXAMINE EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
nless a company has an affirmative action obligation
under federal law, it should delete language on its employment application regarding an individual's disability status, health, past medical problems, and workers'
compensation claims. Whenever practical, the application
should contain specific job - related questions that will help
firms ascertain if the applicant can do the job. Naturally, any
questions that are "off limits" on applications cannot be
asked in an interview.

THREE: EXAMINE SELECTION TESTS
o not use an employment test that tends to screen out
individuals with disabilities. Also, all tests must be
job related for the position in question and consistent
with business necessity. Companies must select and administer employment tests in a manner that ensures that test results accurately reflect the skills, aptitudes, or other factors
they are designed to measure rather than the impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills of the individuals being tested. Quite simply, review the tests used and the process for
taking them.

FOUR EXAMINE DRUG TESTING PROCEDURES
he ADA prohibits employers from attempting to detect an applicant's disability before extending a conditional offer of employment. A company may not administer a drug test that could detect prescription drugs an
applicant has taken for a disability before it extends a conditional offer of employment. Companies still may give pre offer drug tests that detect the use of illegal drugs only.

FIVE: REEVALUATE MEDICAL EXAMINATION
PROCEDURES
f a medical exam is a required part of the hiring process,
it should be administered to all employees entering in
the same job category—but only after they receive cononal job offers and only in a manner consistent with business necessity and safe job performance. Companies should
collect and maintain any information obtained from the exam separate from personnel records and restrict access to
medical information to individuals on a strict "need to know"
basis. Simply because someone is an executive does not
mean he /she automatically should have access to an individual's file —and that includes the president or the managing partner.
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SEVEN: RECONSIDER PERSONNEL POLICIES
mployers should consider revising personnel policies
or introducing new ones with the ADA in mind. Policies affected by the ADA include attendance and lateness, leaves of absence, scheduling /hours of work, overtime, return to work, light duty, reference checks,
promotions /demotions /transfers /assignments, and recipients of workers' compensation benefits.

EIGHT: PREPARE AND EVALUATE REASONABLE
ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS
he ADA requires employers to make "reasonable accommodations" for qualified individuals with known
disabilities unless doing so would create an "undue
hardship" on the business. If an individual doesn't ask for
an accommodation, however, employers should not offer or
provide one.
When a qualified individual with a disability asks for help
to perform his /her job, unless the request can be granted
easily —with little difficulty— companies should follow a
four -step problem - solving approach: p) analyze the job, and
determine its purpose and essential functions; (2) consult
with the individual with a disability to determine the precise
job - related limitations imposed by his /her disability and
how those limitations could be overcome with a reasonable
accommodation; (3) consult with the individual to identify
potential accommodations, and assess the effectiveness
each accommodation would have in enabling him /her to
perform the essential job functions; and (4) consider the individual's preference, and select and implement the accommodation that is most appropriate for both him /her and the
company.

NINE: PREPARE BOTH WORK AND NONWORK
AREAS FOR REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS
mployees with disabilities must not be segregated in
particular work areas. They must have an equal and
meaningful opportunity to perform their jobs and to
participate in nonwork - related activities offered by the company, such as social outings and athletic events. This situation means that conference rooms, break rooms, lunch
rooms, and the like must be accessible to all employees and
that the facilities where employment applications are submitted, jobs are posted, and interviews are conducted must
be accessible to individuals with disabilites.

TEN: DOCUMENT ACCOMMODATION EFFORTS
ompanies always, always, always must document attempts to accommodate individuals with disabilities.
Failure to reasonably accommodate disabled individuals represents a fertile ground for litigation under the ADA.
In fact, if companies refuse to accommodate persons with
31

disabilities when they ask, the companies may be subject to
punitive damages of up to $300,000. Thus, a carefully developed paper trail "encourages" managers to take all reasonable steps to accommodate individuals and provides valuable evidence in the event legal action is started. This paper
trail should include a "reasonable accommodation worksheet" to ensure that uniform and consistent accommodation efforts are made under all circumstances and in all offices. Companies also should incorporate a procedure to
ensure that all documents are reviewed and that each is free
of potentially incriminating statements.
These 10 steps are by no means all inclusive, but, by implementing them, companies enhance their ability to defend
their actions successfully when challenged and generally improve their overall personnel management program. By ig-

noring these steps, however, companies are most assuredly
"courting" trouble.
■
Michael D. Esposito is a management attorney focusing on la-

bor and employment law in the Philadelphia -based offices of
Blank, Rome, Comisky & McCauley. He is the author of Implementing the ADA. A Guide to the New Employment Regulations and How to Comply, published by Warren, Gorham &
Lamont, Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1991. Before entering the

practice of law, Mr. Esposito was a human resources practitionerfor Exxon Corporation. He may be reached at (215) 5695587.
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They need to help
human resources
with job
restructuring.
BY LINDA M. MARQUIS, CMA,
AND LESLIE D.TURNER,CMA
s your company ready for the
changes it must undergo to comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act? Few employers will
be exempt. Not - for -profit agencies,
governmental units, and service firms
are included as well as industrial organizations. Under the ADA, disability is
defined as a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or
more major life activities. An impairment can be interpreted to mean any
physiological disorder or condition,
cosmetic disfigurement, or anatomical loss affecting one or more of a variety of body systems.
The ADA specifically identifies disabilities related to mobility, dexterity,
vision, and hearing. Examples of disabilities that would be considered include cerebral palsy, epilepsy, AIDS,
muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, cancer, heart disease, and diabetes. The term "disability" does not include homosexuals, kleptomaniacs,
compulsive gamblers, exhibitionism,
or other sexual /behavior disorders,
nor does it cover illegal use of drugs.
Although learning disorders, emotional illnesses, and drug dependencies are included in the context of the
32

As part of a special program at IBM, a new employee practices in the training center.

ADA, the problems of accommodating
individuals with those disabilities in an
accounting position are not considered
here.

Potential employees should not be
rejected solely on the basis of a disability. In screening resumes, an employer
must use criteria that are job related
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992
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also grows. This increase in importance related to the segregation
of duties that takes place as processes
are streamlined and operations efficiencies are introduced. In the past,
job descriptions may not have been
viewed as all inclusive but, rather, as
describing only the major tasks assigned to a position. Under the ADA,
management must develop comprehensive job descriptions focusing on
all tasks that must be accomplished by
the individual. The only defensible reason for not hiring an otherwise qualified applicant that the essential functions of the job cannot be performed
by someone who has a certain disability. The job description likely to be
considered evidence of those essential
functions.
Human resource personnel
need help from accountants in reviewing the accounting - related job descriptions to determine the essential functions, the potential accommodations
that can be made, and the types ofdisabilities that would preclude successful performance in a position. In essence, accountants must "audit" their
jobs to develop succinct descriptions
that include all essential functions and
omit nonessential ones.

control the environment for the disabled person. An individual with a
hearing impairment may be a ideal
match for an entry-level position in accounting for receivables. If this position also requires telephone interaction with the clients, however, no
amount of careful planning on the
firm's part will ensure that all clients
have the interactive phone system that
the disabled individual will need to
succeed in this position.
Another consideration in writing
job descriptions is the employer's need
for the employee to complete the task
in a timely fashion. While all employers would agree that efficiency in completing the tasks ofa job is a necessity,
some tasks have deadlines that may be
inflexible and unforgiving. For instance, disabilities that would prevent
the individual from working 16-18

io.

ow

pool

For example, a company could encounter a problem in which an entrylevel accountant's job description calls
for assisting in the physical count of inventory and determining obsolete inventory. A mobility- impaired accountant might have difficulty with this
task. Company A may not have enough
personnel to allow a mobility- impaired
individual to hold this position. Company B, however, could have 15 entrylevel cost accountants, so the physical
counting and verifying ofinventory
could be shifted to the accountants
without the disability. The point ofthis
illustration isthat similar positions in
different firms could have significantly
different essential functions depending on size and flexibility ofthe
ing accounting department.
Job descriptions also must be clear
in detailing the ability of the firm to

is

s a company grows in size, the
importance of job descriptions

Turner lives hisarticle. In 1974
age 17, he dived into a swimming
from the edge, his head struck
the bottom, and two vertebra in his
neck were fractured. Commonlv called
broken neck, he says, it caused spinal
cord injury and resulted in paralysis.
he uses a wheelchair. "Technical, I am classified as a C -6 quadriplegic,
hich means that my paralysis affects
y legs, trunk, and only certain parts
If myarms. Or, maybe Ishould say
at I have good pretty good use of
th arms."
The injury didn't destroy his spirit
Pr his college plans, however. He went
$D Ohio University and studied accounting. After finishing hisbachelor's
degree in 1979, he found a job as the
Jere
asurer of a small school district in
The treasurer at that time was
ponsible for all budgeting (approxately $4 million), accounting, pay 1, and purchase order generation,
e accounting and payroll were comterized using Ohio'sUniform
hool Accounting System. He stayed
re about two years. "In trying to rember the accommodations that
made for me, the only ones that
ecall were structural modifications
the building. A ramp was builtin the
nt ofthe administrative building.
d in the back a small platform was
built onto the building for a wheelchair
landing. I drive a wheelchair liftnipped van, and the platform
wed me to get offthe liftat the same

plains, "was the difficulty in moving t'.
larger school districts. The only upward mobility possible was to go to
larger schools, with a larger staff. I believed, however, that it.would be difficult to locate a job in a larger district —and I had become interested in
teaching."
He's been teaching accounting
since 1982 and has found that few accommodations have been necessary at
universities. "Not only do Ienjoy
teaching, but almost all universities
provide good, accessible environments. At one, the chair ofthe department gave me a larger than normal office toallow for better maneuverability
in a wheelchair. The teaching profession gives me a skill that I can easily
transfer from one geographic area to
another. As most universities are accessible, I have the ability to move to
other areas if I desire or would need
to."
He also decided to continue his
education, obtaining an MBA degree
from Wheeling College in 1981 and a
DBA degree from the University of
Kentucky in 1988. An example to his
students and others, Les Turner offers
this advice to employers: "It important to see beyond the disability and to
allow the disabled employee to have a
chance to contribute like any other
emplovee."To others in his position,
he says: "The most important thing is
to keep a positive attitude. Believe in
yourself. You can achieve more than
others around you
.pea might
achieve."

a-

REVIEWING AND REVISING
JOBDESCRIPTIONS
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and consistent with the nature of the
appointment. The criteria cannot limit
or eliminate persons with disabilities
solely because of their handicap —they
must consider the requirements of the
position.
Interviewing also must be designed
to accommodate all qualified applicants. The interviewing location
should be as accessible as the site of
the job. Because the ADA and earlier
legislation require structural accommodation for disabilities (such as
ramps or elevators), employers should
encourage the most accessible interview location available.
These aspects of the employment
affect all potential employprocess
ees of the firm, not just the applicants
for accounting positions. Human resource personnel are examining
forms, locations, and processes to
make sure that companies are in compliance with the ADA,but where doaccountants fit in? How can we help with
the integration of disabled workers into the mainstream? How
the Act affect our operations?

33
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JOBRESTRUCTURING
ob restructuring includes job
modification, part-time or modified work schedules, and acquisition or modification of necessary
equipment. Job modification can take
place in the process of reviewing job
descriptions. Substituting one job
function for another or eliminating certain job functions to allow qualified individuals to enter the work force is
suggested under the ADA. This type of
arrangement should be accomplished
on an individual basis. When a person
with a disability is hired or promoted,
an assessment must be made of activities he or she will be required to do
and how they might be modified or adjusted. These changes may have to be
tailored to the individual's strengths,
weaknesses, and disability as well as to
the employer's needs.
Persons in certain disability groups
may have difficulty keeping strict work
schedules. Accountants should review
positions to determine which jobs
would be accomplished with part-time
employees or employees on modified
work schedules. Many mobility- or
sight - impaired persons are dependent
upon public transportation. A worker
with this constraint may not be able to
arrive or depart on the normal schedule. In these cases, the company
should examine the scheduling in the
context of the worker's requirements.
34

Although some disabilities prevent
individuals from remaining in the
work environment for an eight -hour
day, persons with those disabilities
might be anxious to have an opportunity to work part time or to take advantage of job sharing. As the available
work force changes, some accounting
positions should become flexible
enough to incorporate job sharing. As
the name implies, job sharing is the
sharing of the functions of one position
by two employees. Although the problems of job sharing in a specific company must be identified and resolved
before the employer embarks upon
this type of restructuring, the employer can benefit greatly from two employees in one job line. job sharing is
another avenue by which employers
may make accommodations to allow
those with disabilities to be contributing accountants.
Environmental forces already are
causing companies to rethink work
schedules. A projected labor shortage,
increased family concerns, and local
labor market conditions have encouraged firms to abandon the traditionally
fixed workday. Because many companies already recognize flex -time scheduling as an alternative work arrangement, varied work schedules for those
with extenuating circumstances due to
disabilities may be easy to accomplish.
The ADA has added another incentive
for companies to consider revamping
work schedules. Part-time work, job sharing, and flex -time are good nonfinancial enticements to hire and keep
competent employees.
Companies benefit, also. Small
businesses should be aware that the
IRS will allow a tax credit equal to 50%
of the eligible expenses in excess of
$250, up to $10,250, each tax year the
business complies with the ADA. Eligible expenses would include removing physical barriers, providing interpreters, providing readers, and
acquiring or modifying devices needed by disabled employees.
RETENTIONANDPAY INCREASES
company also must attempt to
remove obstacles that would
prevent a disabled person from
maintaining a current job position or
advancing to other levels. Thus, criteria for promotion must be examined to
ensure that they are necessary and integral parts of the job function.
Again, accountants should help the
human resources department determine whether any performance crite-

ria prevent persons with disabilities
from achieving promotion or pay increases or from being retained. If a
person with a disability is hired at an
entry level, management should ensure that unintentional or inadvertent
barriers are removed.
Some performance criteria may be
unadaptable. A person's disability may
not be a problem for an entry-level position, but the usual advancement in an
accounting firm or company may include positions with enough significant differences in the essential job
functions that would prevent the disabled person from following this normal path. For example, a visually impaled accountant may be
accommodated easily by a magnifying
adjustment to a computer monitor. If
the advancement from this position
would result in handling and distinguishing currency, the visual impairment may make the more advanced
position unadaptable to the disabled
worker. Again, it is important for a
company to be creative and innovative
in trying to remove obstacles wherever possible.
Individuals with disabilities often
choose accounting as a profession. Accounting is perceived as a demanding
career —a field where dependable employees are in demand. Management
would be remiss in assuming the
Americans with Disabilities Act
not affect accounting personnel. The
accounting work force can make
strides toward integrating disabled
workers into corporate structures. Any
employer with additional questions in
these areas should consult with knowledgeable experts in discrimination
law.
■
will

hours during end -of -month closings
might be important to a small company
with limited help for the accounting
functions. A larger company with a sizable accounting department might not
face an undue hardship from the disabled employee who could not meet
the excessive time commitment of a
particular recurring situation that is an
essential function of the job.
Creative and careful analysis of the
functions of accounting positions must
occur. In the best interest of the company and the employees, job descriptions should exclude disabled persons
who pose a safety threat to themselves
or their colleagues. Some disabilities
cannot be accommodated safely, even
in an accounting environment, and
management has a responsibility to
protect both the disabled employee
and the rest of the staff. At the same
time, management must be creative in
attempting to accommodate persons
with disabilities who could be productive members of the accounting work
force. One avenue of accommodation
is job restructuring.

Linda M. Marquis, CMA, CPA, is an as-

sociate professor and chairman of the department of accountancy at Northern
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Employee uses voice - activated computer system at workstation with wheelchair access.

Accommodating
the Disabled
Keep the solutions simple, and everyone will
benefit.
BY THOMAS D. MCLAUGHLIN,
CMA
Mere are many simple, low cost ways to achieve compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) and
avoid costly penalties. Take a few moments and review the ADA compliance
posture of YOUR company. Are you
ready? Can you get ready? Can you afford to get ready? Can you afford not
to? Ignoring the ADA can be very-costly. Punitive damages can be as high as
$300,000 for some violations, or regulators may impose corrective action
with few associated costs. Other penalties range between these two extremes.
Use the Checklist of ADA Compliance Items (Figure 1) to review your
situation. Don't overlook the relief provided by tax rules when you are faced
with costly renovations. Follow the
Tax Benefits for Business Flowchart
(Figure 2) to find the tax relief provisions that can help you offset some of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

the expenditures.
As you consider the financial issues, don't overlook the obvious. According to one study, approximately 33
million American adults are disabled—a big market for the goods and
services of American businesses (if we
provide access for them). The same
study indicates that about 30% of the
college educated disabled are unemployed but are willing and able to do a
job (if we let them).

WHAT NEEDS FIXING
TO ACCOMMODATE
THE DISABLED?
he ADA "generally forbids discrimination on the basis of disability in the full and equal enjoyment of goods, services, facilities,
privileges, advantages, and accommodations." Enjoyment of goods, services, and facilities can be restricted by
such simple things as inaccessible water fountains. Checkout counters beyond the reach of disabled persons,

T

stairs that block access, and missing
communication aids for the speech or
hearing disabled are other examples.
Privileges or advantages may be denied the disabled simply because there
is no ramp to access those sophisticated spots that offer the seclusion of a
"sunken" dining or entertainment area. Lack of closed - caption facilities prevents the hearing disabled from enjoying many kinds of presentations.
Thoughtful inspection of the areas that
accommodate your customers can
show you other examples. Other kinds
of "barriers" or "screens" that prevent
accessibility to the disabled can develop and creep into ordinary business
practices.
Some typical "screening" devices
can be identified quickly and eliminated. Any exclusionary provisions violate the ADA ( "no blind persons beyond this point'). Questions on
applications for employment or services may be construed as screens
( "do you now have, or have you ever
had ..1. A frequently found screening
device may include special requirements for disabled persons such as
"blind (deaf, wheelchair bound, and so
on) persons must be accompanied by
a guardian (attendant, parent)." Identification procedures using special licenses such as "Patrons (applicants)
must show a valid driver's license as
proof of age (citizenship, and so on)"
can be discriminatory against some
disabilities. Look for these screening
devices, and eliminate them.
Here are a few typical accommodation problems with simple solutions:
■ The drinking fountain is too high
for the disabled.
Put a ramp up to the fountain, or just

supply cups.
IN Secured or automatic entries prevent disabled individuals from entering.
Just add a doorbell or other alert to
allow an authorized person to open
the entry barrier.

■ The checkout counter is too high.
Elevating floors past counters is a

low -cost option.
■ Sign - language interpreters are
needed for hearing - impaired persons.

Put notepads where needed to communicate. (This is effective for the
speech impaired also.)

■ Rebuild a comfortable "sunken" entertainment facility.
Provide a ramp or some kind of alternative seating.

SOME SPECIAL ITEMS TO

WATCH OUT FOR
ome requirements or provisions
in policies and procedures can be
construed as discriminatory
against the disabled, and certain gen36

NO

•

•

•

•

■

Is Your Company In Compliance with Accommodation
Rules:
for disabled access?
for providing a full range of services?
for providing assistance or interpreters?
for toilet, drinking fountain, and other facilities?
for check -in /check -out counters, gates, etc.?

•

•

•

■

■

■

Does Your Company Meet Employment Requirements:
for policies and procedures?
in hiring practices?
in terminations?
with access to training?
eliminating discriminatory job specifications?
for fair compensation?

•

•

•

Do You Need to Eliminate Operating Procedures that
Include:
rigid work schedules that may be nonessential?
unnecessary licensing or certification requirements?
inflexible training program requirements or schedules?
generalizations that can be construed as discriminatory?
contractual provisions that discriminate against the
disabled?
prejudicial presumptions about disabled workers?
•

is all that is needed.
Do rewrite the job specifications to
include only the essential qualific,
tions.
■ Don't assume that all workers need
usable matched pairs of eyes,
hands, and so on.
Do realign job functions using the
matched pairs where necessary—not everywhere.
■ Don't send employees for training
to locations that lack facilities for
disabled individuals.
Do use training facilities that accommodate disabled workers.
■ Don't overlook tax provisions that
ease the cost of providing assistance to the disabled.
Do refer to the tax provisions summary in the next section, and watch
for new ones.
■ Don't terminate trained workers because of a visual, hearing, or ambulatory need.
Do modify job functions or specifications.
■ Don't get trapped by obsolete policy
and procedures manuals.
Do review and rewrite them as necessary.
■ Don't risk penalties for lack of notification to employees about their
ADA rights.
Do get the required ADA notices,
and post them.
■ Don't rush to rebuild work areas to
accommodate a disability.
Do simply try to relocate the function where possible.
■ Don't impose rigid work schedules
that preclude regular treatment or
therapy.
Do provide part-time positions or
flexible work schedules.
■ Don't require nonessential licensing or certification.
Do alter job functions, or determine
that the requirement is essential for
job performance.
■ Don't impose rigid training programs.
Do provide "coaches" to aid in training disabled workers who cannot
access regular training.

YES

•

■ Don't demand agility where sitting

FIGURE VCHECKLIST OF ADA COMPLIANCE ITEMS

•

In a similar vein, here are some employment related do's and don'ts:

For any questions In the last section with a "YES"answer, refer to the
guidelines for quick, low -cost corrective action.

Some accommodation costs can be
minimized or elimated by moving, raising,
lowering, or altering existing conditions
or barriers.
eralizations about specific disabilities
may not be accurate for all persons
with that disability. For instance, safety practices may not be breached simply because an epileptic individual is
present. Take care in instructing employment or search agencies to avoid
condoning any practice that could be
construed as discriminatory. Instead,
make an affirmative statement about
nondiscriminatory practices regarding
the disabled. Avoid presumptions
about the attendance or punctuality of
disabled workers (or those who may
have disabled spouses, children, and
other dependents). Only a proven
record of missing work or of tardiness
establishes grounds for nonemployment or dismissal.

USE THESE TAX BENEFITS TO
RELIEVE COST BURDEN
ax deduction provisions and
credits for businesses can ease
the cost burdens of ADA compliance. Credits usually are more beneficial to taxpayers and should be considered first. (See Figure 2.) Two
available credits focus on the handicapped or disabled. The targeted jobs
credit is 40% of the first $6,000 in wages paid to qualified handicapped employees during the first year they are
undergoing vocational rehabilitation.
This cushion of up to $2,400 often can
offset learning -curve productivity
problems.
Congress enacted a tax credit as a
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992
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Statement of Mission
Provide to members personal and professional development
opportunities through education, association with business professionals, and cert� flcation in management accounting skills. Ensure that WA is universally recognized by the financial community as a respected institution influencing the concepts and
ethical practices of management accounting.
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e began the
tion-oriented" research
1991 -92 year
is vital to maintain the
with a tremendous opprofessional
stature
portunity to set the dinecessary to establish
rection of this great orguidelines and develop
ganization
on
its
practice
techniques
journey toward the 21st
useful to membership.
century. A journey
IMA continues to prowhich began shortly afvide that kind of reter the Gulf War, with a
search. To do so, the
world economy someBoard of Directors auwhat in the doldrums,
thorized continuation
and uncertainty on the
of the Bold Step Reinternational political
search Program origiscene, but a world
nally begun five years
clearly in a transition to
earlier.
a global competitive
An important eleenvironment.
ment of IAA's mission
iS to be an influential
Within this f l _
Donald W. Baker, CMA
work, you were bold
organization representenough to change
ing management acNAA's name to the Institute of Management Accountants,
countants and the management accounting profession by beInc. (IMA) to more clearly reflect the organization's objectives.
ing the authoritative body that business and legislative bodies
You had the vision to allow your national officers to adopt a
turn to for help in solving some of the difficult economic probtheme titled BOLD STEPS TOWARD THE FUTURE. It has
lems facing us today. This year, several members of IAA's sebeen a distinct pleasure and honor to serve as president this
nior leadership group traveled to Washington, D.C., for three
year as we initiated many BOLD STEPS during the year. In
days to call on influential congressmen and Executive Departthe following paragraphs, I want to summarize the results of
ment officers with the objective of raising the visibility and
the IAA's activities during the 1991 -92 year.
credibility of IMA in this important segment of society. The
The BOLD STEPS called for during the year were as foltrip was even more successful than had been expected, and,
lows:
consequently, IMA is much better known in Washington,
D.C., today than ever before.
• Begin the process of becoming certified as a Certified ManThe Corporate Development Program has continued its
agement Accountant (CMA).
strong record of introducing many of the major employers in
• Continue the development of a structured continuing eduthis country to IMA. The program has shown that IMA offers
cation program and increase the participation in all conmuch of what corporations want in the way of education, certinuing education programs.
tification, and professional association for their employ• Continue the Bold Step Research efforts.
ees —needs we provide but may not have always let employ■ Improve the visibility of IMA and management accouners know about. Corporate development calls are a very
tants in the corporate, academic, and legislative commuimportant part of IAA's effort to ensure it is well recognized
nities.
and influential throughout the business community.
A Total Quality Philosophy is perhaps the single most imMany of you initiated a significant BOLD STEP in your caportant factor in assuring that the United States remains a
reer by beginning the process of becoming certified. In so dostrong competitor as the transition to a global competitive ening, significant growth was achieved in the number of canvironment matures by the 21st century. IMA can and should
didates sitting for the CMA examination during the year. Not
play a very important role in the continuing quest for the qualonly have the program statistics improved, but the acceptance
ity movement to permeate all facets of the business commuand recognition of certification has enjoyed a major emphasis
nity. To facilitate this, a Task Force for Quality in Financial
within the IMA this year. Clearly, you can and should expect
Management, charged with setting IAA's direction in this imthe CMA to become the certification of choice for manageportant thrust, has been appointed and already has begun its
ment accountants and their employers by the start of the 21st
deliberations.
century.
Although there was much uncertainty in the business comA specially appointed committee is continuing its delibermunity during the year, and many DMA members found
ations on the development of a structured continuing educathemselves unemployed, losses in membership were contion program. This program will be an important contributor
tained to approximately 2 %. Relative to our peer organizato the IMA's mission of providing quality continuing educations, this was a very good record and attests to the importion to its membership.
tance of continuing membership in IMA to ensure that one
For a professional organization to adequately represent its
is prepared for the continuation of a career in management
membership, a strong program of "cutting -edge, yet applicaaccounting.
1992 ANNUAL. REPORT
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During the year, many discussions have been held with
other organizations that represent members in the management accounting profession. These discussions will lead to a
greater cooperative environment in the future in which all
members of the management accounting profession will benefit as will the total business community.
From Bangor, Maine, to San Diego, California; from Portland, Oregon, to Miami, Florida; from Washington, D.C., to
Toronto, Canada, and on to London, England, IMA, its members, and the entire management accounting profession have
reached a new plateau in the move toward a strong professional image.
At the beginning of this report, I set forth our theme for
the year as BOLD STEPS TOWARD THE FUTURE. Individually and as an Institute, we have clearly taken or initiated

many BOLD STEPS this year. I encourage you to continue taking personal BOLD STEPS as you strive to "be all that you
can be."
Now, as we begin a new IMA year, I hope you will join
President Bob Liptak and Liptak's LOT as they lead us in a
FOCUS ON MISSION during the 1992 -93 year. As President
Bob Liptak has said, "if we stay focused and make time to
have fun in the process our targets will, indeed, be E.A.C.I.
(Education, Association, Certification, Influence)."
Thank you for allowing me and my family to share in a
"once -in -a- lifetime opportunity" —the honor of serving as
your President.
Donald W. Baker,
President, 1991 -92

and attracting new participants to the
CMA program and the IMA.
The corporate development activities are just part of ICMA and
IMA's efforts to promote the
CMA. The other aspects of
the promotion include college visits, advertising, posters, media publicity, and video presentations. Promotion
■ The number of CMAs
done from the IIvIA office is
reached a total of 11,516.
complemented by the activi• Total participation in the
ties
of
the
councils
program soared to over
and chapters.
23,000.
During this last year we
• Between December 1990
realized
the benefits from the
and December 1991, the
many changes made to the
number of exam applicaprogram two years ago and
tions shot up 259/6.
implemented in 1990 -91. The
• Almost 7,000 candidates
changes, which included retook the exam in 1991 -92,
structuring the examination
an impressive increase of
to a four -part examination,
19 %.
granting credit for the Finan• The number of exam parts
cial Accounting and Reporttaken rose 17%.
ing section of the examination
• Student participation was
to CPAs, and making the exup 36 %.
amination more attractive to
• CMA corporate sponsorstudents and faculty, have
ship almost tripled in just President Don Baker, CMA, (r.) presents CMA certificate to former
President
Earnest
A.
Huband
while
Keith
Bryant,
Jr.,
CMA,
been effective.
three years. Sponsors now
ICMA chairman, looks on.
The goal to achieve 80,000
total more than 125.
CMAs by the year 2000 is formidable. The changes made
It is especially interesting
in recent years and the growth expericounting professionals. The presentato note that over 70% of the 4,600 new
enced in the past two years make this
tions were made to senior accounting
applicants joined the IMA in order to
an achievable goal; however, significant
and financial officials and their staffs.
participate in the CMA exam
effort by everyone in IMA and ICMA
These
corporate
calls
were
very
effecCorporate recognition for the CMA
will be needed.
tive in obtaining support for the CMA
is growing. During 1991 -92, the ICMA,
in conjunction with the DMA corporate
e Certified Management Accountant (CMA) program has continued to show the rapid and consistent
growth that is needed to
reach the ICMA's goal for this
century. Some of the milestones passed in 1991 -92 include:
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development program, visited many
companies to present the benefits of the
CMA for both the company and its ac-
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• A Study of the Effectiveness of Analytical Procedures for Detecting Management Fraud —E.Blocher.
• Improving the Effectiveness of Audit
Committees —R.D. Nair, L.E. Rittenberg.
• Controllership and TQM: A Practical
Approach—O'Connor, Stoner, Werner.

Research

B

road efforts by the Committee on
Research made 1991 -92 a productive year. Three research reports were
published, six additional projects were
accepted, 17 were evaluated, and 14
projects are in various stages of completion, including three in support of the
National Commission on Fraudulent
Financial Reporting (Treadway Commission).
Projects undertaken responded to
the requests of the IMA leadership to
produce research studies of practical
use to the majority of our membership.
David W. Vogel chaired a committee of 22 volunteers which met three
times during the year. Initiatives, some
which had begun in the prior fiscal
year, resulted in the following accomplishments:
■ Issuance of a Research Topic Guide.
■ Implementation of a quarterly project status report for project committee chairs.
■ Expansion of the Committee on Research's Statement of Purpose and
Operation to include ethics relating
to data integrity and presentation of
findings.
■ Distribution of a comprehensive catalog of publications to all IMA members.
■ Increased emphasis on completing
Treadway projects.
■ Enhancement of the relationship between the American Accounting Association (AAA) and the IMA
through a cooperative field program
with student - faculty teams.
■ Pursued joint funding with other
professional organizations and closer coordination with other IMA
committees and department activities.

Research Reports Published
■ CIM Implementation Process: A Case
Study by E. Bennett and S. Reed
(Monograph), Published September
1991.
■ Cost Management System; A Digest of
the Relevant Literature — Volume 11 by
1992 ANNUAL REPORT

Although revenues dropped 6%
from the previous year, the Research
and Other Publications Department
helped offset the cost of maintaining
Research Department activities by 84 %.

Management Accounting
Practices
Relevance Rediscovered, Vol. III, was
published during the fiscal year.

C. Medmore and W. Sullivan (Research Issues publication). Published December 1991.
■ Relevance Rediscovered Anthology of
25 Significant Articles — Volume
U -1929 -1939 by R. Vangermeersch
(IMA Classic). Published December
1991.
Soon to be published are three 'Bold
Step" reports:
• Doing Business in Russia and the Other
Former Soviet Republics: Accounting
and joint Venture Issues —A. Enthoven, J. Sokolov, and A. Petrachkov.
• Implementation of Activity Based Cost ing—KPMG Peat Marwick and Kaplan and Cooper.
• Cost Accounting for Service Type Businesses—O. Martinson.
• Relevance Rediscovered— Anthology of
25 Significant Articles— Volume
111- 1939 - 1949 —R. Vangenneersch
(IMA Classic).
The an thology publications (Volume II

and III) represent articles from Bulletins
and yearbooks during the time when
IMA was known as the National Association of Cost Accountants.
Other projects reaching final publication are:

T

he Management Accounting Practices (MAP) Committee reports an
active and productive year that brought
the Committee together with the nation's most important accounting standards setters.
Early in the year, the MAP Committee met in Washington, D.C., with the
chief accountant of the Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC). Committee
members made the Commission aware
of reactions by the private sector, in particular by management accountants, to
several initiatives under way or
planned by the SEC.
In June, the MAP Committee met in
Norwalk, Connecticut, with board
members and staff of the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).
Again, .MAP Committee members
were able to discuss the contentious financial reporting issues of the day
head -on with the people who make the
rules. During the year, the MAP Committee also submitted comments to the
FASB on the various Board issuances,
including issues papers and proposed
statements. Among statement topics:
present value -based measurements in
accounting for income taxes, recognition and measurement of financial instruments, consolidation policy and
procedures, and new basis of accounting, defined benefit pension plans of investment contracts, postemployment
benefits, and investments with prepayment risk.
The MAP Committee's reactive role
AR-3

took it beyond the FASB and SEC. The
MAP Committee commented to the International Accounting Standards
Committee (IASC) on research and development activities, inventories, capitalization of borrowing costs, and financial instruments. The Governmental
Accounting Standards Board (GASB)
was sent letters regarding accounting
by governmental colleges and universities and implementation of GASB Statement 11 (measurement focus). Letters
concerning their respective areas were
sent during the year to the committees
on ethics, auditing, and public sector of
the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC).
In August, the MAP Committee's
Cost Accounting Standards Subcommittee, chaired by Fred Newton, held
an organizational meeting at which the
subcommittee developed an operational plan and agreed on a letter to the Cost
Accounting Standards Board (CASB)
that offered several suggestions to the
Board, including agenda topics. That
letter was approved by the MAP Committee, as were letters about changing
capital asset values resulting from
mergers, application of cost accounting
standards to educational institutions,
and costs of fully funded defined benefit pension plans. Later in the year, the
MAP Committee authorized greater
leeway for the subcommittee to allow
more efficient interaction between the IMA and CASB. The

Accounting (SMA) area was active during 1991 -92. The 1991 Supplement, containing six SMA% was published, as
was a pocket -sized version of SMA 2A,
Management Accounting Glossary.Three
projects were completed: Cost Management for Logistics, Fundamentals of Reporting Information to Managers,and Use and
Control of Financial Instruments. Each
will be published separately.
Projects in process include: Risk and
Insurance Management (in conjunction
with the Risk and Insurance Management Society), Investment justification,
Direct Labor of Exempt Employees (originally titled Uncompensated Overtime),
and Cost of Quality, which is to become
an Issues Paper.
SMA projects about to be launched
deal with activity -based costing, allocation of marketing costs, and benchmarking. The 1IVIA believes that SMAs
can be very helpful to its members by
acquainting them with a variety of
management accounting areas.
In addition to their MAP Committee
work, Committee members are active
in related professional efforts. Jay Per rell is chair of the international Accounting Standards Advisory Committee, whose members include Philip
Ameen and Joseph Smith. Norman
Strauss is chairman of the Accounting
Standards Executive Committee of the
American Institute of CPAs. Past MAP

Chair Robert Weiss is the U.S. representative of the Financial and Management
Accounting Committee of IFAC. William Ikilanfeldt has been IMA's representative on the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations project to develop
internal control guidelines. Several
MAP Committee members, including
MAP Chair Stanley Ratzlaff, have participated in programs for the Financial
Management Network and the Audio
Digest. And MAP is well represented
on FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force
and on several FASB major agenda project task forces.

Controllers Council and Cost
Management Group

I

n April 1991, the DMA launched a
new member interest group, the
Cost Management Group. The Cost
Management Group has grown to 1,200
members, almost doubling its market
penetration in its first year of operation.
Press coverage of Controllers Council survey results has risen to unprecedented levels with respect to both quality and quantity of coverage, placing
the UVA in the international, national,
and local media spotlight. Our survey
results have been picked up byThe Wall
Street Journal, Associated Press, and by
hundreds of local radio and
television stations and newspapers.
We have supplemented our
successful Controllers Round tables with two new interactive seminars: Prevention and
Detection of Fraud and Speeding
Up the Closing Process.

Management
Accounting
taff continued to implement the Atex desktop
publishing system in order to
realize its full cost saving potertial. All prepress operations
including color photo separations were moved to the magazine's printer in January. One
of the department's objectives
was to concentrate all producAR-4
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tion, both prepress and printing, at a
single vendor. This objective now has
been achieved.
In cooperation with the marketing
department, staff produced the entire
20th CMA Anniversary issue of the
magazine. Management Accountingstaff
set type and formatted two research
publications on the Atex systems, another step toward a goal of typesetting
all research publications in- house.

Display advertising pages increased
18% over fiscal year1991,a noteworthy
achievement in light of the fact that the
economy has not fully recovered from
the recession.

Library Services

T

he library is a resource available to
members to keep them informed

of changing developments in management accounting. Three new bibliographies have been created. They are Employee Benefits Administration, Retire
Health Benefits, and MRP /MRP 11.
There are now nearly 60 bibliographies
on accounting and related topics available to members. The library also now
coordinates selecting and sending new
books to members to be reviewed for
the "In the Library" section of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING&

T

he primary goal of the Chapter
1 and Council Operations Division
is across- the -board support of chapters
and councils as a means of ensuring the
optimum delivery of services to members of the Institute. The program of
placing regional managers right out in
the field is living up to the original expectations of improved communications and faster response among chapters, councils, and the IMA office. There
are now four regional managers living
and working in areas of the country
near the chapters and councils they are
assigned to assist. In their work with
chapters and councils, the regional
managers continued to press for increased professional education and, in
particular, for participation in the CMA
program. A clerical staff in Montvale,
which is continually trained, backs up
each manager in the field. The second
phase of the program, as approved by
the Executive Committee and National
Board of Directors, began after July 1,
1992.
In cooperation with the marketing
division, the first of a series of presentations on leadership was developed
and given at all Chapter Leadership Effectiveness Workshops (CLEW) and
Chapter Management Seminars (CMS)
sessions this spring. Response to this
new program, which is intended to be
part of an ongoing leadership training
series, was positive and enthusiastic.
Member participation hours (MPH) increased 5% over the previous year in
chapter competition. CMA exam parts
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PRESIDENTS, AWARD
KNOXVILLE CHAPTER
INSTITUTE OF
MANAGEMENT AccoUNTANTS

1992
IMA President Baker, with several former presidents, presents Presidents' Award
to Knoxville Chapter.

taken increased 33 %, and CMA parts
taken as a percent of total MPHs rose
from 17% in 1990 -91to 21% in 1991 -92.
In response to member needs, IMA
provided additional support to the Employment Assistance program. HVIA offers this program as part of the networking benefit of membership. It acts
as a clearinghouse for members, connecting job seekers with members who
are knowledgeable about employment
within their area and employers where
available.
Two new chapters —Inland Empire
(Calif.) and Chippewa Valley (Wis.)—
were established during 1991-92. In the

interchapter competition the Warner
Trophy for the outstanding chapter
with fewer than 125 members was won
by a comfortable margin by the South
Central Kentucky Chapter. The Knoxville Chapter took the Stevenson Trophy which goes to the outstanding
chapter having 125 members or more.
The Presidents' Award for the best
record over five years, regardless of
chapter size, also was won by the Knoxville Chapter —for the third year in a
row. The Vice Presidents' Award for
the outstanding regional council was
won by the Tennessee Valley Regional
Council.
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series co- sponsored with Ernst &
Young also felt the impact of the shortage of training dollars. Two of the four
presentations were canceled, and the
program will be reorganized for 199293.
In summary, while registrations
were less than hoped for, quality remained high. The overall rating for all
conference programs for 1991 -92 was
an impressive 4.1. The goal of the conference program continues to be to provide practical, job - related education for
management accountants covering
both the leading -edge and traditional
topics needed to improve job performance and add value to members' employers. We invite your comments and
suggestions.

Career Education

Annual Conference in Atlanta (above) was a fitting climax to IMA educational activity
in 1991 -92.

National Conference
& Seminar Program
1991 -92 was another challenging year
for IMA's national conference program.
Cutbacks, reorganizations, and budget
tightening reduced attendance by as
much as 50% for most of the conferences. Twenty -three programs were
scheduled for the year. Five of them
were new. All focused on practical job related topics, with Activity-Based
Costing, Performance Measurement,
Activity-Based Management, and Total
Quality dominating the schedule.
In response to the pressures for
change and improved profitability
placed on organizations, the education
division sponsored several new programs: a conference on improving the
effectiveness of the financial function
(Adding Value, August '91); practical
hands -on ABC software workshops,
(Implementing ABC,September and October '91 and March and April '92);
ABC applied to financial, banking,, insurance, health care, and other service
industries (Cost Management in Service
Industries, February '92); and a conference dealing with downsizing, flattenAR-6

ing, and the factors driving organizational change (Taking Charge of Business
Transformation,May '92).
In addition, the schedule also included the traditional conferences. The 13th
Annual Controllers Conference was
held in San Diego in October 1991. Registration was below prior years, reflecting the troubled economy, but the conference received good marks, with an
overall rating of 4.0. The Corporate Financial Management (CFM) series was
continued with conferences in Laguna,
California (September '91), Washington, D.C. (Nov. '91), and Boston Qune
'92).
The September conference was well
attended; however, registration for the
November and June conferences was
well below previous years. The June
conference was the first to be held without Peat Marwick co-sponsorship. Future CFM conferences will be sponsored solely by IMA.
The 6th Annual Cost Conference
was held in Nashville. Once again the
economy had a negative impact on registration. Ratings, however, were very
good to excellent.
The Integrated Cost Management

T

he Ad Hoc Committee on Structured Career-Oriented Continuing
Education concluded a two-year study
on the educational needs of members
and their employers. The study involved three extensive surveys and seven focus groups. The Committee has
authorized the development of three
new courses from an extensive list of
topics contained within 10 primary
modules of continuing education.
These courses, Activity-Based Management, Contemporary Budgeting Techniques, and Preparing and Delivering a
Finanaal Presentation, will be offered
in PEP and through the regional councils. If these three courses being offered
through the council delivery system are
successful, the committee plans to authorize the development of up to 20
more courses to be completed over the
next two years.

Professional Education
Program
e Professional Education Program (PEP) was modified during
1991 -92 to a three -day format. The expanded format now offers attendees
the opportunity to earn up to 24 hours
of CPE credit at each location. Several
new and updated courses were presented, including successful introduc1992 ANNUAL REPORT

lions of courses on Benchmarking and
Performance Measurement in conjunction with the American Productivity
and Quality Center and Price Waterhouse. Programs were held in Las Vegas, Charleston, Tampa, San Francisco,
and Chicago. Attendance at the five locations was approximately the same as
last year, totaling 760 members who
earned 12,500 CPE hours. While registration was lower than in prior years,
the programs continue to receive a high
approval rating averaging over 4.0 for
all locations. As an added bonus, almost 150 participants became members
of DMA at the time they registered for
the courses. Seven new courses have
been added to the Fall 1992 PEP schedule with locations in Portland, Cincinnati, and Charlotte.

Self-Study
g A . a = e is year, the number of
rs taking advantage of
time utilization and lower costs of the
self -study programs increased. Participants earned over 26,000 Continuing
Professional Education (CPE) credits
during the past year.
The Professional Cost Management
Series was initiated with five practical
self -study courses on current management accounting issues. Two of the
best- selling programs, Integrated Cost
Management: A Comprehensive Approach
to Activity Based Costing and Advanced
Standard Costing in Today's Manufacturing Environment were added to three
new IMA- developed programs: An Introduction to Activity -Based Costing: A
Business Processing Modeling Approach,
Cost of Quality. The Management Accountant's Tool for Continuous Improvement,
and Cost Accounting: A Tool for Management.
The Career Development Catalog of
Self -Study Courses contains 25 new
courses. In addition to the three IMAdeveloped courses, programs devel-
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oped by others were added to the management and personal development offerings. In the computer literacy area
the Micro Mastery Series was expanded. Finally, six new financial analysis
software programs by Essential Software were added.

self -study hours were earned. A new
CPE reporting system proved to be
very successful, with all subscribers receiving comprehensive reports each
quarter. ABC, regulatory issues, quality, and new technology are the areas of
greatest interest to most subscribers.

Management Accounting
Finance Audio Digest

Regional Education
Assistance Program (REAP)

e Management Accounting Finance Audio Digest (formerly the
Finance and Accounting Audio Digest)
is produced in cooperation with John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., publisher. Each
month, six to eight experts discuss a variety of topics selected to keep the management accountant up-to -date on developing issues in management
accounting and finance. Each 60 -minute tape includes at least one feature
story followed by special and regulatory updates, tax watches, management
issues, trends, corporate planning, and
so on. Members can earn up to 12 CPE
credits per year for $125.1MA staff prepares and grades the self -study quizzes
and maintains each member's CPE
record. At present, there are 250 subscribers. However, that number is expected to increase with promotion of
the program.

EAP was initiated in July 1991 to
'st the Regional Councils and
local chapters in offering quality educational programs so that IIAA members
may "reap" the benefit of quality education at the regional and local levels.
Nineteen regional councils partidpated in this first year of REAP activities. Assistance from the IMA office
took many forms, including preparing,
printing, and distributing promotional
brochures and providing speakers.
Ernst & Young presented a quality educational program on integrated costs
and activity-based costing issues to 11
councils. This support was greatly appreciated by councils and chapters
alike. Assistance to the chapters included arranging for and distributing information on programs and speakers provided by the firms of Coopers &
Lybrand, Price Waterhouse, and Ernst
& Young. Also available to the chapters
were materials for two eight -hour
courses, Advanced Standard Costing in
Today's Manufacturing Environment and
Effective Inventory Management: A Justin -Time Perspective.
REAP acted as a clearinghouse of information on education activities. This
included surveys of regional council
needs, visits to councils, mailings to
chapters, and articles in The Leader.1n
the spring, a Continuing Education
page was initiated inThe Leader toshare
the experience of chapters, regional
councils, and IMA office to enhance the
educational activities of members.

The Financial
NetworkManagement
(FMN)

T

he Financial Management Network, a videocassette service, continued to grow in both the number of
subscribers and its acceptance as a primary delivery system for continuing
education.
With more than 360 subscribers, the
network provides up to 48 hours of
continuing education to more than
5,000 individual users. In 1991 -92,
85,000 group study hours and 16,000
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Seventeen universities participated in the National Student Case Competition (above).

C

ontinuing to represent and promote the IMA and its programs
on the nation's campuses, the Academic Relations activity developed stronger
ties with the academic community.
In the second National Student Case
Competition, Wright State University
won first place in competition at the
Annual Conference in Atlanta on June
20, 1992. The other finalist teams were
from Methodist College, New Mexico
Highlands University, and Rider College. The theme of the case, written by
John Campi, was implementing an activity-based costing system for Genesis
Manufacturing Inc., a hypothetical
company. Fourteen additional univer-
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sities participated in this competition.
The 1992 R. Lee Brummet /1MA Distinguished Service Award for Educators was presented to Gary A. Luoma,
CMA, director, School of Accountancy,
University of South Carolina. This
award, established in 1987 in honor of
former UVIA President R. Lee Brummet,
is awarded to professors with distinguished records of service to the Institute and to the academic community.
A $20,000 doctoral dissertation grant
was awarded to Mary F. Harsh, a student at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, whose topic is
"The Impact of Activity-Based Costing

on Managerial Decisions: An Empirical
Analysis." An additional $56,000 of
scholarships were awarded to 18 students through IMA's Stuart Cameron
and Margaret McLeod and McLeod Society scholarship programs. Also, a special scholarship was awarded in memory of William Mercer. The recipients
were selected from 296 applications
submitted by IMA chapters and student chapters.
Two symposia were cosponsored
with the Management Accounting Section of the American Accounting Association (AAA). The first, held in November 1991 in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, featured cases on the "The
Theory of Constraints," with the opening session presented by Robert Fox of
the Goldratt Institute. The spring conference, titled "Innovative Teaching
Methods in Management Accounting,"
was held in Houston, Texas. The IMA
sponsored an exhibit booth at the AAA
Annual Meeting, held in Nashville,
Tennessee, in August 1991. IMA President Donald W. Baker addressed the
annual breakfast for Campus Coordinators, attended by 125 professors. HVIA
also sponsored a booth in March 1992
at the Southwestern Federation of Administrative Disciplines meeting in San
Antonio.
The IMA and the CMA program
were part of the programs at five AAA
Regional Meetings in spring 1992. A
subcommittee responded on behalf of
UVIA to several exposure drafts in the
academic arena. Staff visited 20 colleges
and universities across the country to
strengthen ties with faculty and increase awareness of IMA programs.
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e Marketing Communications
Division started the year by meeting the challenge of publicizing the
IMA name change to our many audiences. An IMA Name Change Implementation Program was developed to
address the task. All existing videos
were revised and updated to incorporate the new name and logo.
The IMA name is being phased in,
beginning to appear on all literature
and promotional pieces, and the total
transition is expected to be completed
by December of 1992.
During the first week of August
1991, the public relations department
implemented phase I of the name
change media campaign. More than
3,000 press kits were sent to chapters for
distribution to local media and 500 kits
to the national media. As a result, the
DMA name change received extensive
coverage in The New York Times, The
Wall Street Journal, Journal of Commerce,
CFO, Investor's Business Daily, Journal of
Accountancy, Accounting Week, Public
Accounting Report, and Accounting Today.
New this year was a Leadership
Training Video and Workbook produced for presentation nationally at
CLEW (Chapter Leadership Effectiveness Workshop) sessions. This program
was very well received. A second video
and workbook set, continuing the theme of how
to improve leadership
training skills, is planned
for 1993.
In the area of new
member acquisition, the
Marketing Division created a special direct mail
piece that was sent to financial executives of
leading U.S. corporations. Dubbed the 'Blue
Chip Mailing," the piece
was designed as a special
invitation to membership in the IMA for these
well- qualified individuals. The response was
very good, with almost
400 new members added
to the IMA membership
roster as a result of this
effort.
Tremendous strides
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also have been made in the area of promotion of the Certified Management
Accountant program. The April issue of
Management Accounting magazine was
totally devoted to the 20th anniversary
of the CMA program. The issue contained articles about the history of the
program as well as profiles of early
CMAs. The 20th anniversary also was
publicized in The Leader and through
national press releases. Corporate sponsorship of the program increased
steadily during the year, resulting in a
total of 126 sponsors as of June 30.
The CMA Corporate Kit was redesigned and is a major sales tool in this
effort. A CMA Speakers Bureau was
created to address the need for individuals to make presentations about the
CMA program to chapters, student
groups, and the like. More than 200
CMAs have volunteered to date.
This year's Committee on Marketing's membership incentive program
awarded 24 special certificates --one
certificate to each chapter, one from
each council, with the highest acquisition growth rate at the end of the chapter competition year. Each of the 24
winning chapters gave the certificate to
the chapter member who sponsored the
most new members for the year. Each
certificate is worth $250 toward wgistration for the 1993 Annual Conference

or $250 toward registration for other
IMA- sponsored educational programs.
A list of the winning chapters and chapter members will be published in The
Leader to recognize the outstanding effort in membership recruiting. This program was a great incentive for generating new members.
The premiere of a special Annual
Conference video was so well received
last year that the concept was repeated
again this year. Copies of this video
were distributed to all chapters to promote the benefits of attending the Atlanta Annual Conference.
The special service pin program
honoring long - standing members who
have 5,10,15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45,and
50 years of service was continued.
Chapter presidents were requested to
submit a list of qualified candidates to
the national office. Pins were distributed to chapters and presented to members at chapter meetings. Members
with 50 years of continuous service receive a 50 -year pin and a special certificate, and their names are engraved on
the 50 -year club plaque in the IMA lobby. Fifty -year members also receive
special recognition at the Annual Con ference. For the 1992 -93 year, special
service pins will reflect the new IMA
name. New members will receive an
IMA membership pin.

IMA exhibit at Annual Conference in Atlanta.
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The Special Growth Award, an ongoing project, honors those who sponsored five or more new members.
Sponsors receive a special certificate
and a letter of appreciation. Also, a
copy of the letter is sent to the sponsor's
supervisor and spouse. Another ongoing project, the student career kit, was
mailed to graduating college student
members. Each kit is filled with helpful
information to help graduates make the
transition from student to full-time employee.
The corporate development pro-

CIA
Certified
Management
Accountant
Program

gram continues to be implemented at
the national, regional council, and
chapter levels. Training and orientation
of qualified volunteers remains a major
focus of this effort. In all, 150 successful
corporate calls have been made. Twenty -four major CMA presentations to the
professional staffs of employers around
the U.S. have been conducted by staff
and volunteers, and three major inhouse training and lecture programs
have been conducted as a result of corporate development calls.

CMACorporate Kit

e past fiscal year was spent completing the design phase of 0 A's
Integrated Association Management
System.
In order to provide the system with
the latest demographics information
on our members a membership profile
was sent to all members requesting
various data elements.
During the past year numerous
technical delays were encountered
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with the inability of our software provider to produce a functional language
compiler on the Institute's IBM
AS /400. This situation caused us to
look for alternative implementation solutions. Because Management Engineers Inc. applications, which met FAA
specifications, are installed and working on the UNDO platform, this seemed
a viable solution. The EDP Committee
met in June 1992 and unanimously rec-

ommended that we make a course correction and install the IBM RS /6000
UNDO computer system in place of the
AS /400. The model selected is at least
two times more powerful than the
AS /400 and will handle our storage requirements and chapter communication needs for at least two to three years
without upgrades. The system is expected to be installed within the original project budget allocation.
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$

1,851

638
4,846
975

789
5,365
964

18,353

18,679

$

2,269
4,473

$

10,553

$

Total fund balances

1,849
4,470

377

4,066
165
509

11,417

11,059

848
5,209
111
768

1,683
5,288
37
612

6,936

7,620

18,353

18,679

$

Fund balances
IMA
Current operating fund
Reserve fund
ZCMA
IMAMEF

$1,008

10,043

4,298

Total liabilities

Total liabilities and fund balances

1991

—

LIABILITIES and FUND BALANCES
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Bonds payable, net of discount
Deferred revenues
Membership dues
Research contributions
Other

$

Total assets

$

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Marketable securities, at lower
of cost or market
Receivables, net of allowance for
doubtful accounts ($15 and $13)
Property, equipment and software, net
Other assets

$

1992

See notes to combined financial statements
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1992
REVENUES
Membership dues and fees
Education programs
Advertising and sales of publications
CMA exam fees
Interest and dividends
Other

$

8,057
2,049
1,565
950
604
606

$

7,860
2,343
1,516
928
631
433

Total revenues
EXPENSES
Payments to chapters
Chapter and member services
Education programs
Publications and library
CMA program
Research expenditures
Administration and occupancy costs
Other
Total expenses
Excess (deficiency) of
revenues over expenses from operations

1,180
2,101
2,798
1,969
700
311
5,562
689

1,180
1,940
2,617
1,981
680
243
4,818
611

15,310

14,070

(359)

(1,479)

Gain on sales of securities

675

302

Excess (deficiency) of
revenues over expenses before
extraordinary charge

(804)

(57)

EXTRAORDINARY CHARGE
Bond refinancing

(314)

Excess (deficiency) of
revenues over expenses

7,990

7,620

FUND BALANCES, beginning of year
CAPITAL ADDITIONS
Scholarship endowment
Building fund contributions
FUND BALANCES, end of year

(371)

(804)

120
1
$

6,936

$

7,620

See notes to combined financial statements
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$

(804)

1991

421

(371)

437
314
(302)

—

—

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Excess (deficiency)
of revenues over expenses
Adjustments to reconcile excess (deficiency)
of revenues over expenses to net cash provided by
(used for) operating activities
Depreciation, amortization and valuation allowances
Extraordinary charge bond refinancing
Loss(gain) on sales of securities
Write down of equipment to net realizable value
Changes in assets and liabilities
Decrease (increase) in receivables
(Increase) in other assets
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable
and accrued expenses
Increase (decrease) in deferred revenues

$

1992

—

(675)
204
149
(11)

(60)
(58)

420
(65)

(391)
6

(361)

(425)

CASH FLOW S FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Capital expenditures
Purchases of investments
Proceeds from sales of investments

(101)
(4,648)
5,833

(293)
(7,796)
7,748

Net cash provided by (used for) investing activities

1,084

Net cash (used for) operating activities

341

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Scholarship endowment
Repayment of current portion of long —term debt
Defeasance of long —term debt
Proceeds from issuance of bonds
Building fund contributions

120
—
—
—
—

Net cash provided by (used for) financing activities

120

87

Increase (decrease) in cash and cash equivalents

843

(853)

Cash and cash equivalents
Beginning of year
End of year

—
(80)
(3,804)
3,796
1

1,008
$

1,851

1,861
$

1,008

See notes to combined financial statements
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Note 1- Summary of significant accounting policies

Note 2 - Institute of Management Accountants, Inc.

The combined financial statements include the accounts of
the Institute of ManagementAccountants, Inc. (IMA), formerly the National Association of Accountants, Inc.
(NAA), the Institute of Certified Management Accountants, Inc. (ICMA) and the Institute of Management Accountants Memorial Education Fund, Inc. (IMAMEF), formerly the National Association of Accountants Memorial
Education Fund, Inc. (NAAMEF) (see note 3). The combined financial statements do not include the accounts of
chapters, regional councils and the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society.
For purposes of the combined statement of cash flows,
cash equivalents are considered to be liquid debt instruments with an original maturity of 90 days or less when
purchased.
Certain reclassifications have been made to the June 30,
1991 financial statements in order to conform to the June
30,1992 presentation The financial statement presentation
has been changed from that of the prior year to make the
financial statements more meaningful.

Current Operating Fund
The Fund balance as of June 30,1992 and 1991 consists of
the following components:

Name Changes
The Board of Directors and membership of NAA voted
to change the name of the corporation to "Institute of Management Accountants, Inc." effective July 1, 1991.
The Trustees of NAAMEF voted to change the name of
the corporation effective July 1, 1991 to "Institute of Management Accountants Memorial Education Fund, Inc."
Revenue recognition
Membership dues are recorded as revenue during the
applicable membership period and no portion of such
dues is allocated to subscription revenues in the financial
statements. Registration and examination fees are recorded
as revenue when the related program or examination takes
place. Advertising revenues are recorded as revenue when
the applicable publications are issued.
Property, equipment and soff vare
Property, equipment and software are recorded at cost.
Property and equipment are depreciated on the straight line method over their estimated useful lives. Software is
amortized on the straight -line method over five years.
Debt issuance costs
Costs associated with the issuance of the bonds are amortized over the lives of the respective bonds.
Income taxes

IMA and IMAMEF are currently exempt from federal
income tax under Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(3).
ICMA is currently exempt from federal income tax under
Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)(6). These organizations are subject to taxes on immaterial amounts of income
not related to the exempt purpose of the organization.
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1992
Fund balance from operations
Capital transfers from Reserve Fund
(net)
Total Fund Balance

1991

$ (323) $ 512
1,171
$ 848

1,171

U4683

The capital transfers from Reserve Fund (net) component
of the Fund balance was reduced as of June 30, 1991 by
$314 which represented the extraordinary charge related
to the refinancing of the Institute's New Jersey Economic
Development Authority Bonds.
Reserve Fund

The excess funds of IMA and IMAMEF are commingled
and invested with those of the Reserve Fund for better
management and return on investment. Interest, dividends, gains and losses are apportioned to the various
funds in proportion to the amounts invested.
In accordance with the Bylaws, interest and dividend
revenues on Reserve Fund investments are recorded in the
Current Operating Fund while gains (losses) on sales of securities remain in the Reserve Fund.
Reserve Fund cash is held by investment bankers and
earns interest at a rate which approximates the 30 -day
dealer commercial paper rate. Cash equivalents consist of
short -term master notes of investment bankers.
Expenditures were approved from the Reserve Fund for
the purpose of acquiring land and the construction of a
building in Montvale, New Jersey and moving and related
costs as required, for which $2,000 was transferred to the
Operating Fund. The Reserve Fund has been reimbursed
for the $618 of building fund contributions received.
There is a remaining balance of authorized transfers of
$747 at June 30, 1992 principally, for the 75th Anniversary,
History of the Institute, Career Education, Name Change,
and New Computer Implementation projects.
Transfers from the Reserve Fund to the Operating Fund
were $550 and $292 during 1992 and 1991, respectively.
Deferred Research Contributions (Research Fund)
The Research Fund, which is administered by the Committee on Research, was established for the purpose of providing funds for the expansion of the research activities of
IMA. The policy of IMA was that funds contributed for research be included in the Current Operating Fund and that
expenditures for research were to come fast from IMA's
annual budget for this purpose. Any excess expenditures
were charged to contributed funds and remaining contributed funds were deferred and committed to future research expenditures. Funds contributed for research with
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a specific dedication or restriction to a specific research
subject or project are accounted for as restricted funds.
The policy referred to above has been changed effective
July 1, 1991. Deferred research contributions as of June 30th
of any fiscal year are reflected as revenue in the next fiscal
year.
The following is a summary of transactions affecting deferred research contributions:
1992
Balance, beginning of year
Contributions received
Interest earned

$121 at June 30, 1992.
Interest, dividends and net gains (losses) on sales are apportioned to the respective funds and are reflected in the
fund balances at June 30,1992 and 1991.
Note 4 - Marketable Securities
Following is a summary of marketable securities as of
June 30,1992 and 1991:

1991

165 $ 152
3
10
165
165
Research Fund contributions applied
165
Balance, end of year
$
0 $ 165

1992

$

Note 3 - Institute of Management Accountants Memorial
Education Fund, Inc.
The financial statements of IMAMEF include the Memorial Education Fund and the Stuart Cameron McLeod
and Heckert Scholarship Funds.

Market
Cost
Net Unrealized Gain

$14,274 $13,722
10,093 10,553
$ 4,231 $ 3,169

Included in the net unrealized gain are unrealized losses
of $81 and $126 for 1992 and 1991, respectively.
Note 5 - Property, equipment and software
As of June 30, 1992 and 1991 property, equipment and
software consisted of the following:
1992

Memorial Education Fund

The Memorial Education Fund was established for the
purpose of supporting and furthering the educational
goals of IMA. Earnings on the Fund investments may be
expended for research and educational purposes. The
Fund is administered by the Board of Trustees of UVIAMEF.
The Board of Trustees approved a transfer from 1MAMEF to the Current Operating Fund for an IMA History
research project. As of June 30, 1992 no funds were yet expended on this project. In 1991, $10 was expended for a
video education program. At June 30, 1992 and 1991, the
fund balance was $207 and $192, respectively, of which $88
and $73 respectively, were available for future expenditures.
Scholarship Funds

Inca

The Scholarship Fund was the recipient of a bequest
from the late Stuart Cameron McLeod, the fast secretary
of IlVIA. The income of the fund is to be used for scholarship programs.
During the years ended June 30,1992 and 1991,$50 and
$51, respectively, were expended for scholarship awards.
At June 30, 1992 and 1991, the Stuart Cameron McLeod
Scholarship fund balance was $430 and $420, respectively,
of which $113 and $109 respectively, were available for future expenditures.
On May 1, 1992, IMAMEF was the recipient of a bequest
of $120 from the late Josiah Brooks and Eileen Heckert. The
income of the fund is to be used for establishing a scholarship program. At June 30, 1992, $1 was available for
scholarships. The fund balance related to this bequest was
ANNUAL
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1991

Land
Building
Furniture and equipment
Software
Less accumulated depreciation
and amortization

$

1991

9% $ 9%
3,825 3,825
3,564
3,810
907
871
9,294
9,504

4,448
4,139
$ 4,846 $ 5,365

During 1989 the Board of Directors authorized the expenditure of $1,400 for the acquisition of hardware and software, including implementation costs, of which $359 remains unexpended at June 30, 1992.
In June 1992, IMA's decison to continue with the current
development of new software necessitated the disposal of
related computer hardware. This decision resulted in a
$204 write -down to net realizable value of the computer
hardware previously purchased.
Note 6 - Retirement Plans
Pension Plan

FAA has a non -contributory defined benefit pension
plan covering substantially all employees. The plan provides benefits based on the participants' years of service
and compensation. IMA's funding policy is to make minimum annual contributions required by applicable regulations.
No contributions were made to the plan for the year
ended June 30, 1991 as it was subject to the full funding
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limitation prescribed by ERISA. The minimum required
contribution for the plan year ended June 30, 1992 is $150.
Net pension expense for the years ended June 30 included the following components:
1992
Service cost benefits earned
during the period
Interest cost on projected
benefit obligation
Actual return on plan assets
Net amortization and deferral
Net periodic pension expense

1991

$ 190 $ 173
416
385
(540)
(449)
9
(72)
$ 75 $ 37

The funded status of the plans and the accrued pension
expense at June 30 are:
1992

Other Postretirement Benefits

In 1990, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 106, "Employers' Accounting for Post retirement Benefits Other than Pensions," which requires
that the actuarially determined cost of postretirement
health -care and other benefits be accrued over the service
period of the covered employees. Adoption of the new
statement by DMA is required for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 1994 and permits the transitional obligation to be either recognized immediately, as the cumulative
effect of an accounting change, or recognized on a delayed
basis over the plan participants' future service periods (or
20 years, if longer).
Although final decisions on actuarial assumptions,
funding and benefit levels are yet to be made, IMA has received preliminary actuarial valuations that currently estimate the Accumulated Postretirement Benefit Obligation
to be in the range of $1,900 to $2,100.

1991

Accrued pension expense

$

Plan assets in excess of
projected benefit obligation
Unrecognized net (gain)
Unrecognized prior service costs
Unrecognized net asset at
July 1, 1985 being recognized
over 14 years

$

4,064
4,563
5,498
5,255
(5,476) (4,746)
22
(118)
103

509
(466)
92

(375)

(428)

(368)

(293)

$

Accumulated benefit obligation
including vested benefits of
$4,463 (1991- $3,975)
Plan assets at fair value
Projected benefit obligation

$

Note 7 - Bonds Payable

At June 30,1992 approximately 62 percent of the plan's
assets are invested in an immediate participation guarantee contract plan and 38 percent in a pooled common stock
fund, both managed by an insurance company.
Actuarial assumptions made as of the beginning of the
fiscal year Quly 1, 1991) were used to determine Net Periodic Pension Expense for the year. The calculation of the
plan's funded status and amounts recognized in the balance sheet as of the end of the fiscal year were based upon
actuarial assumptions appropriate at that date and are
shown below:
1992
Discount rate
Expected long -term rate of
return on plan assets
Rate of increase in
compensation levels
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1991

8.5 %

9.0%

9.5%

9.5%

5.0%

5.0%

On May 23,1991, at MIA's request, the New Jersey Economic Development Authority (Authority) issued $4,505
of Economic Development Bonds - 1991 Project (1991
Bonds) for the principal purpose of providing funds for the
advance refunding of $3,555 of Economic Development
Bonds - 1983 Project (1983 Bonds) and related costs. The
proceeds of the original issue of 1983 Bonds in the amount
of $4,000 was used to finance construction of IMA's headquarters building in Montvale, New Jersey.
IMA defeased the 1983 Bonds which were outstanding
on May 23, 1991 by depositing sufficient funds with a
Trustee to form an irrevocable escrow account. The escrow
account will provide for payment and redemption of the
1983 Bonds with accrued interest when due. In accordance
with the 1983 Bond Indenture, the holders of the 1983
Bonds may make no further claim against IMA or the Authority for payment of bond principal and interest.
A provision for loss of $314 resulting from the advance
refunding has been reflected as an extraordinary item in
the accompanying statements of revenues and expenses
for 1991.
Interest expense incurred for the years ended June 30,
1992 and 1991 amounted to $338 and $339 respectively.
Cash paid for interest was $254 and $525 in 1992 and 1991,
respectively.
Covenants
The Bond documents include a number of covenants,
the more significant of which relate to additional encumbrances on the mortgaged property, restrictions as to additional indebtedness, the maintenance of Unrestricted
Funds Balance, as defined, and the restriction of amounts
to be transferred from IMA's Reserve Fund.
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Redemption Period

Optional
Redemption Price

July 1, 2001 through June 30, 2002
July 1, 2002 through June 30, 2003
July 1, 2003 and thereafter

102%
101%
1000/ 0

L W Z A1V N UAL KbrV K 1

Bonds Maturing July 1, 1996
Year

Principal
Amount

Interest
Rate

7/1/92
7/1/93
7/1/94
7/1/95
7/1/96

130
135
145
155
170

7.00%
7.00%
7.000/ 6
7.000/ 6
7.000/ 6

1,050

7.50%

7/1/02 - 7/1/09

2,720

7.65%

Unamortized discount

4,505
(32)

$

Redemption
The 1991 Bonds will bear interest semi- annually on January 1 and July 1 of each year at the rate set forth in the
maturity schedule shown below. The 1991 Bonds maturing
on July 1, 1996, July 1, 2001 and July 1, 2009 are required
to be retired by sinking fund redemption by lot prior to
maturity as set forth below, in each case at a redemption
price equal to the principal amount plus accrued interest.
The 1991 Bonds maturing on July 1, 2009 are subject to
redemption prior to maturity, at the option of DMA, as a
whole at any time on or after July 1, 2001 or in part on July
1, 2001 or on any Interest Payment Date thereafter. If less
than all 1991 Bonds of such maturity are to be redeemed,
1991 Bonds shall be selected for such redemption by lot.
Any optional redemption shall be made at the applicable
redemption price set forth below (expressed as a percentage of the principal amount to be redeemed), plus accrued
interest.
The 1991 Bonds are subject to redemption prior to maturity as described below:

Bonds Maturing July 1, 2001
7/1/97-7/1/01
Bonds Maturing July 1, 2009

$ 4,473

AR 17

Membership Dues $8,057 59%
and Foes

Other $608

4%

merest and Dividends $604

4%

\ CMA Exam Fees $950

7%

Education Programs $2,049 15%
Advertising and Sales $1,565
of Publications

11%

Total Revenues - $131831

Education Programs

$2,798 18%

/

Publications and Library
$1,969 13%

Chapter and Member Services
$2,101 14%

Payments to Chapters
$1,180 8%
4%

i

Other $689
CMA Program $700 5%
Research Expenditures $311 2%

Administration and Occupancy Costs
$5,562 36%

Total Expenses - $15,310
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Membership Dues
and Fees

$7,860

Education Programs

57%

$2,343 17%

Other $433

3%

Iterest and Dividends $631

5%

'-CMA Exam Fees $928

7%

Advertising and Sales $1,516 11%
of Publications

Total Revenues - $131711

Education Programs

$2,617

19%
/

Chapter and Member Services
$1,940 14%

Publications and Library
$1,981 14%
Payments to Chapters
$1,180 8%

--

-

CMA Program $680

5%

Other $611

4%

'

Research Expenditures $243 2%

Administration and Occupancy Costs
$4,818 34%

Total Expenses - $14,070
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e management of the Institute of Management Accountants, Inc. RAA) (formerly the National Association of
Accountants, Inc.) acknowledges its responsibility for the
preparation of the financial statements and other frtancial information contained in this Annual Report. The accompanying financial statements have been prepared by the management of IMA in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles appropriate in the circumstances.
Where amounts must be based on estimates and judgments,
they represent the best estimates and judgments of management.
The management of 1MA is also responsible for establishing and maintaining a system of internal controls which it believes is adequate to provide reasonable assurance that the financial records are reliable for preparing financial statements
and maintaining accountability for assets and that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition. The system in use in MA provides such reasonable assurance, supported by the careful selection and training of
staff, the establishment of organization structures providing
an appropriate and well- defined division of responsibility,
and the communication of policies and standards of business
conduct throughout the organization.
The accounting policies and system of internal controls are
under the general oversight of the Committee on Finance act-

The Board of Directors
Institute of Management Accountants, Inc.

ing through its Audit Subcommittee. In addition, the financial
statements have been audited by the independent accounting
firm, Pannell Kerr Forster PC, whose appointment is ratified
yearly by the Board of Directors.
Pannell Kerr Forster PC conducts a review of the internal
accounting controls to the extent required by generally accepted auditing standards and performs such tests and related
procedures as they deem necessary to arrive at an opinion on
the fairness of the financial statements. Pannell Kerr Forster
PC has free access to the Audit Subcommittee, with no members of management present, to discuss their audit and their
findings as to the integrity of IMA's financial reporting and
the adequacy of the system of internal accounting controls.

Donald W. Baker
President

Thomas C. Lockwood
Vice P resident Finan ce

Gary M. Scopes
Executive Director

Catherine M. Barse
Managing Director
Finance and Administration

PANNELL
KERR
FORSTER PC

4 Lexing ton Avenue
Ne w York, NY 10170

Certified Public Accountants

W

e have audited the accompanying combined balance
sheet of the Institute of Management Accountants,
Inc., (formerly the National Association of Accountants, Inc.)
and Affiliates as of June 30, 1992 and the related combined
statements of revenues and expenses and changes in fund
balances and cash flows for the year then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Institute of Management Accountants, Inc. and Affiliates' management. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. The combined financial statements
of the Institute of Management Accountants, Inc. and Affiliates as of June 30, 1991 were audited by Pannell Kerr Forster,
a partnership, whose report dated August 8, 1991, expressed
an unqualified opinion on those statements. In 1992, the professional practice of the New York office of Pannell Kerr Forster, a partnership, was acquired by Pannell Kerr Forster PC,
Certified Public Accountants.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we
AR-20

plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the 1992 combined financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Institute of Management Accountants,
Inc. and Affiliates, as of June 30, 1992 and the results of their
operations and their cash flows for the year then ended in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
4 — W
� - - .Pc
4 ,
August 7, 1992
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INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS,
INC.
Summary

T

excess of expenses over revenues for the year ended June 30,1992 totaled $804, compared to $57, exclusive of an extraordinary charge in the prior year. Gain on
sales of securities totaled $675, compared to $302 during
the prior year.
As of June 30, 1992, the proceeds from sales of investments made in April and May were not reinvested. This
contributed in part to the increase of $843 in cash and cash
equivalents and a corresponding decrease of $510 in marketable securities. Accounts payable and accrued expenses
have increased by $420 due to the accrual of costs associated with the Annual Conference. These costs were paid
prior to year -end 1991 but not before year -end 1992.
Current Operating Fund
For the year ended June 30, 1992, expenses exceeded
revenues by $1,385 compared to a prior year excess of revenues over expenses of $422, exclusive of the extraordinary
charge. After transfers from other funds, which offset expenses, the net figures are a deficiency of $835 for the current year and $435 for the prior year.
Membership Dues and Fees increased $209, as a result
of a five dollar dues increase offset by the loss of approximately two thousand members. Professional Education
Programs decreased by $332 over the prior year as a result
of the slow economy which resulted in some course cancellations. Due to high fixed costs, expenses in the current
year also increased by $56.
The Annual Conference had 100 more attendees in 1992
than in 1991 and, therefore, reflected increased revenues
by $38. Expenses increased by $99 as a result of increased
variable costs.
As a result of a change in policy, $165 of Research Fund
contributions was applied in the year just ended. Expenses
increased by $68 during the current year due to extra costs
incurred for new projects.
CMA institutional advertising expenses totaled $396, as
part of IMA's commitment to the CMA participants who
are now required to join IMA to participate in the CMA
program.
Accounting, General Office, Graphic Arts, Human Resources and Food Services expenses increased by $248,
from the prior year. This was due to increased chargebacks
from ICMA for services provided to CMA members and
higher postage and printing costs. Management Information Services expenses increased by $64, as a result of an
increase in expenses related to the changeover to the new
computer system and the creation of the new Data Entry
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Department. The Board of Directors authorized a $300 Reserve Fund transfer for the Name Change Implementation,
of which $197 was expended during the year ended June
30,1992.
Gain on sales of securities increased by $135 from the
prior year.
In June 1992,1MA's decision to continue with the current development of new software necessitated the disposal of related computer hardware which resulted in a $204
write down to net realizable value of the hardware previously purchased.
Reserve Fund
Gain on sales of securities increased $211, from the prior
year. Registration fees for new members totaled $105 compared to $114 in the prior year.
Reserve Fund transfers authorized in prior years and
unexpended as of June 30,1992 include $354 for the Career
Education program, $31 for the History of the Institute,
$103 for the Name Change Implementation, $119 for the
New Computer System Implementation, $4 for the Treadway Commission Report Implementation and $136 for the
75th Anniversary Project
ICMA
Examination fees increased by $22. The number of examination parts taken increased by 17%. ICMA program
expenses decreased by $20.
Memorial Education Fund
Contributions to the Fund for the year amounted to less
than $1 compared to $2 during the prior year. Interest and
dividends of $11 and gain on sales of securities of $14 were
reflected for the year compared to prior year totals of $12
and $6 respectively.
Scholarship Funds
Contributions to the Stuart Cameron McLeod fund
amounted to $6 compared to $11 in the prior year. Interest
and dividends amounted to $24 and gain on sales of securities totaled $32. In the prior year, interest and dividends totaled $27 and there was a gain on sales of securities of $13. Scholarships of $50 were awarded in the current
year and $51 were awarded in the prior year. The contributions received reflect $3 received from the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society for a scholarship awarded in the
name of the Society.
The bequest of $120 from the late Josiah Brooks and Eileen Heckert earned $1 of interest in 1991 -92.
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Fiscal Years Ended June 30
1991
1990
1989

1988

7,128
2,044
516
1,395
840
506
526

7,213
1,413
570
1,413
838
314
485

$

7,143
1,749
630
1,440
822
595
434

$

7,860
1,868
475
1,516
928
631
433

$

8,057
1,536
513
1,565
950
604
606

$

REVENUES and EXPENSES
Membership dues and fees
Education
Annual conference
Publications and advertising
CMA exam and registration fees
Interest and dividends
Other

$

1992

Total revenues

13,831

13,711

12,813

12,955

12,246

Total expenses

15,310

14,070

13,009

13,257

12,399

$

1,683
5,288
37

669

834

7

516

2,117
5,310
(40)

1,607
4,929
59

$

309

$

792
5,209
111

1,030

$

(57)

(153)

$

804

(302)

(196)

$

302

$

675

$

FUND BALANCES
IMA
Current Operating Fund
Reserve Fund
ICMA
IMAMEF
Memorial Education Fund
Scholarship Fund

$

Gain on sales of securities
Excess (deficiency) of
revenues over expenses

(359)

(1,479)

$

(Deficiency) of revenues over
expenses from operations

1,492
4,980
118

207
561

192
420

180
423

173
387

181
367

59%

57%

56%

55%

59%

Membership - Year -end
Dues - paying members
Emeritus Life Associates

82,562
8,179

84,804
7,999

78,442
7,658

75,812
7,290

76,343
7,177

Total **

90,741

92,803

86,100

83,102

83,520

_ 1 0 1

101

101

103

98

STATISTICAL DATA
Percent of membership dues and
fees revenues to total revenues

Average number of employees

* The deficiency of revenues over expenses for the year ended June 30, 1991 does not include an
extraordinary charge of $314 related to the bond refinancing.
** In 1990 IMA adopted the policy that participants in the CMA program become IMA members, In 1990,
2,442 CMA program participants converted to regular membership status in IMA. In 1991 an additional 4,469
converted.
Over the last five years, revenues have increased by 13 percent and expenses by 23 percent. During this
five -year period, the number of dues - paying members has increased by 8 percent. At the same time,
growth in revenue - producing activities has generated funds that were used to provide services to members.
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Committee on
Academic Relations

ROBERT E. BELL, JR., CMA,
Catawba Valley, Chair
WILLIAM F. BENTZ, CPA, Columbus
RUSSELL F. BRINER, CPA, San Antonio
LAURIE F. BROWN, CMA, Mobile
JOHN CAMPI, Cleveland
SARAH C. CUNNINGHAM, Central
Nebraska
ROBERT N. DA FROTA, PA, Southwest
Florida
PENELOPE FLUGGER, New York
GLENN P. FOSTER, CMA, New
Hampshire
W. DAVID FOOTE, CMA, Valley Forge
PETER E. HANIAN, CMA, Bridgeport
LAURIE A. HILDEBRAND, CPA, Joplin
Tri-State
THOMAS KLAMMER, CPA, At Large
C.S. 'BUD" KULESZA, JR., CMA,
Oakland County
FRANK C. LORDI, CMA, CIA, CPA,
Delco
DR. MARCOS F. MASSOUD, CMA,
At Large
DR. KENNETH A. MERCHANT, CPA,
Los Angeles
FREDERICK L. NEUMANN, CPA,
At Large
CRAIG J. RADVANY, Trenton
FRANCISCO J. ROSA, San Juan
KEITH RUSSELL, CMA, Mobile
ALAN P. VERCIO, CMA, Dallas
HADASSAH BAUM, CMA, CPA,
Staff Secretary
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Board of Regents
Institute of grtifced
Management Accountants

KEITH BRYANT, JR., CMA,
Birmingham -Magic City, Chair
HAYWARD L. BELL, CMA, Lehigh
Valley
DONALD R. BURG, CMA, Dallas
JAMES R DAVIS, CMA, New Orleans
JOSEPH J. MARTIN, CMA, White Plains
EDWIN R. NELSON, CMA, Southern
Maine
JOHN B. POLLARA, CMA, San Gabriel
Valley
BRADLEY M. ROOF, CMA, Virginia
Skyline
ROBERT L. WORRALL, CMA, San
Antonio
JAMES BULLOCH, CMA, Staff Secretary

Committee on Budgets

ROBERT W. LWI`AK, CPA, Greater
Greenville, Chair
DONALD W. BAKER, CMA, Atlanta
THOMAS C. LOCKWOOD, Charlotte
A. KENNETH BENSON, CMA, Staff
Secretary

Committee on Chapter
Operations

BILLY W. BRYANT, Chattanooga, Chair
K. EDWARD ALEXANDER, Nashville
HERBERT M. AUSDERAU, Niagara
JOHN W. BENZON, Houston
MARY J. BERGIN, LaCrosse- Winona
JOHN BLEARS, JR., Jamestown - Warren
DONNA FAY BOWER Oakland East
Bay
EUGENE S. BOWERS, III, CMA, Raleigh
Area
JAMES W. BROWN, Nashville
GERALD J. CABRAL, Mt. Rainier
MARY L. MINISH CABRAL, Mt. Rainier
MELODYE G. CARETSKY, Raritan
Valley
PATRICIA A. CORBE, CMA, Jacksonville
EDGAR M. DARNALL, San Jose
COLLIER DAWSON, Nashville
JARVIS G. DEAN, JR., CMA,
Chattanooga
DEBRA K. DOBLE, Amador Valley
GWEN GIBSON FORD, Sacramento
SERAFINO M. FORZANO, Scottsdale
Area
JOHN A. FRANGIONE, CMA, Niagara
NEAL GREENBERG, Philadelphia
D. EUGENE GULLEDGE, CMA, Golden
Triangle
H. RODNEY HAMRICK, Polk County
MELVIN R. HARRIS, Washington
BART P. HARTMAN, Baton Rouge
DOROTHY M. HARVEY, Detroit
DONALD L. HOFFPAUIR, Texas Bay
Area
WILLIAM H. HOGAN, Long Island
AHMAD HOSSEIM, Redwood Empire
ROBERT J. HRADIL, Raritan Valley
ARTHUR T. JACK, Raritan Valley
JAGAT P. JAIN, Niagara
JAMES M. JENKINS, Orange County
LAWRENCE R. KIL.E, Fort Lauderdale
ROBERT C. KROGH, Waterloo Cedar
Falls
SANDRA E. LONG, Charlotte
RICHARD P. MADER, Pensacola
GEORGE E. MARTIN, Northern Virginia
DONALD F. McQUILKIN, CPA,
Cleveland
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WILLIS K. McPHERSON, SR., Shreveport
HELEN M. NEPORADNY, Olean
Bradford Area
MICHAEL J. O'REILLY, Fort Lauderdale
DEANNA L. PASKONIS, Cleveland
IMOGENE A. POSEY, CMA, Knoxville
BRENDA L. POWELL, Portland
RICHARD L. REA, Peninsula -Palo Alto
ROBERT M. ROKOSE, Bergen - Rockland
MARK D. ROMBOH, Boston
ALEXANDER J. ROSEN, Los Angeles
LINDA L. SCHLITT, Amador Valley
EDGAR E. SCHMIDT, Long Island
THOMAS W. SHEEHAN, Las Vegas
CHARLES F. SHEPPARD, Houston
GARY F. SHILLINGFORD, Delco
JAMES L. SKILLINGTON, Chattanooga
BEN H. SPECKELS, JR., Houston
BRUCE H. TARR, Santa Barbara
EDDIE J. UPCHURCH, CPA, Atlanta
PHILIP G. WALKER, Boston
PATRICK J. WATSON, Nashville
JACK A. VACCARO, Staff Secretary

PETER MEO, Dixie
SHERRY A. MORSE, Golden West
PETER F. NOVAK, Potomac &
Chesapeake
JACK R. PLYMALE, Carolinas
DAVID M. SATTERFIELD, Tennessee
Valley
KENNETH W. SMITH, CPA, Florida
JOSEPH SPINOZZI, Metro New York
PHILIP R. THOMPSON, Ohio
PAUL K. VAN WESTRMNEN, Michigan
MILYN J. VOLLMER, CPA, Mid America
CONNIE SCHMIDT, Staff Secretary

Committee on Education

Suburban Chicago
MAY RAMSEY, Houston
MARK E. RENNI-iACK, CMA, Durham
Area
ANNE J. RICH, CMA, New Haven
G. ALAN SAMS, Columbus
DOUGLAS SHARP, Wichita
CARL S. SMITH, CMA, Hartford
JACK L. SMITH, Tampa Bay
GREGORY J. STRATLS, CPA, Dayton
MURAT N. TANJU, CMA, South
Birmingham
MANUEL A. TIPGOS, CPA, Louisville
MILTON F. USRY, Pensacola
JOSEPH B. W LMET, CMA, Phoenix
LLOYD F. WYSOCKI, CMA,
Minneapolis Northstar
THOMAS E. DEACON, Staff Secretary

Committee on Ethics

Committee on Council
Operations

PATRICIA B. UNDERWOOD, Daytona
Beach Area, Chair
URSEL K. ALBERS, CMA, Rocky
Mountain
RICHARD E. BERGQUIST, NorthEast
ROBERT U. BOEHMAN, Lincoln Trail
RICHARD C. BURG, CPA, Mid - Atlantic
DARRELL J. CHARBONEAU, CMA,
Minnesota
ROBERT E. DUCKWORTH, Heartland
ALAN F. FLETCHER, CPA, North
Central
JOAN C. FROST, Virginia
BARTON K. FUNK, Wild West
ANGELINA S. GINCEL, New Jersey
KATHY E. HAGER, CPA, Texas
ROBERT C. HASBROUCK, JR., Pacific
Northwest
WILLIAM D. JOHNSTON, III, Keystone
Mt. States
FRANCIS T. McMANUS, JR., Upstate
New York
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ROBERT L. BARBER, CMA, Chair,
Greensboro
NED B. BALLENGEE, CMA,
Washington
VINCENT C. BRENNER, Baton Rouge
GARY R. BROWN, CPA, North Dallas
ARTHUR V. CORR, CMA, Racine
Kenosha
AL R. DEBOW, CMA, Calumet
GAIL W. DELONG, North San Diego
GARY R. FAKE, CMA, Jacksonville
ROBERT E. GOVE, South Bay
CHARLES L. GRANT, CPA, Conn.
Gateway
DONALD P. GREEN, Long Island
THOMAS J. HARRINGTON, Akron
WILLIAM A. HAWKINS, Nashville Capitol City
ROBERT H. JOHNSON, Los Angeles
CLARA V. KING, CPA, Permian Basin
CLAIRE M. KLATCHAK, Lehigh Valley
EVA J. LE NORMAND, Houston
KRISTINE A. MAYER, CMA,
Massachusetts Route 128
C.J. McNAIR, CMA, Providence
PAUL I- MIHALEK, CPA, Hartford
LINDA C. MTTCHUSSON, CMA,
Wichita
AMARIE C. NATIVIUAD, Northern
Virginia
CATHERINE M. PETRELLO, Raritan
Valley
MARGARET A. PFEUM, NW

NEIL E. HOLMES, Kansas City, Chair
CATHERINE M. BARSE, Minneapolis
Viking
JAMES W. BRACKNER, CMA, Salt Lake
Area
HARTLEY F. DEWEY, CPA, Hampton
Roads
CURTIS H. EASTER, JR, CMA,
Columbia
LOUISE M. LEWIS, Los Angeles
L. RAYMOND METCALF, Houston
SYLVIA H. MICHELINI, North Alabama
HOWARD L. SIERS, Delaware
ROBERT B. SWEENEY, Memphis
CURTIS C. VERSCHOOR, CMA,
Northwest Suburban Chicago
J. DON WARREN, JR., Connecticut
Gateway
BRIAN S. WILLIAMS, Greater
Youngstown Area
GARY M. SCOPES, CAE, Staff Secretary
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Committee on Finance

THOMAS C. LOCKWOOD, Charlotte,
Chair
RAYMOND H. ALLEMAN, New York
J. LAWRENCE BERGIN, LaCrosse/
Winona
PAUL E. DASCHER, Philadelphia
JOSEPH G. HARRIS, Kalamazoo
EUGENE H. IRMINGER, Chicago
GEORGE D. JEDDELOH, St. Paul
REBECCA L. LONG, Wichita
RAYMOND P. MANNION, New York
ROBERT R. MEYER, Morristown
NATHAN J. NADDEO, Washington
JOHN W. NOBLE, Tampa Bay
THOMAS J. REARDON, CMA,
Westchester
STEPHEN P. SALZMAN, Long Island
MILDRED B. STEPHENS, Trenton
PAUL W. WILLEY, Dallas
A. KENNETH BENSON, CMA, Staff
Secretary

Committee
on Mana
tment
Accounting
PracVes

STANLEY A. RATZLAFF, Los Angeles,
Chair
MARTIN ABRAHAMS, Member -atLarge
PHILIP D. AMEEN, Member -at -Large
ROBERT N. ANTHONY, New
Hampshire
DIANE M. BUTTERFIELD, Member -atLarge
PATRICIA P. DOUGLAS, Western
Montana
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WILLIAM J. IHLANFELDT, CPA,
Member -at -Large
KENNETH J. JOHNSON, Member -atLarge
THOMAS H. KELLY, Member -at -Large
ALFRED M. KING, CMA, Bergen Rockland
JOHN J. LORDAN, Baltimore
JOHN C. MACAULAY, Dallas
FRANK C. MINTER, Birmingham Vulcan
FRED J. NEWTON, Northern Virginia
JOHN J. PERRELL, lII, New York
HAL ROGERO, JR., CPA, Michigan
Upper Peninsula
JOSEPH J. SMITH, Westchester
JOHN E. STEWART, CPA, Chicago
NORMAN N. STRAUSS, New York
EDWARD W. TROTT, CPA, Tampa Bay
ROBERT L. WOOLHEATER, Los
Angeles
PATRICK M. WORSHAM, Atlanta
LOUIS BISGAY, CPA, Staff Secretary

Committee on Marketing

STEPHEN A. WALSH, Boston, Chair
RONALD R. ANDERSON, CMA,
Nebraska Cornhusker
DON M. BECK, CPA, Greater San Gabriel
Valley
ROBERT E. BENNETT, CMA, Rockford
NANCY A. BRENNER, Jacksonville
ALLEN C. CARLSON, Tampa Bay
R. JOHN CLARK, JR, Charlotte
GARY C. COMOLETTI, Boston
ROZELL R. DUNCAN, Akron
MICHAEL P. EVANSON, Tulsa
MARTHA A. FASCI, CPA, San Antonio
DWIGHT B. FERGUSON, JR., Atlanta
DALE L. FLESHER, CMA, Northeast
Missisippi
JERRY L. FORD, CMA, Minneapolis
Viking
BRETT L. GARRETT, Milwaukee
CHERYL S. GREENFIELD, Bangor Waterville
STANLEY K. HAMAMOTO,
Albuquerque
STEPHEN R. HATFIELD, Blue Grass
Area

WALTER A. HAZELTON, Rochester
TERRY K. HERMAN, Reno Area
JACQUELYN L. HOEFER, CPA, Mid Florida
MARY E. HOWELL, Orange Coast
California
BRAD KAPLAN, CMA, Denver
MARIANNE KERB, CPA, Cleveland Fast
DAVID J. LEONARD, CPA, Pittsburgh
EARL K. LITTRELL, CMA, Salem Area
D. JOE LUTHER, CMA, Wilmington
EDWARD A. MATISOFF, CMA,
Bridgeport
MICHAEL E. McNEELY, CPA, Houston
JAMES J. MEEHAN, Oakland -East Bay
ORVILLE C. MILLER, JR., Atlanta
ROBERT K. MOLLOY, South Jersey
JOHN W. NOBLE, Tampa Bay
LOUIS J. OLTVERIO, Dayton
CARROLL S. PETERSON, San Diego
CHARLES E. PHIPPS, Baltimore
MARY F. POLLARD, Southern Maine
EILEEN K. REDFERN, CPA, Morris Essex
THOMAS C. RONDOT, Tulsa
W. LAVERNE ROSS, Blue Grass Area
KENNETH D. ROUGH, Nebraska
Cornhusker
ARLENE T. SCHAEFER, CMA,
Albuquerque
REX D. SOUTAR, Los Angeles
OLIVER C. STEATH, CMA, Hartford
CARL F. TENNILLE, Washington
ROBERT C. TINUCCI, Colorado
Centennial
LAWRENCE R. VAN DEUSEN,
Delaware
LLOYD VANN, JR Oakland -East Bay
JOE F. VAUTIER, Amador Valley
JOSEPH A. VINCENT, New Haven
MAJA M. WHITTINGTON,
Albuquerque
JOSEPH LOREN, Staff Secretary

Committee on Member
Interest Groups

JOHN MACAULAY, CMA, Dallas,
Chair
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STANLEY R PYLIPOW,St, Louis, Chair
DONALD W. BAKER, CMA, Atlanta
ROBERT E. BENNETT, CMA, Rockford
JAMES W. BROWN, Nashville
ROBERT J. BRUNS, CMA, Dallas
STANLEY K. HAMAMOTO,
Albuquerque
MELVIN R. HARRIS, Washington
ROBERT W. LIPTAK, Greater Greenville
RAYMOND P. MANNION, New York
WILLIAM E. McK NLEY, Northwest
Keystone
WILLIAM MUSSER, Mt. Rainier
THOMAS M. O'TOOLE, Macomb
County- Michigan
G. ALAN SAMS, Columbus
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CHARLES D. MECIIvlORE, CMA,
Piedmont - Greensboro
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companion measure to the ADA to assist businesses with compliance. The
credit is as much as $5,000 annually.
It is a credit of 50% of the qualified expenditures over $250 and up to
$10,000. This Disabled Access Credit
under IRS Code Sec. 44 reaches the
full $5,000 amount when expenditures
reach $10,250. Qualified expenditures
generally are either for barrier removal or for special equipment for handicapped employees.
Up to $15,000annually of capital expenditures for qualified barrier removal can be expensed and deducted under IRS Code Sec. 190. A related
provision in IRS Code Sec. 1250 allows
businesses to avoid the recapture of
depreciation for expenditures qualified under Sec. 190 even if the expenditures have to be capitalized and depreciated. These are significant
benefits and are available every year,
so a little tax planning related to the
timing of expenditures for ADA compliance would be prudent.
A unique tax planning opportunity
involves disabled employees who require assistance providers such as
sign - language interpreters for the

This voic"perated computersystem, called "Dragon Dictate," is used by a quadriplegic
at Independent Living Options In Cincinnati.

hearing impaired or readers for the visually impaired. Hiring these assistance providers means companies pay
expensive fringe benefits that can be
avoided. They should consider increasing the compensation to the dis-

FIGURE 2 /TAX BENEFITS FOR BUSINESSES
FLOWCHART
Are Payments
for Barrier
Removal?

NO

0

YES
Is the SEC. 44
Credit Over
Limit?

Are Payments
Qualified for
SEC. 44 Credit?
YES

NO

Apply SEC. 44

for up to $10,250
of Expenses.

Thomas D. McLaughlin, CMA, CPA,

YES
Is SEC. 190
Expensing Over
Limit?

NO

abled workers, enabling them to hire
their own assistance providers as independent contractors. This method is
beneficial to the employer as it avoids
costly fringe benefits. It also serves the
disabled employees by having the assistance provider directly responsible
to them. The key is a special tax provision of IRS Code Sec. 67 (d) that allows the disabled workers to deduct
"impairment- related work expenses"
in full and avoid additional costs or tax
consequences for either employers or
employees.
The ADA can require some costly
changes to the way we do business,
but some accommodation costs can be
minimized or eliminated by moving,
raising, lowering, or altering existing
conditions or barriers. In addition,
compliance can be a real opportunity
to open new markets and access a
skilled labor force.
■

NO

Apply SEC. 190
for Up to $15,000
of Expenses.

YES
Capitalize —Not
Subject to SEC.
1250 Recapture.
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No Benefit
Results (or If
Over
Limitations).

DBA, is an assistant professor of accounting at East Carolina University.
He received his DBA degree from Mississippi State University and M.S. degree in accounting from the University
of North Carolina at Greensboro. He also has extensive experience in industry
and is president of the Eastern Carolina
Chapter of IMA, through which this article was submitted. He can be reached
at (919) 756 -8017
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ESOP Power
Here are six successfuluses ofemployee stock ownership plans.
AFI

BY RON J. LINT
mployee Stock
Ownership Plans
(ESOPs)
can
wield great financial power and benefits
when applied properly
to real -life needs and
concerns within today's
corporate environment.
From reducing employee benefit costs to purchasing capital goods,
these tools help make
companies' financial
planning easier and
more accurate. Six
strategies are particularly beneficial.
ONE: EXIT
STRATEGY
hat happens
when a corporate founder
and major shareholder
decides that it is time to
liquefy his or her investment, retire, and
pursue other interests?
These other interests
cost money —and, of
course, the founder and
CEO of the company
does not intend to curtail a heretofore pleasant lifestyle. Now it's time for exit strategies. How can the
owner sell all or part of his or her holdings while remaining
in control and avoiding current taxation? Sounds like a tall
order, right? Consider the following parameters:
$5,000,000
Fair Market Value of Company
10,000
Shares Issued and Outstanding
$500
Value Per Share
Percent Owned by Selling Shareholder
100%
00.00
Cost Basis in Stock
34%
Corporate Marginal Tax Rate
Personal Marginal Tax Rate of Shareholder
31%
$450,000
Annual Net Free Cash Flow of Company
Up
Sales and Profit Trends
Selling Shareholder Benefits:Let's see how, by applying
the above figures, an employee stock ownership plan can be
gg

used effectively to buy
out the major shareholder to the benefit of
both the shareholder
and the remaining management. Assuming all
rules are followed correctly, the shareholder
can sell his or her holdings to a company sponsored ESOP and
avoid current income
tax on the gain.
Under Sec. 1042 of
the Internal Revenue
Code, income tax is deferred on such transactions if (1) at least 30%
of all classes of stock
were sold to the ESOP,
and (2) the proceeds of
the sale were reinvested in qualified replacement property, defined
as the stocks and bonds
of American operating
companies. The deferral will last as long as
the qualified replacement property is retained by the seller.
Proper planning assumes that the qualified replacement property will be held until
the seller's death.
Should that be the case,
income tax on the original transaction is deferred permanently. Furthermore,
there is a step up in the stock's basis when the seller dies.
Assuming the above scenario, the selling shareholder
would defer capital gains tax on the sale of $5 million of
closely held stock to the ESOP. Applying the taxpayer's marginal tax rate of 31% to the $5 million taxable gain, the tax
savings under Sec. 1042 would amount to$1,550,000.
In addition to receiving this outstanding benefit, the seller would be enjoying dividends from the reinvested proceeds of the sale. Assuming a 7% return, annual dividends
would amount to $108,500. These proceeds are, of course,
taxed in the year received.
Corporate and Lender Benefits:On the corporate side of
the transaction, more benefits accrue. Under See. 133 of the
Internal Revenue Code, properly constituted ESOP loans offer an attractive tax preference to the lender. Assuming at
least 50%of all classes of stock —or50%of the total value of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

all classes of stock —were sold to the ESOP, then the bank
or another qualified lender is required to report only 50% of
the interest income received from an ESOP loan for tax purposes.
This tax preference to the lender allows for an unusually
profitable loan. As a result, a company is sometimes able to
negotiate a below- prime -rate loan. The best, however, is yet
to come. All principal and interest on an ESOP loan are tax
deductible to the corporation. Accordingly, the corporation
(or, more correctly, the management team) is able to acquire the company from the selling shareholder for $0.66 on
the dollar.
Benefits such as these make exit strategy planning an exciting process for both seller and buyer. The benefits gained
through tax savings are unbeatable.

TWO: MSOT PLANNING
major failing in private business is a conspicuous lack
of management succession and ownership transfer
(MSOT) planning. In the world of private business, as
opposed to publicly held businesses, management and ownership are treated as a birthright or as an extension of one's
own personality and identity. To even suggest a transfer of
management and ownership can be considered treasonous.
This lack of planning often causes the downfall of second generation businesses. Either the business isn't passed to
the second generation of management and ownership, or
successor management, being poorly trained, ill- equipped,
and chosen in an emergency situation as a result of the death
of the major shareholder, limps along for a while before becoming another business failure statistic.
An ESOP, however, can be a positive force and a catalyst
for bringing about change in the mind -set of the business
owner. Bankers, advisers, or second -tier management usually are pushing the planning issue so they can protect their
positions and secure their futures. The planning process,
therefore, becomes an unnatural and somewhat unpleasant
process to the major shareholder, who feels as though he
or she is being pushed out, although politely and with good
intentions. This type of planning comes across as benefitting
everyone but the owner.
Planning Encouraged. The business owner who already
has made the decision to use an ESOP to accomplish his or
her personal goals must start the process. Usually those
goals have a great deal to do with liquefying his or her investment in the company. It is not unusual for a business
owner to have nearly all of his or her wealth tied up in the
company and sooner or later to become acutely interested
in how that investment can be
converted into cash and protected from current taxation.
ESOP buyouts generally are
structured so that the company
borrows the funds necessary to
buy out the major shareholder,
then makes a loan to the ESOP
under essentially the same
terms and conditions. Next, the
ESOP purchases corporate securities from the major shareholder.
The very process of carrying
but not
out a buyout using an ESOP triggers the planning process for
two reasons. First, the company

must be profitable enough to repay the loan. A profitable
company is a well -run company with capable management
at the helm. Thus, the exiting shareholder must plan for
management succession as well as ownership transfer.
Second, collateral is involved. It would be rare for any
lender to extend credit to a business in the amount of the
company's fair market value. Such a loan probably would exceed net worth and produce a debt -to -worth ratio that would
be unacceptable to any analyst. How, then, are ESOP loans
made?
The answer is found in the structure of the collateral.
Usually ESOP loans are at least partially collateralized by
means of the exiting shareholder pledging some or all of his
or her qualified replacement property back to the lender to
guarantee the loan. This type of collateral is released on a
monthly basis as the loan is repaid.
This collateral structure shows that the exiting shareholder is interested in successor management's ability to repay the loan. The exiting shareholder wants the best people
for the job because it is in his or her best interests. Often
this executive will remain in control of the company for a
specific period of time to ensure the smooth transfer of power and ownership. A properly designed ESOP can provide
this control so the founder /president can sell out but not
step out.
You can see how a properly designed ESOP can be a positive force in the planning process. The owner views management succession and ownership transfer from a vastly
different perspective. The planning is done to benefit the
owner and to accomplish his or her goals as opposed to the
owner's being pushed into the planning process because of
someone else's agenda.

THREE: PURCHASING CAPITAL GOODS
here is a serious lack of capital available today for private business enterprises, especially small to medium sized companies. Here is a typical example: ABC
BrushWorks is a manufacturer of paintbrushes that are distributed nationwide. The company has had a long, satisfying
history in the industry and with its bank. The recent recession, however, has taken its toll on the financial statements
although the company remains solvent and capable of sustaining at least minimal profits in a down economy.
Because of the bankruptcies of several of ABC's competitors, company management sees a unique opportunity to
expand its market share and increase profitability. To do so,
it needs to acquire $250,000 of heavy equipment for its manufacturing facility.
First Bank Request. ABC approached its bank on the basis of
a typical five -year equipment
loan. After analyzing the financial condition of the company
and the cash flow required to
amortize the debt, the bank dedined the request, citing the
S
company's recent lackluster per ...
formance. Collateral was not a
problem. The bank refused to
consider the planned increase in
cash flow as a direct result of the
ste, Out Of
new equipment and the increased manufacturing capacity.
Second Bank Request.ABC reWs,
grouped and approached the

Lack ofsuccess o n
planning of len causes the
downfall of eeo n dgeneration busin esses
ESOPs help the owner sell
out
p
the busin
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After negotiating terms with the sole shareholder of the
bank with an employee stock ownership plan. Under this
new scenario, the bank would lend $250,000 to the company
supplier company, ABC decides to attempt an ESOP structure. ABC's bank agrees to make an ESOP loan to the comunder an ESOP structure. The funds immediately would be
pany in the amount of $1,600,000 for the express purpose
loaned to the company's ESOP under the same terms and
of
acquiring the supplier. Once again, ABC makes an immeconditions. The loan would be amortized over seven years.
diate loan to its ESOP under the same terms and conditions.
(ESOP loans up to 10 years are common.)
The ESOP then offers to purchase $1,600,000 of stock from
The ESOP then would make an offer to purchase
ABC at fair market value. This being accomplished, the com$250,000 of preferred convertible stock from the company.
pany once again has the proceeds of the original loan back
This stock is nonvoting preferred with a liquidation preference and convertible into voting common at the option of the
in its cash account.
Now ABC management approaches the sole shareholder
plan trustee.
of the supplier company and negotiates a $250,000 reduction
At this point in time, the company has the $250,000 back
in selling price as a result of that company's being paid off
in the cash account. It uses these funds to purchase the
immediately in an all -cash transaction. A quick computation
needed equipment. The company repays the loan to the
of the time value of money will show that the seller still is
bank by making fully deductible contributions to the ESOP
getting a good price.
in the amount of the periodic amortization. Next the ESOP
ABC then takes the loan proceeds of $1,600,000, places
uses the contributed funds to repay its loan to the company.
with them an additional $150,000 of its own cash, and conThe company takes the dollars it is paid by the ESOP and
summates the transaction for a total of $1,750,000. Rememmakes the periodic payment to the bank. As a result of these
ber that ABC had intended to come up with a down payment
transactions, the entire loan is repaid with pretax dollarsover
of $400,000 in the original negotiation. The ESOP structure
seven years. Please note that not only was the interest tax
allowed an immediate cash savings of $250,000 or 13% of the
deductible to the corporation, but the principal on the loan
total acquisition price.
was deductible as well.
As a result, ABC acThis particular structure
quired the company using
changed the cash flow picpre -tax dollars, was able to
ture substantially for the
Six P
FUCUSES OF
PS
save an additional $250,000
better. Now the bank can
in cash outlay immediately,
MAJOR
BENEFITS
USE
consider the request in
and in all probability was
light of repaying the loan
able to negotiate a low- inter1T STRATEGY
Tax deferral for selling
with $0.66 dollars and over
est -rate loan with its bank.
shareholders.
a longer period of time. OfDilution was not an issue
Ability
for
company
to
deduct
ten state-of-the-art financial
because
ABC acquired a
principal
and
interest
from
structuring such as this will
net worth of $1,750,000
current taxable income.
make the difference in obwhile it sold only $1,600,000
Low - interest -rate loans
taining much - needed capiavailable
to
the
corporation.
of stock to the ESOP.
tal for expansion.
Successor
management
can
The bank is happy beDilution: For those of
acquire company with pretax
cause it was able to lend
you who noticed, this transdollars.
$1,600,000 to ABC toward
action did cause dilution to
the acquisition of a compathe extent of about 5% of tony with a net worth of
tal fair market value. Such a
Overcomes natural barriers
MSOT PLANNING
$1,750,000.
The bank also
small amount of dilution,
the planning process.
can see that ABC will be
however, did not affect conAllows seller to plan with his
able to repay the loan with
trol and was a small price to
or her own goals as the
pretax dollars, thus greatly
pay to remain competitive
primary focus.
enhancing its cash flow.
in the marketplace.
Furthermore, this loan posProvides for the acquisition
PURCHASING
sibly could have qualified
FOUR: EXPANDING BY
of capital goods using preCAPITAL GOODS
under Sec. 133 of the InterMERGER OR
tax
dollars.
nal Revenue Code. If that
ACQUISITION
had been the case, then
Aids in obtaining financing.
ABC
would have negotiated
he previous example
a
lowinterest -rate loan, and
can be expanded to inProvides for the acquisition of
EXPANDING BY
the bank would not have to
clude the purchase of
additional corporate entities
MERGER OR
report for tax purposes 50%
another company. Let's asusing pretax dollars.
ACQUISITION
of the interest income resume that ABC Brush Aids in obtaining financing.
ceived from the loan.
Works has an unusually
The seller likewise is
good opportunity to buy a
pleased. He or she did not
Can significantly reduce costs
major supplier for $2 milREDUCING
have to accept a down paylion over seven years, with
by contributing fully deduct EMPLOYEE
ment and a seven -year paya 20% down payment, and
ible stock.
BENEFIT COSTS
out. Also, financial risk was
interest on the unpaid balreduced to zero in that the
ance priced at prime plus
Builds capital by using
CAPITAL
seller received cash. This
two points. The supplier
employee benefit
am
FORMATION
type of structuring makes a
has a net worth of
contributions.
great deal of sense for all
$1,750,000.
40
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parties involved.

FIVE: REDUCING
EMPLOYEE
BENEFIT COSTS
pother use of an ESOP is to reduce the
cost of existing employee benefits drastically.
Assume that ABC has a
profit - sharing plan and that
normal annual contributions amount to $100,000.
The company would like to
reduce the cash cost of employee benefits without reducing the value of the annual contribution.
This goal can be accomplished through an ESOP.
The first step would be for
ABC to create an ESOP for
the purpose of holding corF
porate securities. The company then would reduce its
cash contributions to the
Employee stock ownership plans also can be used to reduce the cash cost of employee benefits without
profit - sharing plan by, say,
reducing the value of the annual contribution.
50%. The additional $50,000
in value would be contributed to the ESOP in the form of corporate stock. The employbutions to the other qualified plan, instead contributing the
ees receive an equivalent contribution, but the cost to the
entire $100,000 to the newly created ESOP. The ESOP uses
company has been reduced by more than 75%.
the money to purchase treasury shares or previously unisHere's how it works: If the company were to make the
sued shares from the company. In this way, ABC can build
planned cash contribution of $100,000, the after -tax cost would
capital while continuing to make contributions to an employbe $66,000, assuming a 34% marginal tax rate, By using an ESee benefit plan.
OP, the company is still getting a $34,000 tax deduction in that
Using an ESOP in this way does not increase out -of - pocket
both the cash contribution and the stock are deductible. The
cash costs. The company actually is increasing its capital base
difference is that now the $34,000 deduction is taken against a
by making contributions to an ESOP instead of a profit - sharing
$50,000 cash outlay-, therefore, the after -tax cash cost of the
or 401(k) plan. Of course, companies must pay careful attention
transaction is only $16,000 ($50,000 – $34,000). The change
to the issue of dilution. These techniques are to be used sparfrom $66,000 to $16,000 is more than 75%.
ingly and only after a great deal of thought and consideration
By using this technique, a company can continue an
as to the consequences of all actions taken.
equivalent level of benefit plan contributions while reducing
As you can see, employee stock ownership plans are a
its after -tax cash costs by more than 75%.
powerful tool in today's world of corporate finance. Their uses are varied, and their advantages can be wondrous. Like
SIX: CAPITAL FORMATION
any other sophisticated financial tool, however, ESOPs must
be planned and structured properly. Whether for building
apital formation is a continuing challenge in the present
capital, reducing taxes, growing through acquisitions, planeconomic and business environment. If one defines
ning management succession and ownership transfer, or recapital as equity in nature, then the world of investors
ducing the cost burden of employee benefit packages, emis by and large closed to the private, closely held business.
ployee stock ownership plans deserve careful consideration
If, on the other hand, one defines capital as debt in nature,
by companies as a tool for future success and staying power
then business owners find great difficulty in dealing with
in an uncertain economy.
0
commercial banks or mezzanine financing sources. Some
business owners prefer to build capital the "old- fashioned
way " — through profits. This last method is the best of all
Ron J. Lint directs the Private Business Consulting Group of
worlds, but sometimes profits cannot be earned quickly
Weaver and Tidwell, CPAs, in Fort Worth, Texas. Previously
enough to satisfy the needs and accomplish the goals of the
he was a bank lending officer and, in the construction industry,
enterprise,
a chieffinancial officer and operations manager. He holds a
Suppose ABC needed a $500,000 operating line of credit,
B.S. degree in corporatefinancefrom Virginia Commonwealth
but the bank declined the request because of a lack of capital
University. He may be contacted at (817) 332 -7905.
or sufficient net worth. Suppose also that ABC has been
making annual cash contributions to an employee benefit
Is this article of interest to you? If so, circle
Yes
No
plan in the amount of $100,000. In order to build capital, the
appropriate number on Reader Service Card.
fib
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company starts an ESOP and temporarily suspends contri-
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MANAGINGWORKERS'
COMPENSATIONCOSTS
ATKELLYSERVICES
A new reporting system offers a permanent solution to rising costs.
BYSTEVENR.DREXEL,CMA
1991 -92Certificate of Merit Winner
kyrocketing medical costs and increasing litigation have created a workers'
compensation crisis. Nationally, between 1985 and 1990, these costs grew
at an average annual rate of 18.5 %.
During 1990, expenditures were an estimated $53 billion —a figure that should impress even the most jaded economist. From a
humanitarian point of view, $53 billion represents a great deal of pain and suffering by valued employees. From a financial perspective,
this is money poorly spent. Workers' compensation expenditures do not generate sales or
improve productivity. Indeed, many people
think incorrectly that workers' compensation
is another tax.
The financial staff at Kelly Services, a $1.4
Steve Drexel (I.), the author and director of corporate finance at Kelly Services with
billion provider of temporary help services,
Beth Lebule, manager of risk and insurance, and Bill Bell, manager of workers'
took an analytical approach to the problem.
compensation.
Kelly Services' domestic business employs
nearly 600,000 employees through 900 branch
tend to report on policy years that end in June while employoffices. These employees work under the supervision of
ers are more likely to have fiscal years that end in Decem180,000 customers. In the temporary help business, payroll
ber.
and payroll- related expenses (including workers' compensaA related problem is the lag in reporting. Often as many
tion) represent about 75% of sales. In this environment, efas six weeks pass between the date of an injury and delivery
fective management of workers' compensation costs is a parof the claims listings by the insurance carrier. This delay is
ticularly important function.
caused in part by the tremendous medical and insurance bureaucracy and the process of filing reports, assigning claim
PROBLEMS FORACCOUNTANTS
numbers, and collecting data to evaluate costs.
Even if the reporting is timely, reliable estimates of a
orkers' compensation presents accountants with
claim's ultimate cost are not available until at least four
special problems because of uncertainty in how
months after the date of injury. A claim's cost typically inmuch and when to recognize costs. Every month
creases, or matures, over time. It is frustrating and expeninsurance carriers revise their estimate of costs associated
sive to have to wait several months in order to identify probwith previous periods. These revisions are unavoidable belems or emerging trends. Additionally, management may
cause therapy and treatment of many injuries may continue
grow impatient when new policies and programs are initiatfor several years.
ed and the finance department is not able to provide timely
As a result, accountants have problems trying to assofeedback.
ciate costs with related revenues that they generate. This is
The data needed to analyze the problem come from a vaespecially true if the goal is to provide job costing, or in Kelly
riety of sources. Because state governments regulate, and
Services' case, to measure profitability by customer. Foresometimes administer, workers' compensation, a company
casting under these conditions can be very complicated.
with employees distributed across the country may have to
Timing is another thorny issue. The insurance carriers
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maintain several systems.
Often businesses will choose to self - insure a portion of
the states. Other states are covered in the traditional way by
a private carrier. Still other monopolistic states require employers to contribute to a state regulated and administered
policy. Consequently, an employer may have to deal with data from at least three external sources, each with its own conventions and practices.
To analyze the external data in meaningful ways, it was
necessary for Kelly Services to access data electronically
from internal payroll, billing, and general ledger systems.
Further, it was necessary to incorporate paper -based first reports of injury and subjective judgments from insurance professionals. The combining of these sources created consistency problems.
Ultimately, the success of any workers' compensation
program is dependent on the actions and judgments of the
nonfinancial employees responsible for operations. Often
these people have limited time and broad responsibilities,
and their most important area is sales and marketing. To be
an expert in the workers' compensation field, you need a
background in insurance, law, finance, human resources,
and health care. Realistically, financial managers must find
a balance between a program that is complex or one that is
too simplistic.

BUILDINGASYSTEM
t was obvious we had to automate the program. We asked
our managers to develop a wish list for the system.
The system has three groups of end users — corporate
executives, operational managers, and financial managers.
The first level of analysis was primarily for our finance department's use.
Before the development of the system, the sheer volume
of data frustrated attempts to understand the numbers. Financial managers need a framework for analysis and an ability to focus on subsets of the problem. Of primary importance are trend analysis, identification of problem areas, and
timely summations. For nonfinancial managers, the system
must focus attention on some critical success factors and
provide insight and direction.
We agreed that in order to be successful, the system has
to be timely, of limited volume, and easily understood. Workers' compensation is not the kind of subject nonfinancial
managers look forward to spending time on, especially if the
information available is not current. Ideally, the system
should provide exception reports that managers can pick up,
review, and act on quickly. This requires an ability to condense and simplify.
The system has to provide a forecast capability. Because
of the timing problems mentioned earlier, the ultimate cost
of current and even historical periods has to be developed
and future costs estimated. The system has to convert the
insurance company's historical policy year reporting into the
company's fiscal year.
Multiple levels and lines of consolidation are required.
The company's five -tier organizational hierarchy has to be
accommodated (something not provided by the insurance
company's canned reports). Parallel consolidations have to
be provided based on state regulatory requirements and by
insurance company. Additionally, summations have to be
provided by the company's five service lines (Office Services, Marketing, Technical, Industrial, and Assisted living). The organization is subject to periodic restructuring.
Thus, the system must be flexible.

SOLUTIONS
t Kelly Services, finance staff employees use fourth generation decision support software. The software
offers modeling and database components, Modeling
handles mathematical analysis well and lends itself to a definable structure with predictable elements. Database software is less structured and accepts text as well as numerical
data.
We addressed the macro issues first, and developed a
model to collect and organize the data in structured format.
Essentially the model is a collection of spreadsheets. The
spreadsheets have consistent definitions of rows and columns that represent variables and periods respectively. The
spreadsheets differ in the classification of data each one represents. In this case, there were 5,000 spreadsheets, one for
each combination of 1,000 profit centers (branches) and five
service lines. The model is macro in nature because it summarizes claims data by profit center and service line. Historical and future periods are defined to address trend analysis
and forecasting needs.
The model's variables provide the basis for analysis and
insight into the system. For each intersection of profit center, service line, and time period we found it useful to dissect
the workers' compensation claim cost. Calculated variables
include a frequency (ratio of number of claims to payroll)

In the temporary help business,
Payroll and payroll - related
expenses represent about
75% of sales.
and severity (average cost per claim). These concepts, or
variables, along with a total cost to payroll ratio and a measure of profitability impact are the basis for comparing, contrasting, ranking, and drawing attention to unusual performance.
Another variable of importance is a claim cost development factor. Using the architecture described earlier, factors
were developed that were specific to each spreadsheet and
period. This cost development factor provides a basis for
forecasting that is sensitive to changes in mix and trends in
frequency and severity.
Using the software's report writer, top management's attention is directed to the following critical factors:
• Number of claims,
• Total cost,
• Frequency (claims per $100,000 payroll),
• Severity (average cost per claim),
• Cost per $100,000 payroll,
• Number of large claims,
• Large claim frequency,
• Severity excluding large claims, and
• Profitability impact.
The primary management report features a consistent set
of columns highlighting these factors. Management works
easily with these concepts. By substituting different series
of rows, the success factors can be compared across profit
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Safety awareness programs can help cut costs. Cullen Hanlon, Kelly Services'
director of corporate security and safety, gets an update from Beth Lebule.

centers, service lines, time periods, or levels of consolidation. Sorting these series by selected columns provides a
useful form of analysis. The combinations of series and sorting by columns provides variations in analysis or focus that
are easy to understand because the basic format of the report is constant.

A claims database was developed to address the micro aspect of the project. The micro (specific claims, employees,
customers) analysis of selected areas follows from the identification of problems at the macro level. The database includes a table with a record for each claim processed by the
insurance companies. The data are taken from files provided
by the insurance companies that are electronic copies of the
claims listings that most companies receive in thick paper
binders.
The insurance company data become more useful when
combined with other tables containing payroll and sales information. By manipulating these data using relational database logic, companies can develop the following capabilities:
• The ability to track the development of specific claims
over time.
• The ability to focus on customer profitability.
• The ability to develop "flash" and exception reporting
(monthly listings of new large claims or multiple claims).
• The ability to conduct ad hoc search and query activities.
KINDER, GENTLER REPORTS
rilliant analysis poorly communicated is of little value.
I believe communication and implementation are
more important than either analysis or strategy.
Furthermore, the latest organizational theory discounts
financial control in favor of a kinder, gentler service orientation. For these reasons, we gave a lot of thought to the design of reports for managers and supervisors closest to the
problem. The following operational reports have been well
received by the staff.
■ Profit center ranking reports list relative performance
among a group of peers. Operational and sales people
44

tend to be very competitive. This report
gets their attention and commitment. The
report also tracks a profit center's change
in rank over time. Using this top -level information, a manager can determine if more
attention needs to be spent on workers'
compensation and answers the question,
"Do I have a problem ?"
■ A customer alert report lists customers that
exceed norms for number of claims, claims
classified under inappropriate risk categories, or claims that impact customer profitability adversely. This second -level report
provides specific direction as to the causes
of current and future problems. The question this information addresses is "Where
should I focus my attention ?"
■ A detail claims listing sorted by service line,
customer, and date of injury. This report
gives the profit center everything needed
to research problems indicated on previous
reports.

Managers have a number of options to reduce costs. Our analysis suggested we start with safety and
awareness programs for employees. We also began to adjust
pricing to recognize risk and restore profitability and to enter into risk - sharing arrangements with customers. Finally,
the company helps injured employees return to the workplace as soon as possible.
The final benefit provided by the database was the ability
to implement a profit center charge -back system. Before this
initiative, a profit center's workers' compensation costs were
determined by a state and service line accrual system. Accruals were adjusted based on pooled experience.
The new system maintains a pooling component for "devastating" claims and very old claims. Beyond this more limited pooling, each new claim and changes in the estimated
costs of existing claims directly impact profit center profitability and performance. Ultimately, this feature affects the
bonus portion of manager compensation and provides an incentive to prevent claims and to work to minimize claims after they have occurred. The charge -back system introduced
a new level of interest and motivation on the part of the operational people closest to the problem.

MANAGINGCOSTS
financial managers can have a positive impact on their
companies' bottom line by providing management with
reduction analysis and a commonsense approach to
controlling workers' compensation costs. At Kelly Services
we discovered that a meaningful dissection of the components of the workers' compensation problem not only provides insight, but it also offers solutions to keeping costs under control.
0
Steven R. Drexel, CMA, CCM, is Kelly Services' director of corporate finance. He is a member of the IMA's Oakland County
Chapter (Mich.). He can be reached at (313) 244 -4545.
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Financing Options for
Workers' Compensation
Self - insurance is not the only solution to controlling costs.
BY RONALD L. FRANKLIN
re your company's workers'
compensation insurance premiums over $100,000? If they
have soared to this figure,
then your company is already paying
its own losses —and this does not include catastrophes.
If you are surprised, take the time
to add up all premiums for 10 years
and add up all losses. Unless you have
had a catastrophe, your losses will be
no more than 75% of your premiums.
The other 25% is for costs of the program unrelated to claims. If your losses are a great deal more than 75% of
premiums paid, you certainly have out negotiated and out - guessed your company's insurance carriers.

SELF-INSURANCE
n the last 15 years, our firm has
concentrated on serving the larger
employers in northwestern Pennsylvania. During this time, most employers have suffered increases in
costs attributable to the rapid increase
in weekly indemnity benefits and spiraling medical costs.
One solution to rising costs is self insurance or self-funding of losses.
When a company self- funds, it really is

creating its own small insurance company.
The company pays its own predictable losses below a certain threshold
(self - insured retention). It purchases
insurance to protect against the infrequent but unpredictable catastrophic
losses and buys a claims service and
loss control service. The company
complies with the financial guarantee
requirements of the state it operates
in. These requirements include the
state filing fee and the state required
bond.
Table 1 shows the basic costs of a
self - funding program for one of our
manufacturing clients in Pennsylvania.
The standard premium, if commercial
insurance is purchased, is $1.6 million
annually (see Table 2 for an explanation of insurance terms).
A note of caution is in order. When
purchasing specific excess and /or aggregate excess coverage, be certain
that the insurance carrier has a very
strong financial rating. The carrier has
no obligation to pay claims until you
pay out the full amount of the self-insured retention for each claim occurrence (for example $300,000). It may
take many years before the carrier is
called upon to perform its part of the
contract, and by that time it may be out
of business.

When we shop the marketplace for
our clients, we find that the strongest
insurers financially tend to have premiums that are priced from 10% to 25%
higher than lower rated insurers. I
would rather take the time to explain
to our clients the benefits of working
with quality companies today and not
have to apologize for a carrier that
can't live up to its obligations tomorrow.
While companies that choose selffunding in Pennsylvania avoid the premium tax (currently 5.6% of standard
premium), they must pay into various
state administrative funds. The cost to
self - insurers for this is approximately
2.5% of paid losses per year.
Unallocated claims expenses is another expense factor that is not included in the basic program costs. Unallocated claims expense averages about
4% of incurred claim costs and includes
costs such as expert witness fees at
hearings, legal costs, time and expense charges for work tolerance, rehabilitation clinics, pain clinics, and
physical therapy. Also, there are additional computer charges for claim reports and annual actuarial certification
costs of claim trust funds when required.
A big advantage of self- funding is
that incurred losses are not paid out all
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TABLE VMANUFACTURING COMPANY
SELF-INSURANCE BASIC COSTS
State Filing Fee
State Required Bond ($2 million)
Letter of Credit to Bonding Company($2 million)
Specific Excess Insurance($5 million excess of a $300,000
self- insured retention)
Aggregate Excess Insurance of $3 million'
Administration Expense (estimate)
Claims Management Adjusting Expenses (estimate)
Loss Control Service
Basic Costs of Program
'Limits maximum losses in the plan to $3 million
at once. The weekly indemnity portion
of a claim may take months, or even
years to be completely paid out. The
national average for claim payout is 9.8
years. In the typical insurance company, the company holds these reserves
(your money) until the claims are paid
completely.
For example, let us assume that a
manufacturing company incurs losses
of $800,000 during the year (Table 3).
Typically, 25% to 40% of this amount is
paid out in the first year, with the balance paid out over several years.
In this example, I use a payout period of five years. Admittedly, this is
oversimplified, and costs are understated. However, it does show that unpaid loss reserves can and should be
in the bank earning interest instead of
in the insurance company's bank.
The temptation, however, is not to
fund the incurred losses fully. Some
self - funded employers have large unfunded indemnity reserves that have
accumulated because the full amount
of each year's losses has not been
funded. Yet, the larger employers in
this area (premiums up to $5 million)
do not self-fund or self - insure in the
traditional sense. They adopt one of
the alternative funding mechanisms I
will describe here.
OTHER OPTIONS
here are many methods of financing workers' compensation loss payments. You can pay
a premium and let the insurance company use your money to pay your
claims. Or, you can choose from one of
the programs that allows your company to retain unpaid loss dollars until
they are due. Self- funding or self-insurance is only one of these programs.
Some larger employers use various
methods that combine the cash flow
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100
20,000

20,000
85,000

60,000
37,000
44,600

8,000
$ 274,700

Companies can
combine the cash
flow advantages of
self-funding with
the benefits of an
insured program.
advantages of self - funding with the advantages of an insured program. One
of these alternative funding methods
may be appropriate for your company.
Paid -loss retrospective rating programs.These programs are very much
like the self-funded program I have described. The insurance company
charges the company a "basic" premium plus the cost of claims and claim
expenses incurred during the policy
period.
In a paid -loss retrospective rating
program the insurance company files
its normal insurance documents with
the appropriate state insurance departments. The states are not concerned
with when the insurance company collects its premium, and there is no additional state regulation required.
Like self - insurance, the employer is
responsible for all claims below a certain threshold, for example, $300,000.
Periodically, the employer reimburses
the insurer for claims that are paid for
losses under the $300,000 retention
Emit. There is usually a letter of credit
involved for the difference between incurred and paid claim amounts.
After a period of years, the program
converts to an incurred loss retrospective plan (explained below). The remaining unpaid claim amounts are due
the insurance company.

This program is very effective with
large employers. It is extremely effective when multi-state operations are involved because the employer need not
deal with multiple state self - insurance
qualifications, multiple state financial
guarantees bonds, trust funds, and
claims administrators.
Large deductible retrospective rating
programs. In this case, the employer
buys a retrospectively rated policy but
assumes a large claim deductible. For
the large deductible, the insurance
carrier grants a premium credit.
The employer establishes an escrow claim fund that the carrier uses
to pay claims. The employer pays the
deductible. The carrier charges an expense factor to adjust claims. For example, the manufacturer may pay an
expense factor of 10% to 15% of the
amount of claims paid.
Generally, the insurer will offer an
aggregate limit that caps the employer's exposure. This limit may range
from 1.5 to 3.5 times the standard premium. A letter of credit is required,
and the formula for the amount of the
letter of credit varies from insurer to
insurer. An advantage of the deductible program is the reduction in the residual loading charges and the state
premium tax charges because of the
premium reduction (Table 4).
Cash Flow Retrospective Plans. This
is similar to retrospective rating plans.
The one exception is that a large
amount of premium may be deferred
until the retrospective adjustment
takes place. Normally this occurs approximately eight months after expiration of the policy.
For example, instead of paying the
carrier $1 million in premiums during
the policy year, the employer pays only
$693,000 (Table 4). The difference
($307,000) is secured by a letter of
credit in favor of the insurance company. When the actual incurred losses
are known for the premium year, the
employer and insurance carrier determine the amount owed. If the employer has assumed its losses would be
$400,000 and they are less than that
amount, money is owed the employer.
If losses are greater, then money is
owed the insurance company.
PROGRAMS COMPARED
he funding programs I have described are merely a way to pay
for the cost of losses. Most important, companies first must learn to
control their losses.
The retrospective loss rating proM AN A G EM EN r AC C O U N I 1 N U / N U VhM B r K 1VUZ

The large deductible program allows the employer to "self - insure" the
deductible amount and improve cash
flow because the insurance company
charges only its "basic" (administrative) and "loss adjusting" expenses.
While it is easier to administer than
the paid -loss retrospective program,
the deductible program is not (yet)
available in all states. lake the paid loss retrospective program, it also
needs to be secured by letters of credit. It's important to note that because
the amount of the claims, incurred but
not yet paid, increases annually as
each future policy period is included in
the program, the total amount of the
letters of credit will pyramid over time.
The self - insured or self - funded program gives the employer the ultimate
flexibility. Claim dollars are held by
the employer until paid. This maximizes cash flow. The employer selects
the claims administrator, loss control
service, and actuarial service. Psychologically, there seems to be some added incentive to control losses and emphasize loss control activities
(although, logically, this emphasis is
just as important and effective in controlling ultimate losses in any program).
The drawback to a self - insured program is that the employer must establish the mechanism of a small insurance company. The company should
be large enough to employ a full -time
risk manager and should have enough
cost savings to warrant the added risk.

TABLE 2 /INSURANCE TERMS
Specific Excess Insurance.
This insurance covers claims that exceed the self- insured retention (SIR)
amount. In the event of a large or catastrophic loss, for example $1 million, the
self- insured company would pay the amount of the claim up to the SIR amount
of $300,000 shown in Table 1. After the SIR amount is paid, the excess insurer
is responsible for the remainder, up to the excess limit purchased. Specific
excess insurance addresses the problem of claim severity.

Aggregate Excess.
This form of insurance caps the total of SIR paid losses to a specific amount,
for example, $ 1.5 million. it then pays the remaining excess SIR losses up to
the limit of insurance purchased —$3 million (Table 1). Aggregate excess
insurance addresses the problem of frequency of large losses. The cost for this
type of insurance is usually too high to warrant purchase.

Bonding and Letters of Credit.
When an employer applies for the privilege of becoming self - insured for
workers' compensation, the state will establish financial security obligations.
These obligations are for the protection of injured employees in the event the
employer defaults on workers' compensation payments. Usually, the state
requires a surety bond to guarantee payment. In our example from Table 1, it is
$2 million. The surety bond underwriter then requires collateral from the
employer to guarantee that if the bond is called to pay claims, the bonding
underwriter will be reimbursed. This collateral is in the form of a letter of credit
from the employer's bank.
This chain of financial security seems to get more complex each year.
Recently, a bank required an employer to collateralize the letter of credit with
money deposited in a restricted account with the bank. Sometimes the time
allowed to do this can be negotiated to a period of three to five years until the
amount in the restricted account reaches 100% of the amount of the letter of
credit.

Retrospective Rating.
This is a method of determining the ultimate cost of an insured workers'
compensation program — looking backward or retrospectively —after the policy is
expired. The insurance company and the employer agree that the final premium
charged will be determined by the amount of losses incurred during the policy
period. The insurance company charges a "basic" premium for its services and
then adds to this cost the amount of claims and claim expenses incurred during
the policy period. This calculation usually is done approximately 10 months after
the policy expires and annually thereafter, as long as there are claims that are
still open for further payment.

f you are contemplating a change
in the way you finance your workers' compensation risk, there is no
substitute for an aggressive, objective
study of your company's situation. The
following case study illustrates one
company's analysis of workers' compensation funding programs.
Aluminum Die Casting Company
employs 1,100 workers. The company
has five plants located in two states.
Annual sales are $100 million. Recently the company was offered three alter-

administer because of the multiple letters of credit and multiple adjustments
required. With the advent of the large
deductible program, it is no longer the
only mechanism that imitates self -insurance.

TABLE 3 /LOSS PAYOUT MATRIX
30%

30%

20%

10%

Year 1

10%

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5
—

—

—

Costs
$274,700
Paid Loss 240,000
Total
$514,700

—

gram allows for ultimate costs to be determined by the employer's losses.
Compared to other plans it is easier to
administer and does not tie up the employer's line of credit because letters of
credit are not required. Unfortunately,
the insurance company controls the
premium for losses during the years
that the losses are paid out, and this affects a company's cash flow adversely.
The paid -loss retrospective rating
Program addresses the cash flow issue. It allows the employer to hold the
loss dollar amounts until they are actually paid out to the injured employees. However, as each year passes, it
becomes extremely cumbersome to

RESEARCH THE OPTIONS

240,000
240,000

160,000
160,000

80,000
80,000

80,000
80,000

100%

Total
$274,700
800,000
$1,074,700
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TABLE 4/WORKERS' COMPENSATION FUNDING
PROGRAMS
750,000
1,000,000
1,800,000
5,000,000

Deductible Program
Deductible
$

Premium
$

native programs (deductible, paid loss, and self-fund) for its 1992 workers' compensation renewal. It asked us
to help it understand the data and analysis.
Our first step was to develop a series of linked spreadsheets that itemized each cost factor. The analysis assumed loss and expense trending
factors for the next 10 years. It also
showed the effect of stopping the program and paying out all of the open
claim amounts over the next nine
years. A progressive letter of credit total amount also was calculated. A final
net present value was calculated along
with a running and final total of the deductible, paid -loss, and self-fund programs. Figure 1 shows results for 1992
only. Net present value costs are calculated for expected losses of $1,090,048
and for (assumed) maximum losses of
$3 million. Based on this company's
circumstances, paid -loss is the best
plan.

Premium Credit
50%
62
75
90

200,000
350,000
500,000
500,000

Retrospective Rating Program
Standard Premium
Basic Factor
Basic Premium

$1,000,000
X
.20
$200,000

Assume Losses
Loss Adjustment
Adjusted Losses

Basic Premium + Adjusted Losses
State Tax Multiplier
Tentative Retrospective Premium

$400,000
X
.15
$460,000
$660,000
X 1.05
$693,000

Self - insured companies benefit from not
having to pay incurred losses all at once.

THE RIGHT PLAN
ach employer has unique needs
and requirements. There is no
one "right" solution for every situation. To help your company select
the best plan, you should consider the
following questions:
1. How much risk can myfirm assume?
This depends upon the size of your
firm and the level of confidence you
have in the amount of losses you
would be responsible for. It also depends upon the sophistication of
your company's safety and claims
management programs. I recommend that companies perform an
actuarial study and a claims audit
before making any decisions.
A claims audit involves a review
of all open workers' compensation
disability cases. Your company
should consider what caused each
loss? What was the disability case
management plan for each injured
employee? How long has the employee been disabled? When can
she or he return to work? Will he or
she ever work again? If the case is
litigated, what are the chances of
winning or losing? Can the claim be
closed by a cash settlement? These
and other questions will point the
way to establishing the ultimate
cost of existing claims and create
the incentive to establish a loss and
claim control plan.
2. What is the worst thing that can happen? Acatastrophe for any business
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is the death or severe injury of several employees.
From the standpoint of ultimate
dollar cost, it is even worse when
someone attempts to use the workers' compensation system as a retirement plan. In our area, a labor
union of a large self - insured employer placed an advertisement in
the newspaper urging all employees over age 50 to get a free physical exam from union - designated
physicians. The results were sent to
the labor union's attorneys.
Obviously, any accumulation of
physical trauma, lung, hearing, or
other impairments would be the basis for a workers' compensation or
occupational disease claim. For a
self - insured employer this can be a
large risk. Even when specific -excess insurance is purchased, this

A safety loss
control and claims
control program
will cut expenses
faster than any
funding
mechanism.

type of claim is not considered to be
one occurrence.Therefore, the selfinsured dollar retention amount of
each claim (for example $300,000)
is the employer's responsibility.
4. What effect does potential (but currently unknown) occupational disease manifestation have on an insured and selfAnded program? In
other words, your firm should try to
be aware of what the asbestos of the
future might be.
5. How do 1 evaluate claims administrators? It is easy enough in most
states for anyone to hang out a shingle. Most states have little or no effective regulation. The best evaluation method is to talk with other
employers and find out who they
like or dislike and why. Then solicit
bids from two or three. If your company needs claims and loss control
services at multiple locations and in
multiple states, it may need a large
regional or national firm. Investigate independent adjusters and insurance companies. Some insurance companies now unbundle and
price their services apart from the
sale of insurance. Find out for how
long their services will be provided
on claims occurring during the contract year. Some have a time limit,
and then you pay additional fees for
claims that need to be handled for
longer periods of time.
6. How does a self - insured retention
program affect a company's umbrella
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

coverage?
Umbrella (or catastrophe liability
coverage) is purchased by employers
to increase liability limits above those
on the employers' general liability,
automobile liability, and employers' liability limits. Employers' liability coverage is found in section two of the
workers' compensation policy.
Umbrella coverage may "drop
down" to the underlying employer's
liability limit stated in section two of
the company's current workers'
compensation policy. When a company becomes self-insured, there is
no underlying limit because it is reponsible not only for all workers'
compensation losses but also for all
liability losses under the self-insured retention. Before your company makes a change to self- insurance, make certain its umbrella
carrier understands and approves
of this change and endorses your
umbrella policy accordingly.
7. How much of my firm's line of credit
do 1 want to commit in financial
guarantees for self - insurance or other
loss financing mechanisms? Insurance carriers require letters of credit to escalate over time. Companies
with a letter of credit of $500,000 today should expect to increase it to
three or four times that amount
within the next seven years. The increase is due to the fact that the
amount of incurred, but not paid,
claims increases as each year's unpaid claims are added to each subsequent year's unpaid claims. The
highest amount is reached at about
the seven -year level when the total
amount of paid claims for the prior
six years equals the amount of unpaid claims for the following year.
8. What effect does delaying payment of
a loss have on federal taxes? Get
some good tax advice, and run
"what -if' scenarios.
9. What is a realistic net present value
discount factor? When a financial
analysis is made of competing cash
flow financial funding mechanisms,
net present value (NPV) is used to
determine which cash flow plan has
the best outcome. I recommend using the firm's internal rate of return.
Usually, these numbers are used to
help justify buying decisions.
10. Ourfirm has an excellent workers'
compensation experience with our insurer. How can we use this record to
our advantage? One important benefit to companies with good workers' compensation experience is the
ability to convince the carrier to

-

I
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FIGURE 1 /FUNDING OPTIONS ANALYZED
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There is no substitute
foran aggressive,
objective study of your
company's situation.
provide other forms of insurance at
reasonable rates. For example, a
company may be able to convince
the insurer to underwrite a tough
products' liability policy.
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HELP A
STUDENT
Each year deserving
students receive
scholarships from IMA
and the Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society to help
them pursue their
education. Tax deductible
contributions to this
Scholarship Fund are
welcome at any time.
Make your check
payable to the IMA
Memorial Education Fund,
Inc., and send it to:
Institute of Management
Accountants
10 Paragon Drive
Montvale, NJ 07645

FINAL ANALYSIS
emember, the most important
step your company can take to
control rising costs has nothing
at all to do with risk financing. Because
claims are 75% of total cost, an aggressive safety loss control and claim control program will cut your expenses
faster and with more positive results
than any financial funding mechanism.
The second step is to take the time to
ask the right questions and use the analytical techniques I have described. Then
you will be better prepared to select the
most appropriate program for your firm.
Ronald L. Franklin is an insurance broker and consultant with Insurance Management Company in Erie, Pa. He can
be reached at (814) 452 -3200.
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AMODESTPROPOSAL
FORPRICINGDECISIONS
Ignore depreciation expense.
BY DOUGLAS T. HICKS, CPA
ow do you handle depreciation
expense in your activity-based
costing scheme ?" This question, or one like it, has been
asked during every one of my activitybased costing seminars.
When it comes to making product
pricing decisions, attendees intuitively
know that there is something wrong
with both the amount of depreciation
being included in product cost and
how it is distributed among cost centers and products. The existence of a
problem is apparent to these individuals, but they find the problem difficult
to define and even more difficult to

solve.
In response to their questions, I
usually give a number of possible solutions. The most radical solution, the
one I believe to be the most correct in
a majority of cases, generates a great
deal of interest and comment. But I am
sure not one of the attendees has ever
returned to his or her organization and
started using it
What is this radical approach? Ignore depreciation expense altogether. Fi-

nancial and tax accounting are backward- looking disciplines. Cost
estimating for product pricing purposes, on the other hand, is a forward looking activity. The dollars an organization spent in the past are irrelevant

to what must be done to make it successful in the future.
Before going further, it is important
that we understand the implications of
the last sentence. This sentence does
not state that capital acquisitions made
in the past are irrelevant, only that
their cost is irrelevant. A capital acquisition may make the organization
more productive, it may eliminate the
need to replace or upgrade a particular
asset, it may reduce maintenance
costs, it may provide the capability to
develop a new product line or expand
an old one, or it may provide the capital
base for future growth. Once the asset
has been acquired, however, these
benefits will be the same regardless of
Jos. Palmieri /AFI

Once an asset is purchased, its cost becomes irrelevant.
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TABLE 1/A TALE OF TWO MANUFACTURERS

$

$

AND APPLICATION RATE
30,000
70,000
0
100,000
4.000
25.00
$

the asset's cost. Cost may have been
important in determining whether purchasing the asset would prove to be a
cost - effective investment, but, once
purchased, that cost is irrelevant.

ATALEOFTWOMANUFACTURERS
onsider the cases of two identical
manufacturers. Each operated a
fully depreciated piece of equipment in a cost center with a cost structure and cost application rate shown in
Table 1.
In order to reduce future maintenance costs and improve productivity,
both organizations purchased identical machines. Company A was able to
purchase its machine for $200,000, but
Company B paid $300,000. Both machines were acquired for cash, and
both organizations elected to depreciate the equipment for financial reporting purposes over a 10 -year life using
the straight -line method.
After the machine's installation, the
two organizations' revised cost structures and cost application rates looked
as shown in Table 1. The benefits of
the new equipment were the same for
both organizations. They were both
able to reduce variable operating costs
by $30,000 and the machine time required to meet current production levels by 25%.
Both Company A and Company B
were then invited to bid on a new product that would have required 1.33
hours of machine time on their old
equipment. Prior to purchasing the
new machines, both organizations
would have estimated the cost of machining at $33.33 (1.33 hours x

3,000

3,000

30.00

33.33

$

$

$

90,000

Company B
30,000
40,000
30,000
100,000

30,000

40,000
20,000

$

Fixed Cash Costs
Variable Cash Costs
Depreciation Expense
Total Annual Cost
Annual Machine Hours
Cost Per Machine Hour

$

AFTER MACHINE INSTALLATION
Company A

$

COST STRUCTURE

Fixed Cash Costs
Variable Cash Costs
Depreciation Expense
Total Annual Cost
Annual Machine Hours
Cost per Machine Hour

$25.00). With the productivity improvement, each organization estimated the need for only one hour of machine time with Company A estimating
its cost at $30.00 and Company B estimating its cost at $33.00.
Because all other factors were
equal, Company A obtained the order
based on the lower quoted price that
resulted from its lower cost estimates.
Unfortunately for Company B, it will
remain at a competitive disadvantage
to Company A on any products requiring the use of the new equipment for
the foreseeable future. This condition
exists only because Company A was
able to negotiate a lower purchase
price for a type of machine that both
organizations now own and operate
with equal effectiveness. This lack of
competitiveness at Company B is,
however, only illusory, created by the
mistaken idea that historical, financial
depreciation expense needs to be considered in estimating product costs for
pricing purposes.

LOOKINGFORWARD
he starting point for each organization's decision should be based
on its position at the time the decision is being made. Past decisions
cannot be changed. Company B paid
too much for its machine. So what? As
it looks into the future, it has exactly
the same capabilities and willincurthe
same costs as Company A, so why
should it compound its earlier mistake
by estimating that its cost of producing
the product will be more than 10%
higher? The actual hourly cost of producing the product at either organiza-

tion will be $23.33 ($70,000/3,000
hours). Both organizations should estimate manufacturing costs accordingly.
The obvious next question becomes, "If an organization does not include depreciation expense in its product cost, how is it going to generate the
funds for future capital spending? Will
it all have to come out of the slim profit
margins a competitive marketplace allows?" Of course, an organization
needs to generate funds for capital expenditures through the sale of its products, but what benefit is there to looking through the rear view mirror to
determine what the amount should
be?
Capital funds are needed for two
purposes —to provide funds for future
capital acquisitions and to pay the debt
incurred in making past acquisitions.
Both of these needs are future cash flow oriented. As a result, the capital
funds that need to be generated
through operations must be based on
the cash required by the organization
to pay for unfunded past acquisitions
(not the debt service, just the principal) as well as future acquisitions,
keeping in mind that some of the future acquisitions also may be made
with borrowed funds.
Let us suppose an individual took
$10 million out of savings and paid
cash for all the capital assets necessary
to start a new manufacturing operation. With minor exceptions, these assets would be the only capital assets
needed to operate the facility for the
next 10 years. The new operation's
competitors, on the other hand, have
been in business for years. Not only do
they have older, highly depreciated assets, they also will have substantial
capital needs during the next 10 years
just to maintain their current level of
manufacturing capability.
From a future cash flow standpoint,
the new facility has a considerable advantage over its competitors. It will
have a need for only nominal funds beyond those required for operating expenses.
As noted above, its competitors will
have much greater capital needs. By
including historical, financial depreciation in cost estimates for pricing purposes, however, the new organization
will throw away this competitive advantage. It will be attempting to collect
capital funds it does not need as part
of the price of its products.
The competition, on the other
hand, will be including very little depreciation expense in its cost esti-
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mates (remember, they have older,
highly depreciated assets) and, as a result, will not be accumulating the
funds necessary to meet their future
capital spending requirements. Their
lower prices will win many orders, but
when the day comes for upgrading
their capital assets, the funds will not
be there.
By excluding historical, financial
depreciation from its costs for pricing
purposes, the new manufacturer can
gain the advantage over the older
firms and perhaps even drive them out
of business. Does this scenario sound
at all familiar? Substitute Japan or West Germany for the new manufacturer
and the United States for the older
firms. Now does it sound familiar?

GENERATINGCAPITALFUNDS
Manufacturers need to change their historical, financial accounting mindset.

pother question arises with regard to the inclusion of depreciation expense in product cost for
pricing purposes. Should we burden
the individual activities in which we
have made capital investments in the
past or plan on making them in the future with the task of generating funds
for making future capital acquisitions?
Capital expenditures are made to
benefit the entire organization over the
long term. Some are made to improve
productivity in a specific area. Who
benefits? The entire organization.
Some are made to open up production
bottlenecks. Who benefits? The entire
organization. Some are made to increase the organization's capacity.
Who benefits? The entire organization.
Some are made to make new products
possible. Who benefits? The entire organization. Requiring specific activities to generate the funds for future
capital expenditures does not seem
consistent with this fundamental idea.
I am sure we have all seen the situation where the costing rate for a new

piece of equipment ends up higher
than the other, older equipment that
can be used for the same operation.
For example, an organization has just
replaced one of two machines that perform the same operation. The resulting cost rates are shown in Table 2. Assuming productivity is the same for
both machines, operating personnel
will want to use the older one for its
10% cost savings. But what really are
the costs?
The new machine costs $110,000 in
cash costs to operate for 2,500 hours
annually ($44.00 per hour) while the
old equipment costs $130,000 for the
same amount of "uptime" ($52.00 per
hour). Considering only the variable
cash costs, the new machine costs only $32.00 per hour to operate while the
old one costs $40.00 per hour.
Obviously, it is preferable to use the
new machine for production, but including the cost of acquiring the equipment (either in the past or in the fu-

TABLE 2 /CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Old Mach ine

60.00

54.00

$

2.500

30,000
100,000
5.000
135,000
2.500

30,000

$

150,000

$

$

80,000
40,000

$

Cash Costs
Variable Cash Costs
Depreciation Expense
Total Annual Cost
Annual Machine Hours
Cost Per Machine Hour

Fixed

$

COST RATES
New Machine

Assuming productivity is the same for both machines, operating personnel will want to
use the older one for its 10% cost.
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ture) in its costing structure will discourage its use and make it appear to
be a competitive disadvantage instead
of the competitive advantage it really
is. As a result, it seems logical that the
burden of generating funds for capital
spending should not fall on either the
activities where they have been spent
in the past or those on which they will
be spent in the future. Generation of
capital funds is a general burden for
the organization as a whole.

AMODESTPROPOSAL
here is an approach to including
capital expenditures in product
costs for pricing purposes that
takes care of the problems and objections noted above. The first step in this
approach is to eliminate depreciation
totally as a cost in estimating product
costs for pricing purposes. Instead, we
will create a cost element that we will
call "capital acquisition allowance"
(CAA). The amount of this CAA will be
determined by taking a long -term look
at the funds required for capital spending. For example, after estimating its
capital expenditure needs for the next
five years and the funds needed to retire the debt incurred in making earlier
capital expenditures, one company
came up with the summary shown in
Table 3.
According to this summary, the average annual funds required to support capital spending during the five year period will be $295,000 (the
average of the "net expenditure"
amounts). As a result, product costing
estimates should be designed to accuMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

mulate this $295,000 annually. If a
need for accelerated capital spending
in the future becomes apparent, this
need will gradually work its way into
the CAA and not cause any sudden
change in the organization's cost
structure. This does, of course, require that the organization do some serious long -term planning, a process
that is already required for any firm
that hopes to survive and prosper.
The next step in our proposal is to
determine how to best attach the CAA
to individual products. One logical and
simple method, although not the only
possible one, is to calculate the CAA as
a percentage of the organization's conversion costs and apply it to individual
product cost estimates using that percentage. For example, if the above organization incurs $950,000 of direct labor and $2 million of nondepreciation
indirect cost, the percentage would be
10% ($295,000/$2,950,000). A product
with direct labor and overhead costs of
$1.00 would then have $.10 added for
the CAA.
In this manner, the entire organization would be funding the capital program, regardless of where the funds
need to be spent. The more value added to the product (to the extent that
conversion costs mirror value- added),
the more burden it will bear for future
capital spending.
The use of average future capital requirements instead of historical depreciation expense also has another benefit. Suppose the organization noted
above was competitive using historical
depreciation, but the 10% CAA percentage makes it noncompetitive. This
would give an early warning that the
organization will not be able to meet its
long -term goals, or perhaps even survive, unless it finds ways to further increase its productivity. The annual
$295,000 is necessary to meet those
goals. If it is not generated, the organization will appear to be competitive
right up to the time it goes out of business.
Suppose this organization had a
great deal of highly depreciated equip-

ment. As a result, its annual depreciation provision in Year 1 was only
$100,000 and in the following years it
increased to $110,000, $120,000,
$143,000, and $163,000, respectively.
During this period the operation was
very competitive, was able to turn an
acceptable profit, and had collected
$636,000 (its depreciation cost) in excess of its cash expenses for funding
capital expenditures. Unfortunately,
that amount was $839,000 short of the
capital funding needs outlined in the
earlier summary. As a result, it was
necessary to either cut capital spending back to less than 50% of the level
deemed necessary to meet the organization's objectives, use $839,000 of
profit to fund the expenditures, go
$839,000 further into debt than had
been planned, or a combination of all
of these actions. The summary in Table 4 shows the year -by -year build -up
of the capital funding shortfall.
By knowing early that the planned
results cannot be obtained without significant improvements in productivity,
management can take the actions necessary to effect those improvements. If
the opportunities for improvement
prove to be insufficient, management
can then make the strategic decisions
most beneficial to the organization's
future. Whether the decision is to
abandon or sell the business, milk it as
a cash cow until it disappears, look for
a new market, adopt totally new manufacturing technologies, or any other
action, the use of a CAA and a general
base for charging the CAA to products
when developing costs for pricing purposes will help the organization gain

($000)
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120
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570
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$
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220

$

$
$
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"Net Expenditure" Plan
Depreciation Expense
Shortfall
Cumulative Shortfall

Year 2
300
110
190
410

$

Year 5
100
325
100
325

$

50
330
100
250

$

50
330
100
280

$

Year 4

control of its own destiny before
events overtake it and drive it out of
business or deep into debt.

FALSESENSEOFSECURITY
he use of historical depreciation
expense in developing costs for
product pricing purposes appears to be one of the factors that has
led domestic manufacturers into a
false sense of security and feeling of
success. The historical "financial accounting" mindset that causes this
misconception must be changed if
management is to have accurate and
relevant information for supporting its
decisions.
Although our proposal for including capital expenditure requirements
in product cost for product pricing purposes may seem radical, we believe it
is an important concept to consider for
any organization that hopes to thrive
and grow in the ever more competitive
marketplace of the 1990s.
■

Douglas T. Hicks, CPA, is president of
D. T. Hicks & Co., a consultingfirm concentrating on management accounting
issues for smaller organizations. Before
establishing hisfirm in 1985, Mr. Hicks
worked on the audit staff at Ernst &
Young, managed internal audit departments at Hayes Albion Corporation and
Kelsey -Hayes Company, and spent seven
years as controller of Kelsey- Hayes'Aerospace and Turbine & Industrial Groups.
His book, Activity-Based Costing for

Small and Mid -Sized Businesses: An
Implementation Guide, was published
by John Wiley & Sons, Inc., in April
1992. Mr. Hicks is a member -at -large of
the IMA. He can be reached at (313)

TABLE 4 /CAPITAL FUNDING SHORTFALL
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TABLE 3 /CAPITAL EXPENDITURE NEEDS
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From ABC to ABM
Does activity -based management automatically follow from an
activity -based costing project?
BYROBIN COOPER,ROBERTS.
KAPLAN,LAWRENCE S.MAISEL,
EILEEN MORRISSEY,AND
RONALD M. OEHM
`ABC has built our confidence during
negotiations. Today we don't crumble
when confronted by a customer demanding price improvements ... ABC also
made us more aggressive in pursuing
new business —we're aggressive on bids
for products that we believe our competitors are not pricing correctly."
his controller was describing
the impact of an ABC project
at his division.' But what has
the situation been in regard to
activity -based costing and activitybased management (ABM) at most organizations?
There has been little systematic evidence as to the design of actual ABC
systems and the circumstances that
would lead companies to initiate an
ABC project. Few success stories of
bottom -line improvement have surfaced. Is the silence because companies are unwilling to disclose information, or are there real problems with

the implementation of ABC and ABM
systems?
The IMA Committee on Research,
together with Robert S. Kaplan, Robin
Cooper, Lawrence Maisel, and the
management consulting division of
KPMG Peat Marwick, decided to find
out what has happened when companies have carried out an ABC project.2
Their study examined, analyzed, and
synthesized the actual experiences of
eight companies that implemented activity-based cost systems.
The experiences of the companies
showed that activity-based cost models can be developed using a "generally accepted" set of practices with a relatively modest commitment of
financial, personnel, and time resources. In developing an ABC model,
the project team first identifies the activities performed by the organization's resources and estimates the
costs of performing the activities. The
activity costs then are linked to the organizational outputs — products, services, customers, projects, and organizational units —that benefit from the
activities performed.

Jos. Palmieri /AH

Could ABM help your company be among the chosen —those that report a success story
of bottom-line improvement?
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CASE SITES AND SCOPE
he case sites included five manufacturing organizations, a financial services company, the
finance department of a large energy
company, and a distribution company
(see sidebar, p. 56). None of the eight
sites developed a complete model of all
organizational expenses in its initial effort, but in aggregate, the eight sites
included models of manufacturing operating expenses, marketing and selling expenses, distribution expenses,
and general corporate overhead expenses.
All five manufacturing organizations analyzed production expenses to
obtain the expenses of organizational
activities and the costs of individual
products. Two of the manufacturing
companies also analyzed marketing
and selling expenses to obtain measures of customer and market segment profitability. All the manufacturing companies emphasized the role
that activity costing and activity analysis should take to stimulate operating
process improvements. The companies explicitly recognized the linkage
of ABC to their formal quality initiatives. The model designs typically included specific activities and activity
centers to collect information on quality- related expenses.
The studies done at the financial
services company and the finance department of the energy company
showed how activity-based cost management can be extended to an organization's general and administrative
expenses. The study at the distribution
company developed an activity-based
cost model of product distribution and
customer service expenses.
In summary, the eight sites illustrate how activity-based cost management encompasses all aspects of a
company's value -added chain: (1) purchasing and procurement, (2) operations, (3) marketing and selling, (4)
distribution, and (5) general and administrative expenses.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

ACTIVITY AND BUSINESS
PROCESS ANALYSIS
he implementing companies
found that one of the first benefits from the ABC analysis was
the restructuring and mapping of the
organization's expenses from functional categories and departments to show
how they related to the activities and
business processes. In each study, senior managers reported that this information revealed for the first time the
costs of the activities their units were
performing. They expected to use this
information to make decisions on outsourcing activities, eliminating activities, or, most common, improving the
efficiency with which activities were
performed.
The general usefulness of activity
and business process costs came as
somewhat of a surprise to managers.
Apparently these managers had believed erroneously that ABC was only
a product costing system. Before conducting the ABC project, they had not
appreciated how useful it would be to
be able to identify the activities performed by support resources and to
determine the costs incurred to perform these activities.
Contributing to the insights from
the activity analysis were the several
types of activity classifications used by
the sites. Most used some form of the
activity-based cost hierarchy in which
activities are classified as unit, batch,
product - sustaining, or facility- sustaining. Several of the sites attempted to
perform a value classification for activities, but most found this process difficult and controversial.

COST DRIVER ANALYSIS
dentifying and measuring cost drivers proved to be the hardest part of
the implementation. One company
excluded two important expense categories from the initial study because it
lacked information about how individual products and services used these
resources. Other companies reported
that even when they used surrogate
cost drivers they had to perform extensive programming to access existing
corporate databases and also considerable manual data collection.
Williams Brothers Metals, however, which initially expected difficulty in
collecting cost driver information,
found that almost all of the desired information was accessible on machine readable databases. A key project
member recalled the cost driver analMANAGEMENTACCOU"NG /NOVEMBER 1992

ysis. He said, "When we started, we
didn't know what was available in the
systems. Designing cost drivers was a
big deal. You really need to have good
systems in place before you start an activity-based management project."

PRODUCTS AND CUSTOMERS
Il the sites drove their organizational expenses from activities
to individual products, customers, or other cost objects. The manufacturing companies generally found,
as expected, that low- volume, complex
products tended to be much more expensive than the existing standard
cost system had shown. The ABC
models provided a "bill -of- activity
costs" that enabled managers to see
the costs of procurement, inventory
carrying and management, materials
handling, inspection, shipment, and
setup for individual products. This information was expected to lead to
changes in the production scheduling,
design, mix, and pricing for an organization's products.
For example, the automotive division of Slade Manufacturing started
immediately to rationalize its products
and customers to reduce complexity
and enhance profitability. It instituted

price increases on other products that
yielded $1.2 million in additional revenues. The division also was using its
more accurate product costing data
strategically. It deliberately refused to
accede to an important customer's request for a significant price reduction
for the last three years of an existing
contract. The division enjoyed higher
prices for the two years until the products were transferred away, it freed up
capacity to develop and bid for profitable next - generation products that
would be produced when the existing
products left, and it locked a major
competitor into committing a significant part of its capacity to an unprofitable contract.
The two companies that produced
customer profitability reports also
found the typical ABC pattern, with
several customers shown to be highly
profitable, most customers at or near
breakeven profitability, and a few customers highly unprofitable. For example, large - volume customers with
whom one company had been doing
business for many years were quite
profitable. Newly acquired customers
or small customers, for whom generous credit terms and extensive sales
and technical support were provided,
were unprofitable.

TABLE 1 /MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Site
AMD
ARCO ALASKA
WILLIAMS
BROTHERS
STEWARD
KRAFT
MONARCH
FARRALL
SLADE

'
'

5

Role for Outside Consultants'
Duration' FTEs' Facilitate' Analysis Create Change°
4
2

2.5

3

3

2.5

3

4

8
3
6
6
6
4

2.0
0.25
2.5
1.5 -2.0
2.0
2.0

3
5
3
3
3
4

3
5
1
3
3
4

0

The role for outside consultants is coded on a scale from 0 to 5'
"0 zero involvement in a particular task,
"1 ": low involvement,
"3 ": medium involvement, and
"5 ": active involvement.
Duration is the estimated time, in months, to estimate and analyze the organization's first
ABC model.
FTEs represents the Full- Time - Equivalent company people involved in the ABC project
over its duration. Several of the companies, particularly Steward, used outside consultants
extensively to help in the model development process, which reduced the required
commitment for internal people.
Facilitate includes initial training and awareness seminars, and design of ABC model.
Analysis includes interpretation and presentation of results and development and
presentation of recommended actions.
Create Change involves spurring the organization into action, developing an agenda for
and facilitating organizational commitment, decision making, and action.

The other company identified several market segments that were only
marginally profitable. Mass merchandisers purchased very low - margin
products and likely never could become high -profit contributors. The international and original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) markets, with
modest sales, were at or below break
even . The project sponsor indicated
that "since the ABC implementation,
we have developed and initiated an exit strategy for the OEM market and
have held off any attempt to grow our
international market. The ABC data
put certain decisions on the table. We
now had data to support our discussions."
Similar findings occurred for Steward, a financial services company. Its
product profitability model showed
that only two products—equity securities and high-yield securities —were
profitable. The remaining securities
were breakeven or showed significant
losses. Based on these results, the
company cut back on one product line,
international, almost immediately and
reorganized its product responsibilities to increase the focus on profit improvement. A second ABC model, of
account executive (AE) profitability,
showed that AE support costs were
much higher than previously believed.
The director and head of the equity department indicated, `"The ABC study
revealed the average breakeven point
for an AE was $325,000 in gross commissions. This was a much higher
number than we had assumed. Based
on these results, unprofitable AEs who
do not fall into a special category [new
hire, important link to other product
lines, or special / unique trades] may
be asked to leave. By looking at the activity expenses associated with each
AE, I have better insight into the avoidable expenses if an AE leaves."
At Williams Brothers Metals, the
distribution company, the analysis indicated that the products shipped as
mill direct were the most profitable.
Such shipments incurred almost no inventory and materials handling costs.
This finding, however, caused management to question the competitive
advantage of its distribution business
if the most profitable products bypassed most internal processes.

PROJECT RESOURCES
i th one exception, each of the
sites had its own project team
do the bulk of the model development (see Table 1), which includ-
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THEEIGHT
CASESTUDYSITES
The eight case studies occurred in
quite different settings:
Production and Marketing CostAnalysis— Manufacturing Companies
Farrall Corporation: two plants of a
manufacturer of water filters and housings;
Monarch Mirror Door Company:
two plants of a private $70 million manufacturer;
Advanced Micro Devices: the Malaysian assembly and test facility for a
$1 billion semiconductor company;
Slade Manufacturing Inc.: Hudson
Automotive Parts Company: Youngstown plant of a $120 million automotive
components division of a $700 million
manufacturer;
KRAFT USA: two processing plants
of a very large food company.

General & Administrative Cost Analysisfor Service Organizations
Steward & Company: a regional institutional brokerage company;
ARCO Alaska, Inc.: controller's department (175 employees).
Distribution Cost Analysis
William s Brothers Metals: a pri-

vately held metal fabrication and distributio n com pany.
No te: In so m e cases, company nam e

and industry are disguised.
ed interviews, formal and informal data collection, and running the model.
Senior financial people played a critical
role at all the sites. With the exception
of the financial services company,
where the motivation for the project
came from the company CEO, the motivation and sponsorship at the other
sites began and was maintained in a finance group. Most of the teams, however, drew upon people other than
those from the finance group —the
main contributors came from Management Information Services (MIS) and
Operations. Four sites used senior
management project steering committees—these sites were the ones where
subsequent management actions were
most noticeable.
At most of the sites, outside consultants played a facilitating role, providing initial training and awareness seminars and helping the project team

structure the interviews. They transferred the hard data from the company's databases and the soft data from
management interviews and estimates
into a PC -based activity-based software
model and assisted in analyzing and
preparing reports and presentations
for the project sponsor and senior
management . Most of the day -to-day
work , however, was performed by the
internally staffed project teams.
The average time for a project was
about four months. Elapsed time
ranged from two months at ARCO
Alaska (because of the limited scope of
the project and the restricted availability of two summer interns who did the
data collection and model development) to about eight months for companies at which the scope of the projects extended beyond initial
expectations. The companies committed about 2.0 full -time employees
(FTEs) during the duration of the project, plus assistance from outside (or
internal) consultants to prepare and
train people in the organization and
help in the analysis and report presentation tasks.
All the sites used a PC -based software package that had been developed
specifically for activity-based cost analysis. None of the companies tried to
use a mainframe computer or existing
cost accounting package to develop
the ABC model. Data on expenses,
product characteristics, and cost drivers were derived , when available, from
existing databases on the company's
systems and downloaded to the PCbased ABC software package. Data not
available in machine-readable form
were entered manually.
Companies continued to run all
their existing financial systems in parallel with their new ABC models. Some

observers have questioned whether
managers would find credible the
numbers created "outside" the official
financial reporting system. This hypothetical concern never was expressed
in any of the interviews conducted at
the eight sites. If anything, managers
found the numbers generated from the
activity-based analysis more credible
and relevant than the numbers generated from the official costing system.
No site considered or intended the activity-based model to be a replacement
for the organization's financial transaction system. At all eight cases, this system continued to function as before
and was expected to remain in the future. The activity -based model was treai
ed as a management information system, not aspart of the accounting system
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(see sidebar on this page).

ACTIONS AND DELAYS
everal of the companies already
had taken action based on the insights gained from the ABC analysis. These actions included repricing,
de- emphasizing, eliminating, and reorganizing certain product lines, services, or market segments. They also
included process improvements to reduce the cost of key business activities
and processes. But many of the companies had yet to act on the findings,
even when the ABC analysis indicated
that significant numbers of products,
customers, or processes were much
more expensive than the traditional
cost accounting systems had been reporting.
In part, the delay could be attributed to the recency of the activity -based
cost management approach in the chosen companies. For most of the sites,
the estimation of the ABC model was
not completed until mid -1991. Because
of the time frame of the research
study, these sites were visited while
the ABC model still was undergoing final estimation or, at best, shortly after
the final estimates had occurred. Senior management either had not been
briefed completely on the findings or
had had insufficient time to establish
profit priorities for taking action.
Given the radical change in thinking required by activity-based cost
management, and the extended length
of time for any new management decision and action to occur, the study may
have captured companies at too early
a stage to judge the efficacy of improved management actions based on
the newly gathered ABC information.
But a more fundamental cause of
the delays in taking action may have
been inadequate preparation of the organization for changes in thinking and
decision making. Delays like those at
many of the sites, in moving from a fully estimated and analyzed ABC model
to actions that improve profits, should
concern corporate sponsors and finance managers who wish to have the
output from their ABC models used
productively.
The most successful projects occurred when a specific target for
change was identified early in the project, during the analysis stage. The target was the person or group whose decisions were expected to change as a
consequence of the information revealed by the activity-based model. Also helpful was having a sponsor for the
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action stage, a senior person who
wanted change to occur and who could
authorize the actions to be taken by
the target person or group.
Many companies do not have an explicit game plan for making the transition from generating information in
the ABC analysis stage to having line
managers make decisions in an action
stage. The game plan should include
identifying, early in the project, both
the sponsor and the target for the
changes that are expec 6d in the action stage. Otherwise, companies
could find that their ABC project keeps
cycling within the analysis stage. In
this pattern, the finance sponsor is following what could be called a "Field-ofDreams" strategy: "If I build it [the
ABC model], the line managers will
come [and take action]." Unfortunately, the Field -of- Dreams strategy usually proceeds with the project team being asked to refine the model,

re- estimate it on new data (e.g., this
year's actuals, next year's budget), and
develop new models for different organizational sites.
The danger of this pattern is that after several years of refinement, re-estimation, and extension —but no managerial decisions or actions —the ABC
project is viewed as the concern of the
finance group only. It is not thought of
as an initiative that has to be addressed, accepted, internalized, and
acted upon by operating managers.
Sponsors and project managers of
the analysis stage must recognize that
a comprehensive ABC model is not an
end in its own right. No organization
ever made more money merely because it had a more accurate understanding of its economics. Only when
understanding is translated into action
is the potential for profit improvement
unleashed.
■
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Among the principal findings from the
study are the following:
IS Activity-based cost management is
more than a system. It is a management process. Managers at each
company understood that the ABC
information enabled them to manage activities and business processes by providing a cross - functional,
integrated view of the firm.
■ ABC management benefits both
strategic and operational decisions.
Companies were using the information to make major decisions on
product lines, market segments,
and customer relationships, as well
as to stimulate process improvements and activity management.
■ An ABC model can supplement and
coexist with traditional financial
systems. Companies continued to
operate their existing financial systems while developing and interpreting ABC models.
■ ABC information, by itself, does not
invoke actions and decisions leading to improved profits and operating performance. Management
must institute a conscious process
of organizational change and implementation if the organization is to
receive benefits from the improved
insights resulting from an ABC
analysis.
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ACTIVITY-BASED
COSTMANAGEMENT
ABC models can play many different roles to
supporta company's operational improve-

ment and customer satisfaction programs.
BYROBERTS.KAPLAN
ecently I spent several hours
talking with a colleague. We
had last spoken several years
ago, and my friend was now
quite perplexed by cross - currents that
had developed around activity-based
cost management. He asked me to explain.
Why is there so much controversy about
the merits of activity -based costing? I
would have thought people would value
an approach that promises more accurate cost understanding?
I have been somewhat surprised
myself. Perhaps some people were
overselling ABC, claiming that just
with an ABC system companies could
become world -class competitors. Conversely, proponents of such improvement programs as total quality, business process redesign, theory of
constraints, and customer satisfaction
were claiming they have the only answer companies need. Consequently,
they advocate that other initiatives,
such as activity-based costing, are peripheral or even counterproductive to
the particular program for which they
are proselytizing.
In my opinion, neither view is accurate. ABC systems provide valuable
economic information to companies,
especially companies active in process
improvement and customer satisfaction programs. But ABC information is
certainly not the only data managers
need to survive and prosper in today's
competitive environment. To be successful, companies are learning how to
integrate ABC information with other
information on revenues, customer
preferences, and process quality and
cycle times.
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How do you respond to the claim that
ABC is merely an accounting orgeneral
ledger system?
Activity-based cost management is
not an accounting exercise. An activity-based cost model is a system designed to inform management about
the economics of its past, current, and
future operations.) The word "cost" appears in the title to remind people that
financial and economic considerations
are still relevant for management decisions and actions.
The critics who accuse ABC of being an accounting or general ledger
system have confused one possible
source of data for estimating the model with the underlying structure and
purpose of the model. It is true that
ABC models can be estimated with financial and operating data generated
by the company's historical accounting system. This procedure enables
analysts and management to focus
their attention initially on actual, not
hypothetical, operations. In the initial
effort to estimate an ABC model, the
analysts must develop a structure for
the model and identify available data
sources. Rather than attempt to estimate an initial economic model of the
organization on hypothetical or forecasted information, analysts usually
start by grounding their model in historical experiences. But while the expense data may be collected from financial and accounting systems, other
data inputs come from production control systems, sales order systems, and
engineering systems as well. You can
see why it is illogical to refer to ABC
as a "general ledger" system. We could
just as easily refer to ABC as a production system, a marketing or sales system, or an engineering system. It is
more accurate to view an ABC model
as an economic model of the organiza-

I suppose that helps to clear up some semantic confusion, but why do we really
care about the cost of an activity, or a
product, or a customer last year? Aren't
you still being influenced by your accounting background to look backwards
rather than forward? ABC, as you've described it, tells me where you have been.
Managers want to know how to navigate
for the future.
Your question requires two different responses. First, history matters.
Recall Santayana's admonition that
those who fail to learn from history are
doomed to repeat it. This lesson applies to many systems, not simply
ABC. For example, TQM concepts
stress "management by facts," pareto
analysis, root cause analysis of past defects, and a whole array of techniques
designed to learn about past operations in order to influence the future.
Some people who criticize the relevance of past costs, are, at the same
time, strong advocates of Total Quality. These critics, surprisingly, fail to
see the internal inconsistency of their
beliefs. They advocate studying historical data to learn about the persistent, repeatable causes of defects but
criticize the analysis of historical information on product and customer profitability. The analysis of past costs and
profits often reveals why certain activities are unexpectedly costly and why
specific products and customers are
profitable while others are highly unprofitable. Patterns repeat. The same
circumstances that led to a costly activity or an unprofitable product, service, or customer last period likely are
being repeated today. A clear picture
of past operations can stimulate actions in the current period. Management also is more likely to take action
when past mistakes — highly costly
products, processes, and customers —that are revealed in the ABC analysis are based on actual, not hypothetical, operations. If the past patterns are
not repeating, alert managers
certainly be aware of the major changes
in current and future operations and
are unlikely to be misled by past circumstances that are not persisting.
will

INDEFENSEOF

tion that integrates data from many information systems, financial and operational.

That may be asking a bit much from
busy managers. How do you know they
won't be misled?
Before acting, managers can reestimate the model based on current or
budgeted information. This is actually
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING/NOVEMBER 1992

the second part of the explanation as
to why an ABC model is not a general
ledger or "accounting" model. An ABC
model is not limited to past financial information. Powerful benefits from an
ABC model can be created when budgeted, forecasted, or even targeted expense and quantity data become the
data input to the model. The structure
of the ABC model enables analysts to
estimate activity expense and activity
driver information based on forecasted
spending information, future activity
and process efficiencies, and projected
output volume and mix. By estimating
a model with current and forecasted information, managers can determine
whether the patterns initially revealed
from historical data are likely to persist, in the same form and magnitude,
in current and future operations.
Nothing in the theory of activitybased cost management implies that it
is a system based on historical cost data. Asset values and expenses can be
based on replacement cost, budgeted
cost, or targeted cost. Several companies already are using forecasts of
product volume and mix and process
efficiencies to obtain estimated spending for future activities and resources.
Used in this way, the ABC model becomes a powerful tool for budgeting
future expenses.
Managers in other companies are
attempting to eliminate a substantial
amount of inefficient nonvalue -added
activities from their operations. If managers can estimate the quantity and
cost of inefficient operations, these can
be excluded from the activity expense
data. With this procedure, the company can bid for or price its business
based on how it expects to be operating in the future, and operating managers will have an explicit estimate of
the amount of expenses they are expected to eliminate during the next 12
to 24 months. By using forecasted activity expenses, based on efficient operations, managers will be using their
activity-based model as a target costing mechanism.
Skillful practitioners of activitybased cost management can combine
historical information effectively with
estimates of future costs and profitability. The ABC model provides the integrating structure by which financial
and operating data (past, current, or
future) are combined to reveal information managers can act upon.
ESTIMATIONNOT ALLOCATION
1 see that you don't want to be pinned
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down to restricting activity -based costing
to historical information. But you talk
about ABC models revealing economic
information on the cost and profitability
of products, services, and customers. I'm
under the impression that you have to do
lots of allocations to get this cost and
Profitability information. How useful
can the information be after you have
done all these allocations?
You've found a topic where we certainly may have contributed to some
confusion about ABC. When Robin
Cooper and I first encountered ABC
systems in the mid- 1980s, in sites such
as Schrader- Bellows, John Deere, and
Union Pacific, we described as an allocation the procedure by which operating expenses were assigned, via activities, to products and services. Our use
of the term "allocation" alarmed people who have been taught or are currently teaching that allocations are arbitrary and therefore provide no
information relevant for management
decisions. Once Robin developed and
articulated the hierarchical structure
of activity-based costing,' we understood that ABC was really a contribution margin approach, not an attempt
to get "more accurate fully- allocated
unit costs. "' The process we had described initially as an allocation is an
estimation. That is, we attempt to estimate the cost of performing a setup or
of processing a customer order. In
principle, we could install elaborate
measuring and monitoring devices to
learn exactly the quantity and cost of
resources required to perform each
setup or to process each customer order. But such instrumentation is rarely
justified; we have found that estimates,
based on interviews, employee judgments, and available operating data,
are usually sufficiently accurate for the
managerial use of the information
from an ABC model.
1 accept your explanation and will try
not to say allocation" in your presence
again. Any other confusion from past
writings?
The initial sites where we had ob-

The process of
obtaining activity
and driver costs is
an estimation, not
an allocation.

served activity-based costing were attempting to obtain more accurate
product costs. In our early writings,
therefore, we emphasized the product costing application of ABC to the exclusion of other applications. As we
kept observing and working with companies, we learned that just understanding the costs of activities and
business processes was itself a major
advance over traditional costing systems. Also, we saw that the demand for
many organizational activities arose
from many different types of outputs,
such as services, customers, markets,
and projects. The demand for other organizational expenses, particularly
corporate support expenses, arose
from divisions, facilities, and regions.
These observations led us to emphasize ABC's role as a comprehensive
economic map of the organization.'
But some of the ABC critics continue
to think of activity-based costing only
in relation to the initial studies done in
1985 on product costs.
BENEFITS TOCOMPANIES
Many companies are already deeply involved in total quality management and
process improvement programs. Some
advocates for these improvement programs are skeptical about ABC saying,
"Focus on reducing variation and lead time —the costs will take care of themselves. "If companies are alreadyfocused
on meeting customer needs and "delighting the customer, " what benefits will they
get from ABC?
This is a vitally important issue to
discuss. First, some background. The
critics — almost always academics and
consultants concerned with manufacturing —have a shop -floor, operations
focus. These people have noted the
noncompetitive nature of mass-production operations of many leading
Western companies and the dramatic
improvements that can occur when
companies adopt the "lean production
paradigm. "' Lean production includes
programs such as employee empowerment, TQM, JIT, DFM, and all the other acronyms associated with organizational learning and improvement
activities. Unfortunately, some supporters, in their uncritical enthusiasm
for the new manufacturing programs,
have developed a mystical faith in the
ability of these procedures to solve virtually all managerial and organizational problems. Also, they have observed
the frustration of many managers who
complain that their company's costing
and financial control procedures inhib69

it the organization's attempt to adopt
the new production paradigm.
I, too, participated in this criticism
of traditional costing systems. But having made this criticism several times in
the mid- 1980s, I felt it was time to stop
complaining and to start contributing
to the new financial systems that support the current competitive, operating, and technological environment.
Unfortunately, some people find it easier to keep criticizing cost measurement practices, both old and new, than
to be creative and devise improved financial measurements and systems.

models help companies understand
the linkage between operations improvement programs and increased
profitability. There is no conflict between a company's improvement programs and an economic model that accurately identifies the costs of
activities and business processes.
Managers want to see information on
the quality, process time, and cost of
their activities. The ABC model provides the cost part of the picture.

But how do you respond to the charge
that cost systems do not help companies
become world -class competitors?
It's not hard to find the counterexamples that reveal the errors in these
claims. The idea that costs will take
care of themselves if managers focus
only on improving quality and reducing lead time makes one wonder how
Baldrige Award winners could encounter severe financial difficulties. Documented cases exist where dramatic improvements in quality and lead time
were not followed by improvements in
financial performance. Even the Japanese, the originators of the lean production paradigm, have now recognized that their model proliferations
and rapid new product introductions
may have been too expensive. A New
York Times articlefi described these
companies' attempts to reduce the
high costs of proliferation:

How do you respond to the claim that ac-

The [lean production] system, first developed by Toyota
..., involves rapid introduction of
models, a flexible manufacturing
system that can make many
kinds of cars on the same assembly line, low inventories and
long -term relationships with
suppliers. But now, manufacturers are starting to cut the number of products they offer, slow
the pace at which they bring out
products, reduce their reliance
on low prices as a marketing
strategy, keep larger inventories
and loosen historic bonds with
suppliers.
Don't get me wrong. I'm an enthusiastic supporter of TQM and cycle
time reduction. I think it's great that so
many organizations are paying attention to these initiatives. I'm just not naive enough to think that all management problems can be solved by blind
adherence to these programs. ABC
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ABCANDCONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
tivity -based cost systems will `invariably
impair companies' long -term performance"if used to direct marketing or operating strategies?
That claim is uninformed nonsense.
ABC models can play many different
roles to support an organization's operational improvement and customer satisfaction programs. First, ABC can
provide an attention- getting mechanism for companies not yet indoctrinated into the religion of the lean production paradigm. ABC collects data
on activities and business processes
that cut across traditional organizational functional boundaries. Often
managers can see, for the first time,
the cost of nonconformance, the cost
of design activities, the cost of new
product launches, and the cost of administrative activities, such as processing customer orders, procurement,
and handling special requests. The
high cost of these activities can stimulate companies to adopt the TQM,
JIT, and business process improvement programs that will produce a
leaner and more responsive enterprise. The ABC model also produces,
for individual products, services, and
customers, the bill of activities that describes the cost buildup for these outputs. Managers can see how much of
any unexpectedly higher cost arises
from inefficient or unnecessary activities. The bill of activities information
will indicate the opportunities for cost
reduction and profit enhancement
from improving quality or reducing
the cost of batch and product- or customer- sustaining activities. The existing cost for these activities can provide
the justification for new technology or
for launching major process improvement activities.
OK, so do I understand that ABC systems signal to managers the cost of activities and business processes that can

be the target for future improvement activities?
Yes! As one manager described it,
the ABC model indicates the "bucket
of opportunities" for these programs.
Second, and related to the attention getting mechanism, the ABC analysis
establishes priorities. Without an economic model, the organization may focus on activities that will not have high
leverage for improving overall efficiency. For example, the ABC model can
focus activity improvement and business process redesign activities on
high -cost processes, especially those
that contain a high proportion of nonvalue -added activities.
Let me see if I get this second point. You
are saying that organizations need to set
priorities for where the improvement
programs should be implemented. Otherwise, the efforts could be scattered and
unfocused with disproportionate attention devoted to small problems that can
be solved easily rather than to where big
economic payoffs can be produced from
process improvements.
That's a good summary, but not the
end of the story. The ABC model actually can be part of the improvement
process itself. Despite the rhetoric, not
all quality improvements, particularly
those that offer enhanced features,
service or performance, or cycle -time
reductions, come free. When increases in spending are required to
achieve the quality or cycle -time improvements, an economic model that
compares current with forecasted operations will facilitate a benefit /cost
analysis for the proposed spending
programs. ABC can shift companies
from management by sloganeering towards management by fact.
The ABC model also can be linked
to performance measurement. Some
companies, after seeing the high costs
associated with certain critical activities, have identifed the process drivers
for those activities and encouraged
employees to work each day to improve those process drivers.
You've lost me. What do you mean by a
process driver?
Process drivers are the factors that
affect the efficiency of performing the
activity. Take an activity such as materials movement. The ABC model will
calculate the total cost of performing
this activity and then link it to products
based on an activity driver such as
number of material moves or the distance of the move. Managers have
learned, however, that telling operaMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /NOVEMBER 1992

tors to reduce the cost of material
movements will produce a lot of vacant
looks and not much effective action. If,
however, managers and operators can
identify the drivers of the materials
handling process —such as material
handling distances, number of inventory stocking points, or number of operations in which material stops between successive operations —then
operators can work each day to improve those process drivers.
As another example, the process
drivers for setup cost might include
the total setup time, the number of setups requiring more than 10 minutes,
the number of unique dies required, or
the scrap loss after each changeover.
By determining the process drivers for
critical activities, employees and operators are given specific targets for
their day -to-day improvement activities which, if successful, should produce large improvements in efficiencies.
Does ABC provide any other information for quality improvement programs?

Any improvements that have been
realized from these programs should
be observable when the next ABC
model is estimated. The ABC model
will reveal whether improvements
have had bottom line impact. Profits
can increase only if companies can either lower their spending or obtain
higher prices, margins, and sales volumes. Many organizations have been
successful in improving the efficiency
and responsiveness of their operations. But these improvements have
yet to be transformed into increased
profits. An economic or financial model is needed to show whether the operating improvements have been exploited through lower expenses and
higher revenues or whether the improvements only created unused capacity and customer services that were
not valued in the marketplace.
Are you saying that an ABC mod el
should be used to provide feedback on a
company's improvement activities?

The ABC model is not an effective
mechanism for providing short-term
feedback to employees and operators
making process improvements. Several years ago, I wrote an article? to explain that short-term feedback on
learning and improvement activities is
best done by a separate system that
collects operating data continuously
and reports summary information
back to operators on a timely basis.
But this short-term feedback informaMAvNPKjLMCNT All:qUMlNb/NOVEM6ER 1992

tion is not derived from the ABC system. An ABC system for feedback purposes can assess whether operating
improvements have been translated into financial benefits through lower operating expenses or higher throughput or revenues. This information can
be estimated quarterly or annually; it is
not needed daily or weekly to support
shop - floor -level operating activities.
People claim that ABC is deficient for
Process improvement programs because
it does not highlight quality and time dimensions. Is this a valid criticism?

ABC systems do not provide direct
measures of quality and process times,
but, conversely, systems that measure
quality and time do not indicate the
quantity and cost of resources used in
processes. An organization needs several measurements of its activities and
business processes. Cost obviously is
important to help managers understand the economics of the process
and its outputs, but it is certainly not
the only relevant measure. Systems to
measure the quality and throughput
times of processes will also be vital for
management decision making and attention. Measurements on time, quality, and cost of activities and business
processes are helpful and informative
to managers. The different measurements complement each other; they
are not in any way competitive with or
contradictory to each other.

often can choose among several options to achieve the specified performance. These options could involve
using more specialized but fewer components, common versus unique components, and existing versus new production processes. The greatest
leverage to influence future manufacturing costs occurs when these design
decisions get made very early in the
product's life cycle. An accurate ABC
model can guide designers to decisions that will achieve the desired performance while minimizing manufacturing costs.
What about the design process itself?
Can activity-based cost management be

used to increase the efficiency of the product design stage?
This application has only started to
be explored. I know of one company
that provided information about the
cost of activities performed during the
design process itself. Previously the
product designers had never seen or
been concerned with the cost of their
own activities in the total design process. Once they had this activity cost
information, they attempted to eliminate or reduce costly and time -consuming activities that did not add sufficient value to the newly designed
product. The designers were able to
make sensible tradeoffs between effort
and value created.

ABCANDPRODUCT DESIGN

LOW-PRICE VS.LOW-COST
SUPPLIERS

You have described how an ABC model

Isthere anything we haven't covered on

can support improvements in existing
and future operations. Many companies, however, compete by rapid intro-

the relationship between continuous improvement and ABC?

duction of new products and services
that have expanded features and performance. These companies do not attempt
to be the low -cost producer of existing or
mature products. Does activity -based
cost management have a role for these
companies?
Absolutely. Several companies
have developed an ABC model primarily to provide economic information to
product designers and product engineers. The model's output helps designers understand the manufacturing
or operating cost consequences from
their product - design decisions.
Why do designers and engineers need
ABC information to design a product?

Design decisions often involve
tradeoffs between cost and performance so an accurate cost model will
inform such tradeoffs. Also, designers

My responses have dealt mostly
with improving internal operations and
design. An ABC model can play a maor
role in improving supplier relationships as well. These relationships
must be a vital part of any quality and
cycle -time improvement program.
A key insight is to use ABC to distinguish between low -price and low cost suppliers. Traditional cost accounting, with its emphasis on
purchase price variances, encourages
purchasing people to continually scan
the population of potential suppliers to
obtain low price quotations. Most companies have learned, the hard way, that
many of their low -price suppliers are
actually extremely high -cost suppliers.
How can a low -price supplier also be a
high -cost supplier?

There's no mystery once you include the cost of all activities associat61

ed with purchasing items and making
them available for productive activities
within the organization. Some suppliers offer low prices only when they can
deliver large volumes of materials. The
purchasing company must then provide adequate storage for these materials. In addition, because of the large
delivery volume, the company must
check the items in through a receiving
dock rather than have them delivered
by the supplier directly to the work station where they are needed. Also, low price suppliers are not always zero -defect suppliers so that the company's receiving or quality assurance department must do considerable inspection
before being assured that the items
can be released for production. And
frequently these inspections reveal defective items that must be replaced, or,
worse, they may miss defective items
so that the detection and correction activity occurs much later in the production process where the repair cost is
several orders of magnitude higher
than the actual purchase price. And,
beyond large delivery quantities of
items with uncertain quality, the actual
delivery time of items from low -price
suppliers may not be predictable. Uncertain delivery times will lead to additional costs that are due to expediting,
rescheduling, unexpected plant downtime, and great increases in confusion.

inspecting, expediting, and rescheduling. Even if this supplier's purchase
price is somewhat higher than several
other suppliers' quotes, this supplier is
likely the low -cost supplier and probably by a considerable margin. The
ABC model enables the purchasing
company to estimate how much more
it is willing to pay such a supplier so
that the net gains can be shared between supplier and customer. And the
model also helps the company identify
the cost and identity of the excess resources that are no longer needed
once the bulk of the vendor base has
shifted to this new "lean supplier paradigm."
Learning about and developing low cost suppliers is just another example
where managers can benefit from an
economic model of their operations.
The information helps them make informed tradeoffs among price, quality,
and responsiveness. The critics who
claim that activity-based cost management has no role in developing a lean
production capability seem unaware of
the potential for rewarding excellent
suppliers with some of the gains from
achieving a low -cost relationship.

So the purchase price of delivered items
is only one cost element in the total purchase cost?

prices for customized products, to shift
them from custom to standard products,
and to require them to take larger delivery quantities than they would prefer.
Don't these actions conflict with 'delighting" the customer?
Let me answer this criticism directly and in a perhaps controversial way.
I think that an unquestioned belief in
meeting all customer needs and making all customers satisfied is demonstrably wrong. A customer -based ABC
model can help managers decide when
a customer's needs should not be satisfied, at least at the current price. Attempting to meet all customer needs,
without regard to the economics of the
customer transaction, can lead a company not to the promised land of
"world - class" performance but to bankruptcy.

Exactly! The total cost of having a
batch of items available for production
must include the cost of ordering and
paying for the materials (if the supplier
is not linked to us via EDI and electronic funds transfer); the cost of receiving, inspecting, moving, and storing
the materials; the cost of scrap, rework, and obsolescence due to defective items; and the cost of scheduling,
expediting, and downtime associated
with this acquisition. The costs of all
these activities can and will be estimated in a comprehensive ABC model,
and these costs can be linked to those
individual supplier transactions for
which the activities are performed.
An excellent supplier makes frequent deliveries of exactly the right
mix of parts and materials that do not
require any inspection and can be delivered directly to the work station
where and just when they are needed.
For such a supplier, the purchasing
company does not have to commit resources to perform activities such as
ordering, receiving, moving, storing,
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TOTAL CUSTOMERSATISFACTION
What about customer relationships?
Some critics claim that ABC leads companies to charge their customers higher

Well it's certainly different to hear someone encouraging companies not to satisfyall their customers. Do you want to expand on this point?

You're right. It is easy for people to
misinterpret what I just said. Do I
think that the shift during the past decade from product - focused organiza-

tions to customer- and market - focused
ones is desirable? Absolutely. Being
customer - focused and attempting to
learn what customers want and how
you can satisfy them, even delight
them, is tremendously important. All
managers, indeed all employees,
should be attempting to satisfy their
external and internal customers. But
unfortunately, customer satisfaction
can be done badly.
How can satisfying customers be a bad
thing to do?

There's a big difference between
being customer focused and being
customer compelled or sales obsessed. Good marketing companies
choose the segments they want to
serve and the customers they can
serve profitably in those segments.
Not all segments or customers' desires
can be satisfied economically, even after sensible activity and business process improvement programs have
been accomplished. Some customers
can make extremely difficult demands
and be unwilling to pay for the resources required to satisfy them.
Let me illustrate this point with a
real example. A pickup and delivery
company (which included overnight
express) developed a relatively simple
ABC model of its operations. The company discovered that many of its customers packaged their shipments in
standard sized cartons and boxes.
They were straightforward to handle,
and the company had installed excellent processes including bar code
reading, remote data entry, and automated sorting technology to move
these packages from shipper to destination in a highly efficient pattern. But
not all customers packaged their shipments so neatly. One customer used
the delivery service to ship mesh bags
filled with beach balls. Another one
shipped uncrated bicycles, and a third
shipped unpackaged mufflers. Servicing these customers caused the companies' pickup and delivery trucks to
be filled up quickly, and the items required special handling and sorting in
the central facility.
My customer satisfaction zealot
friends tell me, "Hey, don't worry
about tracing operating costs to outputs [such as beach balls or uncrated
bicycles). If your customer wants this
product or service, your job is to improve your operating processes so that
you can meet these requirements efficiently. Do a business process redesign so that you can become efficient
at picking up, sorting, and delivering
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mesh bags full of beach balls." I'm not
making this up. I have been given this
response by academics and consultants deeply committed to but not necessarily experienced in TQM and activity management. I don't doubt that
the courier company could devise
more efficient processes to handle Uncrated bicycles and mesh bags full of
beach balls. But at the end of this process redesign, I think it reasonable for
the company to know whether the revenues it gets from performing this activity exceed the cost of even the highly efficient and redesigned activities
installed to handle this particular line
of business. The ABC model helps to
identify the segments and customers
that can be satisfied profitably. Also, it
signals which customers may require
significant price increases or changes
in demands or terms of trade for the relationship to benefit both parties.
Suppose that a company, after attempting to improve processes, change the

terms of trade, and expand volume still
has an unprofitable customer. Are you
suggesting that the company attempt to
get rid of such a customer? 1 would love
to hear you explain to a marketing manager that she has to fire one of her customers because your ABC model has
shown it to be unprofitable.
Firing customers is the last possible action to contemplate. Companies
may wish to retain unprofitable customers for several reasons. For example, the unprofitable customers may
be new, and the sales manager may anticipate "growing the business" with
this customer. Other customers may
provide some not - easily - quantified
benefits. For example, a few customers may provide leading -edge insights
about emerging consumer demands
or the role for new technologies or production processes. Other customers
may be known to be highly critical and
demanding so that retaining those customers gives the company valuable
credibility for other customers. Experienced marketing and general managers generally are aware of these situations and make good judgments about
whether the future or difficult-to-quantify benefits likely exceed the losses
reported for these customers.
Other customers, however, are
highly demanding, request special features and services not used by most
other customers, do not want to pay for
the cost of satisfying their demands,
provide no learning opportunities, and
are unlikely to change in the future. I
believe that marketing and sales efMAl NH 1,111VIG141 At -I;UUfY11lNli /INUVGMt1EK1992

The ABC model
helps to identify the
segments and customers that can be
satisfied profitably.
forts can be better spent prospecting
for new customers rather than attempting to delight such unprofitable
customers.
I keep coming back to the same basic point, but it's fundamental to how
ABCM creates value for organizations.
All good strategies, whether low -cost
or differentiated, and all the good programs, such as TQM, business process improvement, cycle -time reduction, and customer satisfaction, have
the potential to create considerable
value for organizations. And we should
continue to encourage companies to
explore all these opportunities. But it
seems relevant, even vital, to understand the economics of these programs as well. Blind faith can take you
to the promised land. But it also can
take you over the cliffs. ABC models
provide an economic model of the organization that enables managers to
set priorities, make tradeoffs, determine the extent of investment they are
willing to undertake for the improvements, and, at the end of the day —or,
at least, periodically through these
programs —learn whether these programs have increased profits.
Do managers, even with improved
information, ever make bad decisions?
Absolutely. Can we, in designing information systems, anticipate the bad decisions that managers might make and
deliberately distort the information so
that they are less likely to make them?
Or should we protect managers from
making bad decisions by not providing
them with any information about the
economics of their customer relationships? Such censorship implies that
the designers of the information system know more about a manager's
business than does the manager. This
does not strike me as a good long -term
working assumption. I am much more
comfortable making the ABC information system as accurate and as representative as can economically be done.
Managers generally seem to do sensible things if they are provided with accurate information —not always, but
more often than not. I hear many more

horror stories about managers who
made decisions based on distorted information, such as from traditional
unit cost or direct costing systems, or
made decisions that were completely
uninformed by the economics of the alternative actions they were contemplating.
ABC is not magic. It is just one of
many information systems to help
managers make better decisions. Can
managers make good decisions without a detailed understanding of their
economics? Occasionally, but they also can make mistakes. They might
overinvest in certain facilities, technologies, activities, products, customers,
and projects that do not provide desired returns, and underinvest in others to which traditional costing systems
have
overallocated
organizational expenses.
It's been an interesting few years of
development in activity-based cost
management, made slightly more interesting by the criticism of some well meaning but misinformed commentators. I am sure that, when we talk
again, the success stories from activity-based cost management will be
even more dramatic and pervasive. ■
Robert S. Kaplan is the Arthur Lowes

Dickinson Professor of accounting at the
Harvard Business School.
Author's Note: Helpful comments on the
dialogue were supplied by Pierre Loewe
of Gemini Consulting and Professors
Chris Argyris, Robin Cooper, Marc Epstein, and Robert Simons.
'Robin Cooper and Robert S. Kaplan, "Activity -Based
Systems: Measuring the Costs of Resource Usage."
Accounting Horizons,September 1992, pp. 1 -13.
'Robin Cooper, "Cost Classifications in Unit -Based
and Activity-Based Manufacturing Cost Systems,"
Journal of Cost Management, Fall 1990, pp. 4 -14.
'Robert S. Kaplan "Contribution Margin Analysis:
No Longer Relevant /Strategic Cost Management:
The New Paradigm, "Journat of Management Accounting Research, (Fall 1990), pp. 2 -15.
"This more general framework for applying ABC
analysis appeared in Cooper and Kaplan, "Profit Priorities from Activity-Based Costing," Harvard Business Review.May -June 1991, pp. 130-135.
'James P. Womack, Daniel T. Jones, and Daniel
Roos, The Machine 77rat Changed The World: The
Story of Lean Production, Rawson Associates, 1990.
"A Lower Gear for Japan's Auto Makers," New York
Times, (August 30, 1992), Section 3, pp, 1, 3.
'Robert S. Kaplan, "One Cost System Isn't Enough,"
Harvard Business Review,January- February 1988,
pp. 61.66.
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OFFICE
TECHNOLOGY
CLAIRE BARTH, EDITOR

AM Software has released the 1992
versions of AM -Tax Personal and AMTax Professional. The update expands
printing capabilities, adds more forms,
provides an easier, quicker user interface for many functions, and increases
error checking for certain deduction
limitations. AM -Tax prints out a wide
range of IRS - approved forms and
schedules on any dot matrix or Hewlett- Packard or compatible laser printer. It supports all basic IRS forms and
schedules, as well as the basic forms
required by 22 individual states. The
1992 version adds a K-1 worksheet that
automatically transfers business partnership data to all appropriate forms
and schedules. Users can enter data
from multiple W -2s and similar forms
at one time, without having to return
to the main screen. An AM Tax Electronic Filing version is also available,
which allows users to send files over a
modem directly to the IRS or to Nelco,
a national electronic filing service.
Circle No. 35
AVP Systems has developed a family
of product modules, The Sales Tax
Master System Plus, devoted solely to
sales and use taxes. The individual
modules can work alone or together.
For example, the Sales /Use Tax System automatically calculates and applies the correct taxes to billing transactions. It features calculation routines
that can tax different products at different rates, detailed reports, and the ability to customize. A second module,
VERAZIP, is a ZIP code verification
system. The STEP (Sales Tax Exemption Processing) system is an automated system to track and record tax exempt sales. Linked to the Sales /Use
Tax System, it automatically determines the exempt status of a sale. Yet
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another module, the STAR (Sales Tax
Automatic Return) system, produces a
completed sales /use tax return. A final
component, the Fast Tax /AVP Directory, is a comprehensive reference
containing all the sales /use tax rates
for the United States and Canada.
Circle No. 36

e

SOFTWARE

Polaris Systems has introduced the
3
system, a full implementation of activity-based costing. It pulls the diverse
activities of a company together into a
consistent information model. The
cost management tool merges transaction analysis with activity-based costing and value -chain modeling to trace
the consumption of economic resources. The activity management tool
analyzes and supports economic activities, tracking and comparing such
performance measures as cycle -time,
productivity, customer service, and
quality. The transaction management
tool provides high -speed transaction
processing and open database access
through a true real -time open system.
The client, or front -end, is implemented in Windows or OS /2, using an object- oriented environment. Workstations are constructed by combining
objects to reflect each user's requirements. The server, or back -end, is a relational database that is implemented
on SQL (structured query language)
server products. These products are
portable across a wide range of various
hardware and operating system combinations.
Circle No. 37
Automation Consulting has brought
out a new Revenue and Profitability
module for CASSO —Cost Accounting
System for Service Organizations version 2.1. Teamed with the original
module, Activity-Based Costing, CAS SO helps any service organization to

understand what its services and products cost. The software, which has
multiple security levels, allows analT
sis of expenses for any group and for
any level of line item detail. Costs are
analyzed by type and by their fixed and
variable components. The system
tracks the expected (forecast) volumes and dollars and also actual volumes and dollars. Up to 100,000 companies can be tracked each year. Area
and product information can be rolled
up to two levels for reporting purposes. The software has 67 predefined
report formats, or the data can be exported into a database or spreadsheet
to produce customized formats. A
built -in auditor prevents report creation until all edits and consistency
checks have been passed.
Circle No. 38
Apple Computer, Inc. has made
available Macintosh PC Exchange,
which allows Macintosh users to read,
write, and format PC- compatible disks
or import PC files into Macintosh based programs for editing. After editing, the disk can be passed back to an
MS-DOS -based computer for further
work. The software requires a Macintosh computer running System 7 and
equipped with an Apple SuperDriveTm
floppy disk drive.
Circle No. 39

EQUIPMENT
Canon U.S.A., Inc. has expanded its
Laser ClassT' 700 Series of facsimile machines with three new plain -paper models: FAX -L790, FAX-L785, and FAX-L775.
The control panel has been standardized
across the entire product line, and every
Laser Class model uses the same replaceable all- in-one cartridge system,
which consolidates the three imaging
components- -drum, toner, and developer—in one unit The new models offer a
variety of features, including Dual Access, which allows users to perform two
tasks at once. Documents can be
scanned into memory while the machine
is transmitting or receiving. An InstaScan
feature scans documents into memory at
approximately two seconds per page.
Transmission Reservation lets users enter dialing instructions while the machine is receiving, place a document in
the feeder, and walk away. All three models offer wide scan capability, sequential
and relay broadcasting to 188 locations,
delayed transmission via 32 timers, and
32 confidential mailboxes.
Circle No. 40
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MAPCOMMITTEENEWS
s this is being written, the Management Accounting Practices
Committee is readying itself for
a meeting in Washington, D.C., whose
agenda will include a discussion with
Securities & Exchange Commission
Chief Accountant Walter Schuette
about accounting- related issues of concern to the Commission. This is an annual event that always provides useful
insights to both the IMA and the SEC.
The meeting's agenda also calls for the
establishment of IMA comments on a
number of proposed Statements or position papers issued by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board, American Institute of CPAs, Governmental
Accounting Standards Board, and International Accounting Standards
Committee.
The other side of the MAP Committee is its responsibility to approve issuance of Statements on Management
Accounting. At a recent meeting, the
MAP Committee's Subcommittee on
SMA Promulgation listened to visitors
from several organizations discussing
their expertise in various aspects of
benchmarking. Then plans were made
to (a) develop a comprehensive SMA
dealing with benchmarking and (b)
draft an article for MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING® on the application of
benchmarking to information technology; an SMA could follow.
The subcommittee signed off on a
draft SMA, Accounting for the Direct
Labor of Exempt Employees. It now
goes to the MAP Committee for action.
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The subcommittee reviewed a new
issues paper titled Risk Management
Costs.This paper was developed under
the aegis of a task force jointly sponsored by the Risk and Insurance Management Society and the IMA. After
comments are received and reviewed,
a draft SMA will be prepared.
Members of the subcommittee
have started research preliminary to
development of an SMA, Management
Accounting Concepts. Such an SMA
would fill the gap that now exists in the
Framework for Management Accounting in framework category 3.
The draft paper, Cost of Quality, has
been turned over to members of the
subcommittee. Current plans are to
shape the paper into an IMA Issues Paper, which might be distributed in
June at the Annual Conference.
Now that the newly completed research study, Implementing Activity Based Cost Management, is available,
work has begun in earnest on developing an SMA that will provide useful
guidance on ABC.
Three previously unpublished
SMAs are being published individually
by IMA and may be obtained through
the Special Orders Department. Currently available is SMA 4P, Cost Management for Logistics. Following shortly will be 5B, Reporting Information to
Managers, and 4Q, Use and Control of
Financial Instruments.
Louis Bisgay, CPA, is director, Management Accounting Practices.

RESEARCH
JULIAN M. FREEDMAN, CPA,
CPIM, EDITOR

TWONEWPROJECTS
wo IMA research publications
available at the end of the month
relate to "Internal Control —Integrated Framework," the final report
(September 1992) of the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations (COSO) of
the Treadway Commission. IMA's project committee chair, David R. Koeppel
(Boise State University), provided
oversight during the research process.
The Role ofAnalytical Procedures in
Detecting Management Fraud, a Re-

search Issues publication, by Edward
Blocher, CMA, CPA (University of
North Carolina), dissects and flowcharts the thought processes of con-

trollers and auditors in detecting and
preventing fraud. The researcher used
two methodologies, the Group Embedded Figures Test (GEFT) and protocol
analysis, to arrive at findings from
three cases. The research results
show that IMA, AICPA, and IIA need
to develop more aggressive educational programs to stimulate financial managers in fraud detection. The management accountant is asked to be alert to
the possibility that fraud exists in the
preparation and assessment of data.
In Improving the Effectiveness of Audit Committees, a Research Report pub lication, Larry E. Riltenberg, CPA,
CIA, and R.D. Nair (University of Wisconsin- Madison) focus on the attributes most closely associated with effective audit committees.
IMA's research reinforces the continuing need to respond to the 49 recommendations in the 1987 Report of the
National Commission on Fraudulent
Financial Reporting.The Commission,

chaired by James C. Treadway, Jr., was
created to identify causal factors leading to fraudulent financial reporting
and to recommend steps to reduce its
incidence. Thomas M. OToole, former IMA president, is IMA's representative on COSO. IMA's Planning Committee member William J. Ihlanfeldt is
IMA's representative on COSO's advisory council. IMA Chairman Donald
Baker served as a member of the
Treadway Commission advisory
board, and IMA Director of Management Accounting Practices Louis Bisgay participated as a member of the
professional and technical staff.
Publications issued by IMA fall into
five categories: Research Report, Research Issues, Bold Step, the Classic
Series, and Monographs. Definitions
are in IMA's publications catalog.
Subscribers to IMA's Research
Publication Service automatically receive copies of the two reports.

THREEHOTTOPICS
MA's Committee on Research met
in Chicago during committee
week, August 1, 1992. Chair Dennis
Neider and a 23- person committee
funded three cutting -edge research
projects that are relevant, reliable, responsive, and recognized as contributing to management accounting literature. In addition they released for
publication three projects of which
IMA members can be justly proud, besides the two Treadway - related reports described.
These three projects are:
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Management Accounting
& Finance Audio Digest
Here's the most interesting and convenient way you can imagine to stay
on top of rapidly developing issues in
management accounting and finance.
And to earn 12 CPE credits!
Management Accounting& Finance
Audio Digest,a combined effort of
John Wiley & Sons and the Institute of
Management Accountants, brings 6-8
experts per month into the comfort of
your home, your car, or wherever you
can listen to an audio cassette tape.
Engaging 8 -12 minute discussions,
totalling 60 minutes per tape, cover
such important topics as:
•❑implementing❑activity-based
costing,

•❑regulatory❑updates❑and❑what
theymean;
•❑the❑benefits❑and❑cautions❑of
electronic data interchange (EDI);
•❑the❑latest❑developments❑in❑international accounting standards;
•❑proven❑techniques❑for❑quality
management;
•
time management insights;
•❑improving❑"people"❑skills❑as❑you
supervise and manage;
•❑forecasting❑—where❑the❑economy❑is
going and why;
•❑professional❑development.
The AudioDigestcovers topics in
brief capsules. No long lectures.
You'll get the informationyou need to
maintainyour competitive edge.

Earn CPE credits.
Here's how. Just correctly answer
the questionnaire that comes with
each tape and send it in. You'll get 1
CPE credit per tape, per month -12
CPE credits for the whole year!

Start your Audio Digest
program now! At no risk!
Try Audio Digest this coming
month. If the topics covered in your
FREE SAMPLE tape aren't interesting, engaging, and truly worth the
small investment in your time, you
can cancel your subscription and
owe nothing.
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YES! Please send me my free sample cassette and enter
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IMA Membership #
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any reason, I may cancel my subscription and receive a full refund of
the unexpired balance of my payment.
I

❑

®

❑ ❑Bill❑me

❑ ❑Bill❑firm ❑ ❑VISA ❑ ❑MASTERCARD ❑ ❑ AmEx
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Topics:
• Update on Cost Accounting Standards
• Overview of COS
• Implementation Issues
more, more and more
Speakers include`:
CAS Board:
Allan V. Burman, Chairman
Edward F. Hefferon
William H. Reed
Louis P. Goldsman, Price Waterhouse
Margaret M. Worthington, Price Waterhouse
Hamilton W. Jenkins, KPMG Peat Marwick
William J. Keating, KPMG Peat Marwick
DCAA:
Stephen T. Larkin
Fred J. Newton
Lawrence P. Uhlfelder
'Speakers vary from site to site.

NOV. 5, 1992
NEWARK, NJ
NEWARKAIRPORT
MARRIOTT

DEC. 2, 1992
IRVINE, CA
IRVINE MARRIOTT
AT JOHN WAYNE AIRPORT

yo
N '1919 •Sy

CMA
Certified

Managancnt
Accountant
Program

For information or to register, call the
lMA Registrar at 800- 638 -4427, #3.

• Doing Business in Russia and the
Other Former Soviet Republics: Accounting and Joint Venture Issues,

Enthoven, Sokolov, and Petrachkov, a Bold Step publication. (Press
release and press summary are
available upon request. Call 1 -800638-4427, #0, Research Department.)

• Relevance Rediscovered: An Antholo-

gy of 25 Significant Articles —Volume III, 1939 -1949, Vangermeersch. This study is part of a
special IMA 75th anniversary three volume -set Classic Series.

• Implementing Activity -Based Cost
Management: Moving from Analysis

to Action,KPMG Peat Marwick, Kaplan, Cooper, Maisel. This Bold
Step publication will be given to attendees at IMA's "Building ABC
Models for Success" conference
scheduled for November 9-10,
1992, in San Francisco. To attend,
call IMA's registrar at 1- 800 -6384427, press 3.
At its first 1992 -93 meeting, the
committee accepted three proposals:
The Role of the Management Accountant in Environmental Issues by

Harvard University's Visiting Professor Marc J. Epstein.
• Purpose —The dual purpose of
this study is to examine leading
practices in identifying, measuring, reporting, and managing environmental impacts and to describe the role of the
management accountant in environmental issues.
• Results —The results of this
study will be an analysis of practices and trends with a proposed
format for environmental accounting and management.
2. Management Accounting Issues in
Cellular Manufacturing Systems by

Clark University's Professor Dileep
G. Dhavale, CPA, CPIM.
• Purpose —The purpose of this
study is to examine current industry practices and underlying
theories relating to management
accounting issues in cellular
manufacturing systems: product
costing, flexible budgeting, investment justification, standard
costing, reports, performance
evaluation, up -front costs, and
dysfunctional behavior.
• Results —The result of this study
will be a general procedural
framework that can be modified
MANAUE.
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to suit specific cellular manufacturing systems designed to help
managers perform planning,
control, and decision - making
tasks.
3. An Empirical Examination of the

Perceived Value of Management Accounting Activities in the Manufacturing Environment by Utah State
University Professors Richard L.
Jenson, CPA; James W. Brackner,
CMA, CPA; and Clifford R. Skousen, CMA, CPA.
■ Purpose —The dual purpose of
this study is to identify and classify accounting activities engaged in by management accountants and to determine the
extent to which production managers perceive such activities as
adding value to the firm's products.
• Results —The results of this
study will provide insight into
the present mix of management
accounting activities and help
clarify the link between such activities and the value added to
products and processes.
Chair Neider reported the following
six projects are in process:
• Controllership and TQM: A Practical Approach, O'Connor, Stoner,

Werner.

• Cost Accounting for Service Type
Businesses, Martinson.
• Expert Systems for Management Accounting Tasks, Brown and Phillips.
• Information for Strategic Planning,

Porter, Akers.

• Managing

Manufacturing Over-

heads: A Study of Production Complexity, Activity Transactions, and
Overhead Costs, Banker and Potter.
• Marketing Costs: Their Nature and
Use in Decision Making and Performance Evaluation, M. Schiff and J.

Schiff.
The Research Committee also is focusing on topics that support IMA's
Task Force on Quality, such as bench marking accounting processes. In recognition of the ever - changing environment the profession supports, new
topics will be acted on swiftly as members, researchers, and corporate CMA
sponsors help identify them. Readers
are encouraged to discuss with IMA's
director of research proposals for the
Committee to consider at its next
meeting, Dec. 5, 1992, in Dallas.

CAM-I'SCOST MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMSSECTION
Ile member -owned Computer
Aided Manufacturing-Intemational (CAM -I) consortium's cost
management systems section met in
Seattle, August 24-25, 1992, breaking
new ground in uncovering practices
designed to help members become
world -class competitors. Change management was the overall theme.
Among the speakers was Joseph Morone, who explored the behavior and
practices of general management, referring to his book, Winning in High Tech Markets: How Motorola, Corning
and General Electric Have Built Global
Leadership Through Technology (Har-

vard Business School Press). Other
talks covered: (1) best practices in performance measurement, highlights
from 15 site visits; (2) the development
of balanced performance measures at
McDonnell Aircraft; and (3) how the
strategic decision to employ best practices can lead to competitive advantage— Coming's experience. Interest
groups continue to fuel critical thinking: ABM implementation experiences, investment management
benchmarking, unused capacity, strategy deployment, and enhanced accounting practices and barriers in the
defense industry. IMA's publications
catalog will feature CAM -1 identified
reports as they become available.

MOREWASTECOSTSSEEN
nvironmental liabilities could
reach $1.2 trillion by 2020 under
a stringent policy scenario for
U.S. hazardous waste remediation,
while a best -guess current - policy scenario is expected to cost $750 billion,
says a recent study issued by The University of Tennessee's Waste Management Research and Education Institute. These staggering
cost
predictions come while corporate
America still is complying with the
new FASB regulations for recognizing
retiree health care benefits, estimated
to cost up to $400 billion! There is no
doubt that clean -up costs and environmental protection solutions will take
center stage after SFAS 106.
The Council of Accounting Research
Directors (CARD), representatives from
11 national organizations active in accounting research, have agreed to keep
one another informed on this vital topic.
Julian M. Freedman, CPA, CPIM, is director, IMA research.
fig
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FINALLY-WHATABCCAN
REALLYDOFORYOU!
Learn How Eight Companies
Approached ABC
Much has been said and written over the last several years
regarding the value and power of activity -based costing
(ABC) and activity -based cost management (ABCM). But the
true advantages of ABC, beyond product costing, are known
only to a few who have witnessed an ABC implementation. The
hard results —the alterations in strategic thinking and the new
ways in which organizations are beginning to change, to look at
their business processes, and to measure themselves— remain
hidden from the public.
In response to this lack of visibility, the IMA, KPMG Peat
Marwick, Professors Robert Kaplan and Robin Cooper, and
Lawrence Maisel collaborated to carry out a joint research
project ba sed on stu dies of a ctu a l compa nies tha t ha ve
implemented ABC. They focused on the many questions and
concerns facing ma na gers who ha ve eva lua ted ABC
alternatives. The primary object of the project was to research,
synthesize, and document k ey implementation issues a nd
results, based on real -life examples and case studies from which
the management accounting community can learn.
In summary, Implementing Activity -Based Cost Management:
Moving from Analysis to Action represents a state -of- the -art view
of the ABC principles and implementation experiences of eight
Mail to:
Institute of Management Accountants
Research Publications Department
10 Paragon Drive
Phone: 1.800 -638 -4427, #4
Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760
In New Jersey: 1 -201- 573 -6278

companies. The findings will provide an
understanding of the design decisions
a nd p it fa ll s a n d th e or ga ni za ti on a l
dyna mics tha t ca n directly affect the
su ccess of a n ABC system. For those
rea ders contempla ting or emba rking
upon an ABC project, this book is an
invaluable one -of -a -kind resource.

Payments must be drawn on a U.S. bank
Charge to my credit card:

Please send me—

IMPLEMENTI NG ACTWI TYBASED COST
MANAGEMENT @ $35 each

AM EX *

Total books:

VISA#

Total price:
Less 20% (if applicable):*

N.J. residents, please add 6% sales tax:

MasterCard#

Interbank#

Shipping & handling charge:
TOTAL:
IMA members are entitled to a 20% discount.
Member #:
J Nonmember; please send me membership
information.

Expiratio n Date

Signature

Name (please print or type)

This coupon may be photocopied
Company (if part of shipping address)
Address (do not use P.O. box number)
City, State, Zip

will

SHIPPING AND HANDLING
All orders within the continental United States are sent by United
Parcel Service (UPS). You should receive delivery within two weeks,
Minimum shipping & handling charge per shipment is $3.00 for 1 -3
items; $5.00 for 4 -10 items; $10.00 for 11.20 items; and $15 for 21
or more items. Overnight via Airborne Express or 2nd Day Delivery
(Blue Label) via UPS is available at your expense. Please call for
more information. All orders shipped outside the United States
be charged 30% of the amount of the order, with a minimum charge
of $8.00.
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CAREEROPPORTUNITIES

CLASSIFIED
CONTINUING
PROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION
Earn CPE Credit using self-study
"Quarterly CPF, Exams" covering
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
Free Brochure. 1-800,443-8248. Extension 1040.

COMPUTERSOFTWARE
NEW
DEPRECIATION /FIXED
ASSET MANAGEMENT. Ver. 5.0
for IBM- PC /XT /AT /PS2 and compatibles, Over 700 users in 5 years from
large corporations to small CPA's,
many say "best system at any price."
Six books, all normal methods including SL, DB, DDB, SYD, ACRS,
MACRS, 40% RULE, ACE, AMT and
SHORT TAX YEARS and FORM 4562.
DO ITYOUR WAY,design custom reports, split or merge files, sort records
in any order. $195,00. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. VISA /MC. SOFT LINK, PO Box 2433, Stuart, FL 34995.
Phone 407 - 692.3123
Advanced General Ledger System.
Designed specifically for management ac countants and organizatio ns
with complex accounting requirements. User-defined financial and
budget rep orts , multiple co mp anies
with consolidations, complex organizational structures, data retention and

reporting for unlimited number of
years, multiple budgets per year, cost
allocations, unit quantity accounting,

data exchange with other applications, LAN support, strong audit trails
and security. Fully integrated A/P
system available. For comprehensive
brochure contact DHDial & Company, 38 Meeting Street, Charleston, SC
29401. (803) 577.7997. FAX (803) 5770094.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
IS YOUR ACCOUNTING CAREER
ADVANCING TO THE REAR
Then start your own Comprehensive
practice. 25 year proven system includes marketing. training, equipment, software and support.
Minimum requirements are $100,000
net worth and $25,000 cash.
Comprehensive
Business Service, Inc.
1925 Palomar Oaks Way
Carlsbad, CA 921()8
1 -800- 323 -9000
WE PROVIDE SAVINGS on gas,
electric, and phone costs. "Free Analysis." ENERGY GROUP PH, 201 -9428628 FAX: 201. 956.2940

READER
SERVICE
CARD N0.

16
10
17
19
Start making money for YOURSELF wi th the company Suc.
cess Magazine calls the "Number One Accounting Franchise
in Amenca!" (March, 1991) Build
your own highly successful accounting practice with Padgen's:
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System Conversions t

with
MOM
Validate the

effectiveness of
- - - -- '
your disbursement controls.
Let our powerful computer
programs and expert staff
find and recover duplicate
payments and other disbursement errors. Our reviews are
quick, effective and do not

HELPWANTED
Corporate Accounting and Product Analysis Manager - for a manufacturer of Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) Systems, prepare
and analyze product cost and business
data in CIM line of business; compile
and analyze financial information to
prepare accounting entries, and prepare financial reports. Maintain product cost accounting system. Design,
develop, and implement Management
Information Systems on mini and micro computers using advanced tools
processingassistant. 40 hrs. /wk., 8;00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; salary of $29,000 /yr.
Position requires a Master of Business Administration degree and 18
months prior experience as a Programmer. Graduate mursework must
include at least one course each in: Financial Accounting, Cost Accounting,
Finance, Management Information
Systems, Database Management, and

SystemUpgrades
Acquisitions I
Divestitures
Mergers
Volume t
Priorities
Resources
Personnel

burden your staff. 9

cosj

o D!sK'
1

CnQF bat doodg and

ow free bnarluhe.

r800J 683 - 5454
DisbursementSystemReviews,Inc.
I

Circle No. 17

1

Computer Integrated Manufacturing
(CIM). Prior work experience must
include a minimum of one year experience in spreadsheets, relational database. programming in a fourth get,
eration language, and word
processing. Send resume with Social
Security No. to Indiana Department of
Workforce Development, 10 N. Senate Ave., Rm. 103, Indianapolis, IN

11
9
12

• Intensive 4 -week training
• Client mar keting systems
• Yearly lax seminars /support
• Streamlined ac counting
system
• On -going field support
• Owner manuals 8 muc h
more.
Call 1 -800- 323 -7292; In CA,
collect (916) 966.2348 for further details!

W e a re a lead ing aut ho rity in the
placement of Management Acco unting professionals. We currently have
CFO, VP Finance and Controller
search as signments in the $40, 000$150,000 range nationwide. Please
call us to discuss these career opportunities at (803) 788.8877. You may
fax your resume to us at (803) 7881509 or mail it to: F- O- R- T -U -N -E Personal Consultants of Columbia, Inc..
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA, Columbia,
SC 29224. Our client companies pay
our fees.

46204, Attn: Mariana Richmond. Include I.D. #3288400 with response.
Must be U.S. citizen or U.S. perma-
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PUBLICATIONS
ACTIVITY -BASED
COST ING— "Wheels In Motion" is an innovative approach to implementing

ABC. This book details the step -bystep methods by which an organization can successfully implement ABC.
An in -depth introduction to the concept /inherent benefits of ABC is included. Send $39.95 to: Sandra L.
Hock, C.P.A., P.O. Box 7025, Green wood, Indiana. 46142
UNEMPLOYED/ UNDEREMPLOYED?? Try the SYNERGY APPROACH to job change. This easy to
use guide will successfully lead you
through the job change process. Send
$11.95►o:
Synergy Systems Associates
109 N. Cordova Street
Suite C
Alhambra, CA 91801
INVEST IN PROFITS! 'The Performance Viewpoint" features monthly
tabulations of 350 stocks by profitability. Buy steady winners! $35 yearly,
S/I Techniques, Box 559, Orchard
Park, N.Y. 14127.0559
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CMA PROFILES IN SUCCESS

Kevin V. Fitzgerald, CMA
Senior Consultant
IBM Corporation

The Kevin Fitzgerald success story . . .
If holding increasingly more responsible positions with one company over 25 years is
evidence of attainment of professional success, then Kevin Fitzgerald has arrived.
Employed by IBM Corporation, Kevin is now Senior Consultant responsible for
formulating IBM's worldwide accounting strategy. He also teaches Financial and
Managerial Accounting courses at Pace University in Westchester County, New York.

Why he has made the Certified Management Accountant
(CMA) designation part of it . . .
His attainment of the CMA is an achievement that Kevin does not take lightly, and
neither does IBM. "IBM is dedicated to the training and development of its employees.
Programs such as our in -house CMA review course help financial employees broaden
their expertise and keep abreast of new developments in their field. And that's extremely
important today. If you are going to be a management accountant, you must get a CMA.
The CMA is not a choice designation for a management accountant."

If you're after a management title

. . .
Make sure you have the CMA after your name. For more information call or write to the
address below ...

CMA: Three Letters That Spell Success

100

1 -800- 638 -4427

Institute of Management Accountants
Formerly
National Association of Accountants
CMA Program 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1759

Certified
Manag eme nt
Ac c o un ta nt
P ro gr am

INFORMATION
HAS ITS REWARD S
When it comes to the overall picture
of professional employment, salary
data is important.
But as a manager, you also need to
consider the pressing issues of benefits, training, turnover and managing
costs through strategic staffing.

You'll appreciate the 1993 SALARY
GUIDE from the RobertHalfand
Accountemps organization that offers a
comprehensive view of the nationwide
current salary levels in Accounting,
Finance, Banking and Information
Systems key positions. The Guide
also includes useful information on
benefits programs, trends in hiring and
employee retention.

Hale

To obtain this FREE Salary Guide,
call your local Robert
and
Accountemps®office or complete the
coupon below.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Robert Half International Inc.
P.O. Box 33597
Kansas City, MO 64120
Please send me a complimentary copy of your 1993 SALARY GUIDE.
Name
Title
Firm
Address
City /State /Zip
Telephone
1992 Robert Half International Inc
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